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FOREWORD
This bulletin is published in furtherance of the purposes of the
Water Resources Research Act of 1964. The purpose of the Act is to stimu
late, sponsor, provide for, and supplement present programs for the con
duct of research, investigations, experiments, and the training of the
scientists in the field of water and resources which affect water. The
Act is promoting a more adequate national program of water resources re
search by furnisbing financial assistance to non-federal research.
The Act provides for establishment of Water Resources Research Insti
tutes or Centers at Universities through the Nation. On September 1, 1964,
a Water Resources Research Center was established in the Graduate Schoo1
as an interdisciplinary component of the University of Minnesota. The
Center has the responsibility for stimulating University research with
water resources programs of local, State and Federa1 agencies and private
organizations throughout the State; and assisting in training additional
scientists [or work in the field of water resources through research.
This report is number 44 in a series of publications designed to
present information bearing on water resources research in Minnesota and
the results of some of the research sponsored by the Center. The study
described in this Bulletin is concerned with the many computer programs
in the field of hydrology. This report consists of four sections and ten
appendices. Sections I and II inc1ude a discussion of the scope of the
project and general comments on the sources of computer programs in hydro1
Section III contains information on specific computer programs. Most
the programs described in this section were TIm at the University of
Minnesota Computer Center on a CDC 6600 digital computer. Section IV gives
general conclusions, including suggestions to those who might make use of
the types of computer programs included in this study. Appendix 2 is an
annotated bibliography covering a variety of topics in hydrology for which
computer programs or methods are of interest. The remaining appendices
list the computer programs that have been developed by various organiza
tions.
Ibis Bulletin serves as the Research Project Technical Completion
Report for the following Center project:
OWRR Project No.:
Project Title:

A-02D-Minn.

Evaluation of Selected Computer Programs in Hydrology

Principal Investigator:
Project

Beg~:

C.E. Bowers, St. Anthony Falls Hydraulic
Laboratory

July 1, 1968

Project Ended:

June 30, 1971

U-E

Computer Programs in Hydrology
Publication Abstract:
Many computer programs in the field of hydrology are developed each
year and are playing an increasingly important part in both research and
design activities in hydrology. Many of these programs are available for
use by other agencies, organizations, and individuals. The study of which
1
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INTRODUCTION
The objective of this research study was the review of selected com
puter programs in the field of hydrology with the aim of assisting in the
application of these programs by potential users. Research efforts in
hydrology and hydraulic engineering have resulted in the development of
many computer programs. Some of these are of primary interest to those
in the research phase of hydrology. Others may be initially of interest
to research people but will be used for design purposes as information
on and confidence in the programs develop. Other programs are based on
well known procedures and as a result have immediate applicatiOn to de
sign problems. lbe second and third typeo of programs are of primary in
terest in this report, but some programs of all three groups have been
included because no sharp separation among them exists.
At a recent professional meeting in the field of hydrology, concern
was expressed by design-oriented engineers over the problem of communi
cation between research and design hydrologists. The designers are ac
tively interested in mathematical modeling of hydrologic processes but
are faced with a difficult choice as to which models to use. A solution
to this problem may not be available at this time because new models are
continuously being developed and these will require considerable testing
and evaluation before they find general acceptance.
The reports by Isacson, Stoker and Troesch [C-lIl] * on Numeric al
solution of Flood Prediction and River Regulation Problems for the U.S.
Army Corps of Engineers represent an early and valuable effort in the
application of the digital computer to unsteady flow or flood routing in
rivers. Crawford and Linsley developed the well known "Stanford Model"
of the overall runoff process. Other investigators have developed a
variety of models, some of which are similar in principle to the Stanford
Model while others are based on quite different assumptions.
VariouS Federal agencies have been very active in preparing
programs in hydrology, including the HydrologiC Engineering Center
and other offices of the Corps of Engineers, the Soil Conservation Ser
vice, the U.S. Geological survey, the Bureau of Reclamation, the Tennessee
Valley Authority, and the U.S. Forest Service.
lbe initial objective of some of these agencies was the adaptation of
existing methods to digital computer solution techniques. In the process,
it was sometimes possible to introduce much more sophisticated procedures
than were possible with desk top calculators while still retaining the
basic principles associated with accepted design procedures.
The HydrologiC Engineering Center of the Corps of Engineers under
the direction of Mr. Leo R. Beard has done an outstanding job in prepar
ing a series of about 28 programs, well documented and available to coop
erating agencies. Many of these are based on Corps of Engineers methods,
such as unit hydro graph theory and various "hydrologic routing" proce
*Numbers in brackets refer to the annotated List of Programs and
Associated Reports in Appendix 2.

dures. However, in some instances, HEC has incorporated features that
were not feasible prior to the advent of the digital computer. For exam
ple, a loss-rate routine using four variables has been used in several
programs for hydrograph analysis, in place of the ~ index. &,other fea
ture of some of these programs is an optimization process based on fitting
of observed events to assist in an evaluation of variables in the program.
The HEC programs are well documented relative to the purpose of the
program, identification of variables, and explanation of input and output
procedures. However, they often presume a knowledge of Corps of Engineers
design procedures and this can cause difficulty in the use of some pro
grams.
The Soil Conservation Service has also prepared a series of programs
that are well documented and of interest to the applied hydrologist. One
of these (TR 20 PROGR&~ Section H) concerns the computation, combining,
and routing of hydrographs for a series of the sub-watersheds of a larger
watershed. A second program is for the study of the effect of variations
in the number and characteristics of proposed darns in the watershed upon
flows. The SCS programs use some basic procedures associated with that
agency while utilizing the computer to the best advantage.
The Bureau of Reclamation has a large number of programs covering a
variety of hydrologic and hydraulic topics. These are listed in Abstracts
of Electronic Computer Programs Developed by the Bureau of Reclamation;
Electronic Computer Programs Abstract Issue No.4, May 1966; and Abstract
Issue No.5, February 1969. Quite a few of these programs are described
in the Annotated Bibliography of Appendix 2, and the titles of all hydro
logic and hydraulic programs are listed in Appendix 7. Many of these are
applicable to general hydrologic and hydraulic programs, while others
apply to specific proj ect studies. The only USBR program used in this
study was the "Determination of Flood Flow Frequencies by the T,og-l'earson
Type III Method" (HY 173). This is a well-documented program.
The U.S. Geological Survey, Automatic Data Section, Water Resources
Division, has a series of about 80 computer programs for processing water
data. 111ese are primarily for use by the U.S. Geological Survey. However,
some of the programs, which are listed in Appendix 5, may be of interest
to other organizations as well as Federal agencies. Only two programs
were actually used as part of this study, and both were well documented.
The Tennessee Valley Authority has prepared a series of about 13
programs for hydrograph analysis, flood routing, and related subjects, as
noted in Appendix 6. While all of these are of interest to the hydrolo
gist, three are of special interest. The first is for the determination
of unit graphs from complex floods [B-15], the second for natural and reg
ulated flood determination (NARFE) [B-16], and the third (SOCH) [B-19]
for the simulation of unsteady flow in natural open channels by solution
of the continuity and momentum equations.
The National Weather Service has developed a number of computer pro
grams of interest to the river hydrologist. Two of these, an API Model
by W.T. Sittner, C.E. Schuss and J.C. Monroe E-2l, and a "Generalized
River Forecast Program" by R.H. Dickson of the Kansas City office, are
reviewed herein. The National Weather Service and the Corps of Engineers
collaborated on a computer program entitled: "Stream-Flow Synthesis Reser
5
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SELECTION OF PROGRAMS
voir Regulation" or the "SSARR Model". D.M. Rockwood, J.A. Anderson,
V.P. Schermerhorn and D.W. Kuehl have prepared several papers on this
model, which has been quite successful on some large basins.
Some information has been received concerning a Forest Service pro
gram to assist in water and related land resource planning. Apparently
this will involve quantity, quality, and cost of water and other resour
ces. The program is still being developed.
Three programs developed or sponsored by the Environmental Protec
tion
(or its predecessors FWPCA or FWQA) have been reviewed. One
of them is
optimization of water quality and the other two relate to
urban runoff. Doubtless, there are numerous other programs available,
particularly concerning water quality.
The development of the Office of Water Resources Research and the
creation of Water Resources Research Centers in each of the states has
resulted in considerable research funded by the Federal and state govern
ments. Other state and University research has been funded in part by
the National Science Foundation, the Federal Highway Administration, and
the Corps of Engineers. One item of special interest in some of the state
and university efforts is the development of mathematical models of the
hydrologic system and associated computer programs. The well-known Stan
ford Model [E-5] sponsored in part by NSF and Stanford University and de
veloped by N.H. Crawford and R.K. Kinsley is a particularly noteworthy
development involving University and Federal cooperation. The computer
program associated with this model was initially written in a form of Algol.
It has since been rewritten in Fortran by W.D. James at the University of
Kentucky and referred to as the Kentucky Model or as the Kentucky-Stanford
Model. It has also been rewritten in Fortran by the National Weather Ser
vice and W.L. Moore and associates at the University of Texas. A new
model has been developed by B.J. Claborn and W.L. Moore IE-41 as a result
of their work on the Stanford Model.
The work of G. Bugliarello at Carnegie Mellon University with the
problem-oriented language HYDRO and of J.W. Delleur at Purdue lffiiversity
with FORTRAN-HYDRO is of special interest relative to University contri
butions. L.F. Huggins and E.J. Monke have prepared a program described
in a report entitled "The Mathematical Simulation of the Hydrology of
Small Watershed" [E-ll]. R.E. Machmeier and C.L. Larson at the University
of Minnesota [B-12] have developed a mathematical model of an idealized
watershed and have prepared several interesting reports on hydro graphs
resulting from variation in the intensity and duration of rainfall excess.
Two students of Dr. Larson, T.C. Wei and P. Golany, have worked with var
iations in a stream system pattern and rainfall pattern using a modified
model.
V. YevjeVUfl and A.H. Barnes [C-2lJ at Colorado State University,
supported in part by the Federal Highway Administration and the Public
Health Service, have conducted a very interesting study of unsteady open
channel flow in a circular conduit and developed a computer program for
the analysis of this flow condition.
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A part of the original objective of this study was achieved by placing
a group of about 22 programs in operation on the CDC 6600 computer at the
University of Minnesota. These programs are described in Appendix I
of the report. Because the large number of available programs, it was
not possible to operate all programs on the computer.
Appendix 2 is an annotated list of computer programs and associated
references in hydrology. TI1is is supplemented by a list of programs pre
pared by each of 6 Federal agencies and the University of Minnesota in
Appendices 3 through 10.
The programs and references in the annotated list of Appendix I are
grouped under the folloWing headings: A. Statistical; B. Runoff Analysis;
C. Flow Routing Procedures; D. Steady Flow Water Surface Profile Programs;
E. Comprehensive Basin Runoff Analysis; F. Urban Runoff Analysis; G. Peak
Flow Rates (small watersheds); H. Groundwater; I. Water Resources Systems
Analysis; and J. Miscellaneous.
COMMENTS ON SELECTED PROGRAMS
The following comments pertain primarily to programs that were used
as part of this study, but comments on other programs of special interest
are also included. The comments are intended to be helpful to potential
users, but it should be noted that some very large and complex programs
are involved, and the authors have not had the opportunity to become
expert in the use of all of the programs. The comments, therefore, are
of primary value as an indicator of documentation available and problems
encountered by the new user.
As noted above, BEC has prepared a series of well documented programs
that should be of interest to many Federal and state agencies and to con
sulting engineers. Six of these have been selected for use and for general
discussion in this study. Two programs prepared by the Soil Conservation
Service, two by TVA, one by the Bureau of Reclamation, and eleven from
other sources were operated during the study.

Of primary interest were (1) those programs assisting in the computa
tion of peak rates and volumes of runoff for specified design conditions,
(2) programs concerned with the statistical analysis of floods by the log
Pearson Type III method, (3) mathematical models of watersheds, and (4)
backwater or water-surface profile programs. While no attempt was made to
review groundwater programs, a very interesting U.S. Geological Survey
program on well drawdown was used, and a second by the Illinois Water Survey
was reviewed.
Eichert of HEC has published an excellent paper comparing six flow
profile programs for the computation of water surface profiles in natural
channels. This paper eliminates the need for coverage of these programs
under the present study. It is discussed in section M along with one
additional water surface profile program by Steven P. Larson of the
University of Minnesota. The latest version of Eichert's water surface
profile program HEC-2 is discussed separately in Section B. In view of
the extensive use of profile programs by many state agencies in the flood
7

SUMMARY AND RECOMMENDATIONS
plain mapping program, it was considered desirable to include an abstract
of Eichert's paper in this report.
Table I is a list of programs for which abstracts have been included
in Appendix 1.
They are grouped by agencies in three cases, with the
rest listed as miscellaneous prograrocs, many of which are already familiar
to many hydrologists.

Information was received on approximately 200 computer programs in
hydrology. Most of these were prepared by Federal agencies to assist in
the analysis and design of water resource projects. These have great po
tential value to other Federal agencies, state organizations and firms ac
tively involved in the field of hydrology. Most of these programs are a
vailable from the developing agency. Obtaining source decks and listings
may involve a fee to cover the cost of reproduction and mailing.

Table I
(Comments on Selected Programs)
(See Appendix 2)
H~drologic Engineering Cent~

A.
B.
C.
D.
E.
F.
G.

HEC 1 - Flood
HEC 2 - Water Surface Profiles
Unit Graph and Loss Rate Optimization
Streamflow Routing Optimization
Hydrograph Combining and Routing
Unit Graph and Hydrograph Computation
Flood Operation Forecast

H.

TR 20 - Project Formulation Hydrology
Dams Program

1.

Sharing of programs should involve the saving of substantial sums of
money. particularly in fields such as the flood plain program, since many
of the states are actively involved with delineation of the flood plain of
streams within their boundaries. Flow profile and frequency analysis pro
grams will be required if such programs are not already in use.
Most of the programs are included in the annotated list of programs
and supplementary reports of Appendix 2. The titles of most of the pro
grams are also included by Federal or state agencv in Appendices 3 through
10. Abstracts of 25 programs comprise Appendix 1 of the report.
A clearinghouse for available programs in the field of hydrology should
be established, possibly by the Office of Water Resources Research. This
clearinghouse could provide copies of the programs and information on modi
fications to them.
When using computer programs developed by other organizations, there
are problems associated with documentation of the input requirements of
prograrocs and of the technical procedures incorporated in this program.
The following recommendations may be of interest.

Tennessee Valley Authority

J.
K.
L.

Natural and Regulated Flood Estimation
Unit Graph Program (TVA UG 36)
Unsteady Flow Analysis (SOCH)

1.

Source programs should include substantial internal documentation.
The liberal use of comments within the source statements is of para
mount importance if users outside the developing agency are to follow
the program logic. Comments should be used to define all significant
parameters; to indicate computations being performed by each section
of the routine; to explain logic of decision statement; and to indi
cate all revisions made to the program.

2.

Document all methods used. Proper documentation should include a
description of the methods used, since these may not be familiar to
engineers from other organizations. Such explanations will result
in substantial savings to the user and may mean the difference be
tween success and failure with the program.

3.

Specify input format. TIle input data requirement should be explained
and the format defined. This should include comments on the nature
and purpose of each input parameter.

4.

Include sample data sets. At least one and preferably two or more
data sets should be provided with a program deck to verify the com
pilation and execution of the program on the user's equipment. An

Miscellaneous

M.
N.
O.

P.
Q.
R.
S<Ie

T.
U.
V.
W.
X.
Y.

(Eichert)
Backwater Programs  Summary
_ Probability Distribution; Comparison
Log-Pearson Type III
Statistical Prograrocs - Summary
Problem Oriented Computer Language - HYDRO
Problem Oriented Computer Language - FORTRAN-INDRO
U.S. Geological Survey - Small Basin Rainfall - Runoff Simulation
USDAHL _ 70 Model of Watershed Hydrology (Holtan and Lopez)
Kentucky-Stanford Model (and Stanford Model)
EPA (FWPCA) Model, River Basins Simulation Program
Streamflow Synthesis and Reservoir Regulation (SSARR)
Texas Model, Numerical Simulation of Watershed Hydrology
Flood Routing Through Storm Drains by Yevjevich and Barnes
UROM 9, UROM 66 - University of Minnesota
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APPENDIX I - ABSTRACTS OF 25 PROGRAMS
exact listing of input data should be given along with the resulting
program output.

5.

Use standard FORTRAN statements. Whenever possible, use only USASI
standard FORTRAN statements. While many FORTRAN compilers will accept
non-standard statements, the use thereof greatly complicates adapta
tion of a program to other machines. The use of sense switches and
other machine dependent options should be avoided where possible.

Recommendations for Program Users
1.

2.

3.

Source
Hydrologic Engineering Center, U.S. Army Corps of Engineers, Davis,
California, Leo R. Beard.
Description

Contact the program originator. If use will be made of a published
program it is advisable to contact the program originator. Minor
errors may have been detected after puhlication of the program. Re
vised copies of the program may save weeks or months of delay.
Become familiar with methods. TIle user of a program should become
familiar with the hydrologic as well as computer methods employed.
This is important if he is to understand limitations of the program
and assumptions incorporated therein.
Test the program. The initial execution of a program on a different
computer should be verified by testing it with a sample set of data
provided by the program originator and comparing the results to those
supplied by the program originator. In addition, the user should ver
ify for himself that the program is accomplishing the desired compu
tation. This might involve comparison with results obtained by other
methods, such as by a desk calculator, for simple problems. While
every effort is made by most programmers to check and debug routines,
complex programs may contain errors not revealed by a given set of
test problems. The user should assume the responsibility for final
acceptance of the program results.

This program is the first in a series of package programs developed
by HEC to incorporate all the hasic flood hydrograph computations associ
ated wi th a single recorded or hypothetical storm into a single unit. The
objective was to eliminate some of the intermediate processing which was
sometimes necessary to arrive at a final result using the several indi
vidual programs upon which this package program is hased. HEC-l is written
in Fortran IV and is designed to be contained in 3200010 words of core
storage on the CDC 6600 computer. At the University of Minnesota approxi
mately 2460010 storage locations are necessary to load and execute the pro
gram.
TIle program is based on a number of computer programs (see Fig. A-I)
which are discussed in Sections C through F. Although some capabilities
of these individual programs were not included for the sake of economy, on
the whole the package program can handle prohlems which previously required
five individual programs. The program's most important feature is its abil
ity to make a complete analysis of a problem in a single computer run. With
a systems-analysis-type problem, for example, the program can generate run
off hydrographs and route and combine them in a single computer run, whereas
previously it was necessary to generate the hydro graphs with one program
and then use the output as input for another program which would complete
the analysis.
The capabilities of the composite program include

'I!

1.

Hydrograph generation based on the unit hydrograph approach, in
cluding unit hydrographs computed from time-area curves.

2.

Hydrograph combining and routing through channels and reservoirs
via a number of alternate methods.

3.

Rainfall, snowfall, snowpack, and snowmelt determinations.

4.

Optimization of various runoff and loss rate parameters, snowmelt
parameters, and routing parameters based on recorded data.

5.

Designing flood computations for system design problems.

6.

Computation of relative damages due to channel or reservoir de
velopment or flood magnitude.

11
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SNWMT

Automatic plot routines to illustrate computational results.

SNWMT

7.

related water resources problems.

(4)

C0EF(.002 s0L(1 - ALBD0) + (.0011 • WIND + .0145) (TEMPR - FRZTP)
FRZTP)
(5)

where

Methods
Standard U.S. Army Corps of EngineerS design techniques are generally
used in both the individual programs and the package program. As noted
previously, most of the methods are described in detail in abstracts cov

~

ering other REC programs.
Basin total precipitatiOn is determined from station precipitation
based on normal precipitation amounts and station weighting factors. Thus
PRCPA ; ~CPN • WTN) •
r.(ANAPN • WTN)~
ANAP

Basin mean total precipitation.
Station total precipitation
relative station weight
Station normal precipitation
Basin-mean normal precipitation

are not available or not used, the basin
If normal precipitation data as input. Short period station-average
mean total precipitation is given
precipitation is determined from
1: (PRCPR • WTR)
1:WTR

(2 )

where
Station-average interval precipitation
PRCP
Station interval precipitation
PRCPR "'
WTR= Station relative weight
The station average precipitation is pro-rated to give the basin mean total
preeipitation (PRCPA). The weighting factors and normal precipitation data
are included in the input along with the station precipitation data.
Snowmelt is computed by one of three alternate equations depending on
the avaiIaq; 1ity of data and the current precipitation situation. Separate
computations are made in each of up to ten elevation zones, the temperature
in a zone being a function of the base temperature and a specified lapse
rate. Also, the freezing temperature (FRZTP), which courrois the point at
which melt beg1ns, can be specified on input.
If only
The relations used to compute snowmelt are shown below.
temperature data are available, Eq. (3) is used.
(3)

SNWMT = c0EF (TEMPR - FRZTP)

SNWMT
TEMPR
FRZTP
C0EF
PRCP
s0L
ALBD0
WIND
D

Melt in inches per day in a 1000-ft elevation zone
Air temperature in OF at the middle of the zone
Freezing temperature in uF
Melt coefficient
Rainfall in inches per day
Solar radiation in langle~s per day
Albedo of the snow (.75/D but greater than .4)
Wind velocity in miles per hour 50 ft above the snow surface
Number of days since the last snowfall (age of surface snow)

Precipitation in a given zone is said to be snow if the zone te.mperature is
less than the freezing excess temperature plus 2°. Rainfall patterns can
be input to the program or computed from Corps of Engineer design crHeri a.
Rainfall excess is computed according to one of two loss rate techniques.
The total excess (rainfall and/or snowmelt) is then used to produce an out
flow hydro graph using a unit hydro graph which can either be specified or be
computed from a time-area curve by the Clark method.
(TIlis is completely
outlined in Section F.) Various routing techniques are available for per
forming ei ther reservoir routing or channel routing (Section E).

(1)

where

PRCP

FRZTP)

+ .039 WIND • (DEWPT

Using these and other capabilities, the user is able to investigate many

PRCPA
PRCPN
WTN
ANAPN
ANAP

C0EF(.09 + (.029 + .00504 WIND + .007 • PRCP)(TEMPR

The program can derive the unit hydrograph and loss rate parameters
and also the routing parameters and snowmelt parameters based on recorded
data. The optimization of the various parameters is accomplished using a
least-squares technique as in the individual optimization programs. The
actual techniques are discussed in more detail in Section C, which de.als
with unit graph and loss rate optimization. This program has the same gen
eral capabilities as the individual optimization program, although it op
timizes fewer parameters.
Balanced hydrographs can be computed based on a pattern hydrograph and
specified durations of flood flow having the same recurrence interval. The
program is also capable of accounting for decreased basin average precipi
tation due to increased basin size. This option is used in river system or
storm drain system design. Many results of the various computations can
be illustrated using an arithmetic plot subroutine.
Due to the many capabilities of the program, the input data required
are somewhat complicated, although if users are fflmiliar with conventional
REC input format, the requirements flre more easily understood.

This program has many desirable features, the most important being
its ability to execute a variety of computational procedures in a single
computer run, yet be contained within a reasonable amount of computer core
storage. The relative compactness of the program is quite advantageous,
since the amount of storage required is a significant factor in determining
whether or not the program can be used for a particular purpose.
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Although the computational procedures are geared toward Corps of
Engineers techniques, the program can be very useful to others involved in
rainfall-runoff investigations. Many of the computations are common to
this type of analysis and have widespread applicability, while others can
be used to provide a comparison with individual techniques. It is possible
that the input requirements would be somewhat overwhelming to the occasional
user. This program has significant potential for water resources planners
and designers concerned with flood runoff analysis. Sections C through F,
on individual nEe programs, describe in greater detail the methods used in
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Section B.

HEC-2, WATER SURFACE PROFILES

~

"HEC-2 _ Water Surface Profiles," by Bill S. Eichert, Hydrologic
Engineering Center. Corps of Engineers. Sacramento, California, 1969.

The HEC-2 water surface profile program computes flow profiles for
river channels of any cross section for either supercritical or subcriti
cal flow conditions. Special consideration is given to bridges, culverts,
weirs, embankments, and dams. The program allows variable roughness, is
lands, bends, levee overflow , river confluences, and waterfalls. Channel
roughness can be established from known high water marks if desired.
The program, originally written for a CDC 6600, requires approximately
1470008 locations on that machine. Most of the core storage is used only
to retain the results 0 f a series of flow profiles (up to 1,») which are
summarized for comparison at the end of all computations. If this option
is not required, core storage can easily be reduced to about 400000 loca
tions on the CDC 6600.

For all normal cross sections the standard step method is used to de
termine the depth at the next section. SubcriUcal computations proceed
upstream and supercritical computations downstream. Three options are a
vailable for starting conditions: known depth, critical depth, and given
energy slope. In addition to friction losses, expansion and contraction
losses are evaluated at each cross section. Bridges and similar structures
can be evaluated by either a normal or a special bridge routine. The nor
mal bridge routine considers the bridge the same as any other croSS section
except that the area and wetted perimeter for the section are corrected due
to the bridge structure. The special bridge routine evaluates losses for
low flow, pressure flow, and weir flow or possible combinations of these.
Common weir and pressure (orifice) flow relations are used, with applicable
coefficients specified by the user. Figure B-1 showS a typical rating curve
for a bridge culvert. Bridge computations involving critical or supercriti
can flow are analyzed according to the principle of conservation of momentum.

If large changes in velocity occur from section to section, the user
may allow the program to insert up to three interpolated cross sections
between the actual cross sections. The interpolated sections are geometric
ally similar to the latest cross section used by the program, but shifted
in elevation and proportioned in lateral stationing. The shift in eleva
tion is based on minimum elevations in the respective past and present ac
tual cross sections. TI1e ratio applied to the lateral stationing is that
of the area of the channel flow in the previous section to the area of the
channel flow in the present section where the depth of flow is the same.
The geometry determined is then used as the interpolated cross section to
reduce the large velocity change that previously occurred. The user is
cautioned not to compare various profiles determined with differing inter
polated cross sections. Rather, when interpolated sections are inserted
by the routine, the user should note this need for additional cross sections
and rerun the profile, supplying additional ground cross sections as required
to eliminate computer-inserted interpolated sections.

A wide variety of flow conditions are allowable when water surface pro
files are determined using the HEC-2 program. An important part of the an
alysis begins only after the computer has finished its initial solution.
The computations at each cross section should be checked by an engi
neer experienced in the practical aspects of water surface profile computa
tions. Particular attention should he given to warning notes printed by
the program, interpolated sect ions, bridge computations, and assumptions
made by the program. It is impossible to program all conditions that may
be encountered in backwater computations. In some cases an assumption is
made which mayor may not be valid in order that computations can be con
tinued. In such a case a note is printed and the engineer must decide on
the correct course of action.
A user of this program should be well versed in water surface profi Ie
computations. 1ne preparation of input with a variety of options is an
asset to the experienced user, but a hindrance to the beginner.
The program should be of considerable interest to those who are ac
tively involved in flood plain delineation. It is a powerful tool in such
studies, but it does require familiarity with the computational procedures
employed. In this connection, training sessions are provided for Corps of
Engineers employees and those of cooperating agencies.

Special flow geometries involving levees are considered. The user can
either allow or prevent the use of flow area behind a levee based on his
knowledge of the flow conditions at the beginning or ending points of the
levee, overtopping, breaks, etc. In addition, the effective area of a crosS
section may be reduced by encroachments, sediment scour, and deposition.
TI1ese possible conditions are represented in Fig. B-2.
The entire river cross section is divided into three regions: left
overbank, channel, and right overbank. The discharges in these regions
are determined separately, and a discharge-weighted velocity head is calcu
lated for the entire section.
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COMBINED PRESSURE AND WEIR FLOW
3 2
WEIR FLOW; Q=ClH /

Source
"Unit Graph and Loss Rate Optimization," by Leo R. Beard, Hydrologic
Engineering Center, Corps of Engineers, Sacramento, California, Aug. 1966.

PRESSURE flOW;

ENERGY
ELEVATION

Q=J 2gH/K

LOW FLOW CONTROL

LOW CHORD

DISCHARGE

Figure B-1.

Typical Discharge Rating Curve for Bridge [From
Eichert, Ref. D-3].

Description
This program determines the best unit hydro graph and loss coeffi
cients, within the limits of the mathematical model, to reproduce a number
of flood hydro graphs at a given location from specified rainfall amounts.
A write-up supplied with the program includes a Fortran II source listing
and a list of variables and their definitions. Comments within the program
are sufficient to indicate what operations are being performed at various
locations. All methods used are outlined briefly in the body of the write
up furnished with the program.
The data on each input card are listed and input parameters are de
fined. The documentation gives a very good description of the mechanics
of input data preparation and organization. More detailed information on
the significance of each input parameter would be desirable if the user had
no previous familiarity with the program. The program contains some error
checking of input data. Checks are made to assure that input data arrays
will not exceed the maximum sizes allowed in the program. The program
requires about 34000)< words of core storage for execution on the CDC 6600.
Methods
The routine attempts to successively improve the fit between an ob
served and a computed runoff hydrograph. The fit is evaluated using a
standard error calculated as a weighted sum of the squares of the differ
ences between computed and observed flows. The higher discharges are
weighted so that peak flows can be better reproduced. The invariate grad
ient method is used to obtain optimum parameter values. The effect of each
parameter is determined by varying it in increments and evaluating the
changes in the standard error. The variable is then changed in the direc
tion and by the amount that should reduce the standard error the most.
Each variable is considered in turn, and those which improve the fit
most are adjusted further. Optimization is declared when no variable can
be adjusted to improve the standard error by one percent.

Ineffective areas:

Figure B-2.

1.

When flows are below bank elevations.

2.

Caused by sediment deposition.

3.

Caused by encroachment in flood plains.

4.

Caused hy bridge deck.

Examples of Possible Reductions in Effective Cross
section Area.
[From Eichert, Ref. D-31.

The variables under consideration are those describing the Clark unit
hydrograph and the exponential loss rate funct ion. A det ailed discllssion
of each of these variables is given in Section F, Unit Graph and Hydrograph
Computation. See Figs. F-l and F-2.
The variables numbered 1 through 3 govern the unit hydro graph that is
used, while variables 4 through 9 determine the rainfall excess.

19
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Var (1)

Clark's TC, or time of concentration. As defined by Clark,
time from end of runoff-producing rainfall to point on the
hydrograph with most rapid relative decrease in rtmoff.

Var (2)

Ratio of Clark's R to TC. TIle R determines the routing co
efficient, relating basin storage.

Var (3)

P, exponent of artificial time-area curve.

Var (4)

Ratio of impervious area to total drainage area.

Var (5)

RTIOL = slope of loss coefficient curve, ratio of K of
straight-line portion of loss rate curve to K at 10 inches
more accumulated loss.

Var (6)

Recovery index relating drying or drainage from soil, sub
tracted from accumulated loss each period.

Var (7)

E, exponent of rain rate.

Var (8)

Value of K on straight-line portion of loss rate curve when
accumulated loss is 1/2 of storm loss. (Related to STARTK
(BASEL) of Fig. F-2.)

Var (9)

High loss rate increment at beginning of event.

Various runs were made to determine how effective the program is in
accomplishing its objective. A total of nine variables describing the unit
hydrograph and the loss rate are considered. The unit hydrograph is deter
mined by three of the variables. Of the remaining six, describing the loss
analysis, four apply to all storms (constant for basin) and two vary from
storm to storm according to antecedent conditions.
In addition, two parameters governing the hydrograph recession must be
set by the user. These two parameters are to be derived from the observed
hydrograph. Variations of these parameters will also affect optimization
results. The user may also temporarily weight specified flows on the ob
served hydrograph to force a better fit.
About 50 test runs were made to fit a single event for the Root River
watershed above Lanesboro, Minnesota, on August 29, 1962. During these
tests various parameters were changed to determine how the program would
operate lmder different constraints. The results of selected runs are
given in Table C-l.
Shown in Fig. C-l are the results of two optimization runs to derive
a unit hydrograph from the storm of August 29, 1962, on the Root River
watershed near Lanesboro, Minnesota. The results obtained from run 7A give
a unit graph with a peak flow of 11,000 cfs. This was obtained by allowing
the program to assume its own estimates of initial values for all optimiza
tion parameters. In run 9A, which produced a unit graph with a peak of
22,000 cfs, the initial values of several parameters were set based on en
20

gineering judgment. The final optimum parameters for these two runs are
shown on lines 1 and 4, respectively, of Table C-l.
While the derived unit graphs are very dissimilar, the computed flows
obtained by applying the unit graph to the computed rainfall excess give
peaks of 7000 cfs and 8200 cfs respectively (see Fig. C-2). This occurs
because the computed runoff is determined by the optimal values of both
the loss rate function and the optimal unit hydrograph. The loss function
produced a longer period of excess to fit with the peaked unit graph in
one case and a shorter period of excess to fit with the less peaked unit
graph in the other case. The net effect was to produce reasonably similar
computed flows from dissimilar unit hydrographs. This example illustrates
the need to examine carefully the results of any program before final ac
ceptance.
Table C-l summarizes the results of several runs to obtain optimum
parameters with variations in starting conditions and variables optimized.
This analysis indicates that substantially different optimal values
of unit hydrograph and loss rate variables can combine to yield reasonably
similar computed discharges. For this reason, care should be exercised if
a unit hydrograph derived by the program is applied and a different loss
analysis is utilized. That is, the derived unit hydrograph should not be
considered independent of the loss analysis used in its derivation.
As indicated previously, line 1 of Table C-l shows the results of an
optimization run during which the program was allowed to assume its own
initial value for each parameter. Line 2 shows the results of a run for
which the optimum results given in line 1 were input as initial values for
each variable. Similarly, line 3 shows the results of using line 2 values
as initial parameters for further optimization. It may be noted that in
each case the standard error (column 13) was decreased, indicating a better
fit.
Using judgment, several parameters were given initial values. From
several runs the overall best fit was obtained with the values given in
line 4. These values were then used as the standards for further tests on
individual variables. Line 5 shows the results when variable (2) was input
at standard value and held fixed there (flagged). The other variables were
all allowed to assume initial values and to be changed by optimization. No
improvement in fit was obtained. Similar tests were made fixing each other
variable at the standard value and allowing the others to be optimized, and
in each case a poorer fit was obtained than with the standard values. Line
6 shows the results when variable (8) was handled in this manner. The large
changes in several of the variables are compensated for by changes in other
variables, giving a poorer, but still reasonable fit.
Another series of tests was made fixing all but certain specified var
iables at the standard values and allowing optimization of only a few var
iables. Line 7 shows the results of letting only variables (S), (8), and
(9) be optimized further. In this case a very slight improvement resulted.
Line 8 shows the results of letting only variables (2), (8), and (9) be op
timized further. The "optimum" values here actually gave a much worse fit
than had been obtained with the standard values.
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Line 9 shows the use of an option to weight certain observed flows to
force a better fit in a particular area of the hydrograph. In this run
the peak flow was artificially given increased weight. TIle standard error
increased slightly, but the peak discharge was reproduced better.
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These tests show that often a marked improvement in fit can be obtained
by further manipulating values, even though optimization has been declared
in previous runs.

N

A maximum of six observed events can be used as the basis for deriving
one unit hydrograph. This option was tested using six events from the
Baptism River near Beaver Bay, Minnesota. 1bese same events had previously
been used individually to derive best-fit unit hydrographs. The results of
the individually derived unit hydrographs and the combined best fit are
shown in Fig. C-3.
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graphical display of computed and observed results would
addition.
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Figures C-4 and C-5 illustrate the use of the program for a storm
which occurred on July 25 and 26, 1953, over a 1270 sq mile watershed in
southeastern Minnesota.
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Examples of Two Unit Hydrographs, Each Derived as Optimum
in Separate Runs Using Data for Root River Near Lanesboro,
August 29, 1962.
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Comparison of Observed and Two Computed Hydrographs for Root
River Near Lanesboro, A~~ust 29, 1962.
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"Streamflow Routing Optimization," by Leo R. Beard, Hydrologic Engi
neering Center, Corps of Engineers, Sacramento, California, .July 1966.
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Isohyetal map of Root River watershed storm of July 25-26,1953.

This program uses successive approximations to optimize values for
Muskingum routing coefficients K and X to be.st reproduce observed hydro
graphs. Several inflow hydrographs along the reach can be input. Addi
tional local runoff can be computed as a ratio of a given hydrograph to
make the volume of the computed downstream hydro graph equal to the observed
hydrograph. The results are less reB able where local runoff is large com
pared to the observed flows .
This program consists of approximately 375 input statements and, when
used on the CDC 6600 computer, requires approximately 570008 storage loca
tions. The optimization takes less than three se.conds of computer time for
a single flood in one river reach. The program was originally prepared for
an IBM 1620 computer having a 40,000 digit, variable word length memory
with Fortran II capabilities.

Methods
The program first computes the number of subreaches that each speci
fied routing reach will be divided into by finding the average travel time
between the inflow and outflow hydrographs. The travel time is chosen to
be the difference between the centers of mass of the total inflow hydro
graph and the total outflow hydrograph. The number of subreaches is select
ed so that the travel time in each sub reach is nearly equal to the chosen
computation time interval. The value of the time interval is then used as
an initial estimate of the value of the Muskingum K value. The Muskingum
X value is initially set at 0.2. The inflow hydrograph is routed using
the Muskingum technique.

Lr

0.0

HOuRLY

PRlOPlTA liON

0.<
EXCES:'

0.6

Local inflow, if not provided, is determined as the difference in
volume between the routed hydro graph and the observed hydrograph. The
shape is determined by a specified hydrograph adjusting its ordinates to
obtain this desired volume.

INSTANTANEOUS
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The sum of the squares of the differences between observed flows and
routed flows plus local inflow is then computed as the standard error. The
values of X and K are then adjusted in an attempt to minimize the standard
error. Adjustments are made in such a way as to always reduce the standard
error if possible. After six adjustments of all constants, optimization is
declared and the results at this stage are printed out.

Computed and observed dischorge for Root River near Houston,
event of July 25-26, 1953.
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The program provides an excellent means of computing }1uskingum rout
ing coefficients for stream reaches where inflow and outflow hydrographs
are avai1able. These estimates can then be used as a guide in selecting
routing constants where observed hydro graphs are not available. The liter
ature on the program provides some explanation of methods used and defini
tions of important variables a10ng with a complete list of input require
ments with sample runs. In utilizing this program, an error was detected
that led to slightly different coefficients if the number of sub reaches
was greater than one. This was called to the attention of HEC.
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Figure D-l shows a given upstream and downstream hydrograph. The up
stream hydrograph that would best reproduce the downstream hydrograph,
routed using the Muskingum method, is also shown. The optimum routing con
stants in this case were found to be 2 subreaches, K: 10.8 hrs, and
x : 0.04. In this illustration the rising and falling limbs of the hydro
graph are reproduced very well; however, the peak values are not. The pro
gram determines the best overall fit as indicated by the standard error.
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Section E.

HYDROGRAPH COMBINING AND ROIITING

Source
"lIydrograph Combining and Routing," by Leo Beard, Hydrologic Engi
neering Center, Corps of Engineers, Sacramento, California, August 1966.

2)

Computing Local Inflows

Since a routed hydrograph does not include local inflows, the local
inflow can be determined by subtracting the routed hydro graph from the ob
served downstream hydrograph (as shown at the bottom of Fig. E-l). When
the variable L0CAL on the basin data card is positive, a command to com
bine two hydrographs will actually compute the local inflow by subtracting
an observed hydrograph.
3)

The program is capable of anyone of the following:

Routing of Hydrographs
a)

PuIs' Method

1.

Given the holdout hydrograph for a reservoir and an observed
hydrograph downstream, the unregulated hydrograph can be com
puted.

This method is most satisfactory for reservoir routing and is not
well suited to channel routing. A storage versus outflow table is neces
sary from which the program can compute a storage indication table

2.

Given observed or unregulated hydro graphs , local in flows can
be computed.

(S +

3.

A given hydrograph can be routed through a channel reach by any

t I'lt).

Then, given the starting storage value and assuming

it uses the following equation to compute 0Z:
of four available methods and two or more hydrographs combined
at junctions. The four available routing methods are
a)

PuIs' method
both reservoir and channel routings; also
PuIs' lag method.

b)

Muskingum routing

c)

Tatum routing

d)

Straddle stagger routing

(II + 1 2 )
01
2
I'lt + Sl - Z- I'lt

Muskingum Method

K

storage constant (ratio of storage to discharge, has the dimension
time)

X

relative effect of inflow and outflow in determining storage

The equation for 02 is

°2
Computation of Unregulated Hydrograph

This can be used to evaluate the operation of a control structure such
as a reservoir, since it basically computes the hydro graph which would have
appeared downstream had the control structure not been in use. As shown at
the top of Fig. E-l, the computation of the unregulated hydrograph is made
by first routing the holdout hydro graph from 1 to 2 and them combining it
with the observed hydrograph. Using this technique, inflows along the reach
do not have to be considered, as they would if the input hydrograph were
merely routed to the end of the reach to determine the unregulated hydro
graph.

COl 2 +
Kx

where

+ CZO I
O.St

K - Kx + O.St

C
2
c)

Tatum Routing

This empirical method is also referred to as the successive
average-lag method. Instantaneous flows a routing interval apart are
30

(1)

'Ine program does basic Muskingum routing given the values of K
and X and the time interval.

Methods
1)

I'lt

The left side of Eq. (1) is evaluated and the storage indication table is
used to find
b)

This program consists of approximately 340 input statements and re
storage locations when used on the CDC 6600 computer. The
time required by the program is nominal (less than one second for a rout
ing operation). The program was designed for use on an IBM 1620 computer
with 40000 digit storage capacity and Fortran II capabillties.

S2 +
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averaged, resulting in the flow at the end of the interval. This procedure
is repeated until the number of subreaches (NTATM) times the t fme interval
is equal to twice the travel time for the reach. Thus

Cli

l

+ C2I Z + C31 3 + . . . Cn +l

Where n is the number of subreaches and
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Straddle Stagger Routing

The program is also capable of allowing channel losses, either con
st ant or as a ratio of the remaining out [low.
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This simple program provides an excellent means of performing several
different operations separately. The literature on the program is reason
ably well documented and includes references which give detailed explana
tions. A listing of the program is also given along with sample data sets
and definitions of important variables used in the program. This program
has been incorporated as part of HEC-I, "Flood Hydrograph Package" (see
Section A).
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c
ON

I

This empirical method is similar to the Tatum method. Two or more
(NSTRL) inflows are averaged and this value is lagged by LAG number of in
tervals from the middle o[ the range over which the flows were averaged.
If the number of points to be averaged is even, one-half a time interval is
added to the specified value o[ the lag to keep the timing in order. The
number of points to be averaged and the number of intervals to be lagged
are determined by trial and error. The lag time is usually found to be
from 3/4 to two times the travel time.

~

'"

Section F.

UNIT GRAPH AND HYDROGRAPH GENERATION

Source
"Unit Graph and Hydrograph Generation," by Leo R. Beard, Hydrologic
Engineering Center, Corps of Engineers, Sacramento, California.

The range of values of the variables shown is based on experience with a
limited number of streams in Minnesota.
This analysis determines the loss as a decreasing function of the
moisture in the surface layers of the solI. In addition, the rate deter
mined by the value of AK can be further modified to reflect the effects
of rainfall intensity. I f the exponent E is zero, the loss rate is inde
pendent of rainfall intensity for the period. If E is one, the loss rate
is directly proportional to the rainfall intensity. In all, four param
eters describe the basic loss function.

This program deals with hydro graph generation based on the unit hydro
technique. From a given rainfall distribution it will develop a rain
excess distribution based on one of two available methods and apply the
excess to a given or computed unit hydrograph to develop a runoff hydrograph.
(See also Section A.)

The unit hydro graph can be supplied to the program or computed using
specified relationships. In the latter case, the unit hydro graph is com
puted from a time-area curve which also can be either supplied or computed.
Using Clark's method, the time-area curve is used to compute a unit hydro
graph of a given duration.

The program consists of approximately 400 input statements and requires
16000 8 storage locations on the CDC 6600 computer. It can complete a run
(i.e., compute a runoff hydrograph) in one or two seconds. The program was
originally designed for use on an IBM 1620 computer with a 40000 digit ca
pacity and Fortran II capabilities.

The time-area curve may either be provided by the user or calcul ated
based on the foLlowing reI at ionshi p:
A

1 - A

kT

P

for (0

k(1 - T/

Methods

<

T

<

0.5)

for (0.5

<

T < 1.0)

where
Two methods are available for computing the rainfall excess from a
given rainfall distribution:
1)

2)

A

An initial loss followed by a uniform loss rate in which the ex

cess is a fixed proportion of the rainfall.

T

Loss rate as a function of a power of rain intensity, decreasIng
exponentially with accumulated loss.

P

ti.me
total time of concentration, TC
specified power (often 1.0
P < 3.0, has been fixed at 1.5 in
other HEC programs)

Using the notation in the program and Fig. F-l,
ALOSS

AK

AK
BASEL (RTIOL) -ACUM], + TEMP
10

In either case the time-area curve is proportioned such that its base
length is TC, the specified time of concentration, and its area represents
one inch of excess over the given basin (see Fig. F-2). This curve is
then routed through a simulated reservoir to reflect proportional storage
in the watershed. The routi.ng is done as specified by Clark.

2

and

TEMP = 0.2 DLTAL (1 

where ALOSS
RAIN
E
BASEL

Cl(I ) + C2
2

is
is
is
is

the loss rate (in./hr)
the rainfall rate (in./hr)
an exponent between zero and one
initial value of AK for dry soil conditions (often
0.1 < BASEL < 1.0)
RTIOL is slope of AK recession, ratio of AK on exponential recession
curve to that at 10 inches more ACUML (Often 1.00
RTIOL
10.00)
ACUML is accumulated actual loss over basin
DLTAL is a constant allowing for large initial loss at beginning of
event (often 0 < DLTAL < 2.0)
34

where
C1
C2

1

Cl

Q

routed outf1ow

T

inflow

lit

tabulation interval
35

R

Clark's routing coefficient

The resulting curve represents the instantaneous unit hydrograph for the
basin. The unit hydro graph of duration ~t is found by averaging ordinates
~t apart.

.2 (DLTAL)

BASEL

It is important that the tabulation interval ~t, which is also the
duration of the rainfall excess, be small compared to TC, the specified
time of concentration, so that there will be an adequate number of points
to define the time-area curve. This unit graph can be altered to conform
to specified values of Snyder's Tn and Cp to within one percent.

A LOS$"AK (RAIN)E

AK (LOG SCALE)
DUAL
RTlOL~

The program can also compute standard project rain amounts from Corps
of Engineers EB 52-8 criteria and probable maximum storm amounts from HMS
33 criteria. Rainfalls in inches or as percentages of a total storm amount
can also be supplied. A shape factor is applied to the SPS and PMS amounts
to reflect basin characteristics. This gives an artificial means of com
puting floods for a number of ratios of a given storm. In addition, the
program can control the recession portion of the hydrograph after the rain
has stopped and the flow has decreased to a point below a specified value.

10. 1

l2' II + L2 • RCVRY

ACCUMULATfD LOSS IN INCHES (ARITH.

Figure F-l.

SCAl£)

Definition of Parameters in Loss Rate Function.

Discussion
This program, which has also been incorporated into HEC-l, is a good
routine for computing hydrographs. The user can provide the specific unit
hydrograph and rainfall excess and the routine will simply determine the
direct runoff hydrograph. If the options to allow the routine to develop
its own unit hydrograph and rainfall excess are used, several parameters
must be given. The determination of these parameters may require the use
of past experience, companion programs, and a regional analysis. A com
panion program, Unit Hydrograph and Loss Rate Optimization (see Section C),
will determine the set of parameters for the unit hydrograph and loss rate
function that will best reproduce an observed runoff hydrograph.
An example taken from the description for program HEC-l (see Section
A) which uses a time-area curve and given unit hydrograph and loss rate
parameters is shown in Figs. F-3 through F-8. Figure F-3 shows the com
putations needed to obtain the desired two-hour unit hydrograph given the
time-area curve and Clark's constants. Figure F-4 shows the computations
of the rainfall excess, direct runoff, base flow, and total flood hydro
graph. Figure F-5 shows a map of the watershed which was used to determine
the cumulative time-area curve. Figure F-6 shows the time-area curve plot
ted in order to determine interpolated values at two-hour increments; Fig.
F-7 shows the final hydrograph and rainfall excess amounts for each time
period; and Fig. F-8 shows how the loss coefficient K changes with accumu
lated loss for this watershed.

WATERSHED

TIME AREA CURVE
ROUTED TIMt AREA CURVE INSTANTANEOUS UNIT GRAPH

AREA

----

TlME

Figure F-2.
36

Derivation of Instantaneous Unit Hydrograph From
Basin TLme-Area Curve.
37
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THOMES CREEK AT PASKENTA, CALIFORNIA
FLOOD HYDROGRAPH COMPUTATION
31 JANUARY - 2 FEBRUARY 1963
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Fig
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Cumulative time-area curve (from ref E-9)
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Section G.

FLOOD OPERATION FORECAST
Source

~

Hydrologic Engineering Center, Corps of Engineers, Sacramento,

Central Technical Unit, Soil Conservation Service, Department of
Agriculture.

California.
Description
This program was written to aid in providing operational flood fore
casts. Provision is made for determining snowmelt from up to ten elevation
bands. A loss function evaluates losses to determine basin excess. A unit
hydro graph is applied to the excess, and the resulting hydrograph can then
he routed into reservoir storage if desired.
discharge can he entered in addition to
Observed precipitation and
l~e observed flows can be used as a basis
the forecast of precipitation. to best reproduce the observed discharge.
for adjusting the loss function

This program computes surface runoff due to a given rainfall distri
bution, develops runoff hydrographs, and combines and routes these hydro
graphs in a specified manner in an attempt to simulate the rainfall-runoff
process of a real watershed. The program can be used to design and analyze
a watershed system using SCS techniques in the simulation of the rainfall
runof f process.
The program was ori ginally designed for use on an [EM 7090/7094 com
puting system with Fortran n capabilities. 'l~e program consists of 214.5
input cards and when run on the CDC 6600 computer requires 126000 8 storage
locations.

Methods
The mean basin
can be determined by combining a weight
ing factor for the station and the mean annual precipitation for the sta
tion. Precipltation is considered rain or snow, depending on the tempera
ture in the elevation zone in which it occurs. Temperatures are determined
from a specified base value and a )oF/I000 ft lapse rate. The loss rate
used is similar to that described in the HEC program "Unit Graph and Hydro
graph Computation" (see Section F). However, no initial high rate incre
ment is used.
The program will adjust the specified value of STRTK (BASEL) in the
loss function so that the computed flows will best reproduce a series of
observed flows. The value of STRTK will then be fixed when the forecast
is extended from the present to future times. In determining the best fit,
the flows are weighted to better reproduce the most current observed flows.
The excess determined by the loss func tion is applied to a unit hydro
graph given by the user. Reservoir storage for the resulting runoff can
then be calculated given an initial value of storage and forecasted reser

The program can accept two types of rainfall data. A dimensionless
time distribution and a given total rainfall can be specified or actual
rainfall amounts for each period can be given. Examples of the dimension
less distribution that can be applied to a 24-hour storm are shown in Fig.
H-l.
The SCS runoff computation technique was derived from studies of ex
perimental plots which had various soil and vegetative conditions. It was
originally developed to compute the excess from a 24-hour rainfall on a
small watershed. The equation is

where
Q
p

voir releases.

2

Q=

S

direct runoff in inches
rainfall in inches
potential maximum retention

The S values are transformed into curve numbers (CN) which are related
to particular physical aspects of the watershed. Sand CN are related by
CN

1000
10 + S

The family of curves representing the variety of curve numbers and relating
rainfall to runoff is shown in Fig. H-2. Table H-l relates physical char
acteristics of a watershed to an estimate of a curve number. In the pro
gram, curve numbers are adjusted based on antecedent moisture conditions.
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TABLE

H- 1

Three antecedent conditions can be considered: dry, normal, or wet. The
curve numbers which are a part of the input data are assumed to be at nor
mal antecedent conditions. The adjustment made for wet or dry conditions
is shown in Table B-2.

SCS Runoff Curve Numbers
(From Kent)

Table B-2:
Land use and treatment
or
practice

Hydrologic
condition

Fallow
Straight row ........•...
Row crops
Straight row ............
Straight row ............
Contoured ...............
Contoured ...............
Contoured and terraced
Contoured and terraced .,
Small grain
Straigh't row ............
Straight row ............
Contoured ...•...........
Contoured .....•.........
Contoured and 'terraced
Contoured and terraced
Close-seeded legumes or
rotation meadow
Straight row ............
S'traight row ...........•
Contoured ....•........••
Contoured .........•.....
Contoured and terraced
Contoured and terraced •.
Pasture or range
No mechanical treatment
No mechanical treatment
No mechanical treatment
Contoured ...•.....•.....
Contoured ....•..•.......
Contoured ..•.•..•.•.....
Meadow ...•.•.•.•....•..•....
Woods •.••.••.•...•....•••••.

Poor
Good
Poor
Good
Poor
Good
Poor
Good
Poor
Good
Poor
Good
Poor
Good
Poor
Good
Poor
Good
Poor
Fair
Good
Poor
Fair
Good
Good
Poor
Fair
Good

r'armst,ads ..••.•.......••..•
Roa.ds.L
Dirt ......•..••.•.......
Hard surface .•••.•.•.•.•

CURVE NL~ERS (CN) FOR WET CAMC III) AND DRY (AMC I)
ANTECEDENT MOISTURE CONDITIONS CORRESPONDING TO AN
AVERAGE ANTECEDENT MOISTURE CONDITION (AMC II)]

Hydrologic soil group
A

B

C

77

86

91

94

72
67
70
65
66
62

81
78
79
75
74

88
85
84
82
80
78

88
86
82
81

84
83
82
81
79
78

88
87
85
84
82
81

85
81
83
78
80
76

89
85

63
61
61
59
66

71

76
75
73

72
70
77

72
55
63
51
68
49
25
6
30
45
36
25
59

83
80

60
55
74

73

70
82

86

82
84

87
90

89
92

79
74
81
75
70
71
77

77

CorresEonding CN's
AMC I
AMCIII

]00
95
90
85
80
75
70
65
60
55
50
45
40
35
30
25
20
15
10
5
lAMC I.

89
84
80
88
83
79
78
83
79

79
69
61
67
59

CN for
AMC II

D

100
87
78
70
63
57
51
45
40
35
31
26
22
18
15
12
9
6
4

100
98
96
94
91
88
85
82
78
74
70
65
60
55
50
43
37
30
22

2

13

(Table
from SCS
TI' 149,
Kent)

Lowest runoff potential. Soils in the watershed are dry
enough for
plowing or cultivation.

AMC II.

The average condition.

AMC III.

Highest runoff potential. Soils in the watershed are prac
tically saturated from antecedent rains.

Using the selected antecedent condition, the program computes rain
fall excess using the required curve number. The incremental runoff for
a time period ~T - T2 - Tl is computed by subtracting the total direct
runoff due to the accumulated rainfall up to time T, from the total at
time T2 •
The time interval which is used to compute the runoff hydrograph is
selected by the program so as to guarantee at least four points on the
rising side of the hydrograph. From SCS TP 149, Tp = ~ + L where Tp is
the time to peak, D is the rain duration, and L is the drainage area lag.
It is necessary to determine an incremental rain duration ~D which will

11

Including rights-at-way.
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give four points on the rlslng side of the hydrograph. Since L ~ 0.
and Tp = 46D, the incremental rain duration desired is defined by
46D = 6~ + 0.6Tc where Tc is the estimated time of concentration of the
area.

Tp can then be computed from

Inflow

+ 0.6T c •

Outflow

For this incremental rain, an incremental hydrograph is produced.
The peak flow is computed from
6qp

484A(6Q)
T

p

Discharge

where
A
6Q

area in sq miles
incremental runoff determined by the rainfall and the curve
number

The program first computes a unit hydrograph of duration 6D (Le., 6Q
l.0) from a dimensionless hydrograph. The unit hydrograph so developed
has a tabulation time increment of 6D and a volume equal to one inch of
excess. From this, incremental runof f hydrographs are calculated by ap
plying the unit hydrograph to the amount of excess computed over the time
period 6D. Each succeeding incremental hydrograph is lagged by liD from
the previous one, and the ordinates are summed to give the runoff hydro
graph for the entire rainfall. Discharges at time intervals specified by
the user are then interpolated from this runoff hydrograph.

Time

Here K is the time required for steady flow discharge to travel the length
of the reach = L/3600 V where V is the velocity and 6t is the time incre
ment at which the flow reaches a value of O~ at the downstream section.

Reservoir routing is done using conventional reservoir routing tech
niques.

If

II > 01'

then

II > 02

>

0

II < 01'

then

II <

-

<

01

1

2

II + I2 +

t

t

If

+

Since the storage-outflow table is given for a particular site, the out
flow hydro graph can easily be computed from the inflow hydrograph.

where

C

C

ilt
K

Channel routing is done using the convex routing method. This method
is based on tbe theory of convex sets and wave motion. The necessary pa
rameter for the method is the velocity of the flood wave in the channel.
C is called the routing coefficient and is dependent on the veloci ty and
a wave function;

C

The velocity used is some average velocity in the stream or, if com
puted by the program, a weighted average of velocity in the upper half of
the inflow hydrographs. Thus C and K are known and 6t can be computed.
If the flows are desired for a different time increment, C is converted
using the following equation:

C*

1 - (1 - C)6t*/i\t

where i\t* is the desired time increment.
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It is recommended that i\t* < T /5.
p

Regarding the size and complexity of the problem to be handled, the
program is limited only by storage availability. The following are some
limitations which are imposed by storage availability:
1.

60 structures (unlimited variations of each structure)

2.

120 stream reaches (i.e., cross sections, with unlimited modi
fications for each reach)

3.

300 ordinates per hydrograph

4.

Unlimited number of routings

RATIO ACCUMULATED RAINFALL TO TOTAL ( P,/P2.i

...
....

t:

<!l

~

5.

9 rainfall distributions (unlimited if depth and duration are
applied to a dimensionless distribution)

6.

600 standard control instructions.
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Discussion
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A few problems were encountered in implementing the program on the
CDC 6600 system. The different tape references had to be assigned to the
proper input-output devices. The following assignments were made:
TAPE 1 = input (cards), TAPE 6
output (line printer), TAPE 15 = punch
(card punch). TAPE 2 and TAPE 4 seem to be tape units to handle temporary
storage of information and were both assigned as magnetic tapes (actually
disk storage).
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The size of the program, 126000 8 on the CDC 6600, required nearly
all available core storage to be used in order to run and restricts use
of the program to large computer installations. It required approximately
12 seconds to compile.
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This program is a very valuable tool for persons interested in anal
yzing the rainfall-runoff relationship. Once the system to be analyzed
has been set up, it is a simple task to investigate many alternative as
sumptions and to note their effect on the final result. Thus, with the
solutions to many alternative ideas, one is able to make a better decision
as to what course of action should be followed.
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The documentation material furnished with the program describes only
the preparation of input data cards. The methods used are generally dis
cussed in standard SCS technical procedure documents. In some cases, minor
assumptions necessary in programing the techniques remain undocumented. It
is important that the user be aware of the specific techniques used in all
parts of the runoff simulation.

I

I:
I

.!:!>
u..

A sample run was made using data from the Baptism River watershed in
northern Minnesota, although available field data were not adequate for a
real analysis. Figure H-3 is a map of the Baptism River watershed. Figure
H-4 is a schematic diagram of the watershed along with the various parameters
that were needed in the analysis. In this particular example, no cross sec
tion data were available, and so synthetic cross sections were used and an
estimate of the velocity in the reaches was determined using routing coeffi
Cients. Figures H-5 through H-8 show the hydrograph at various points in
the basin for this particular run.
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Figure B-3.
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Hydrographs for Three Tributary Areas of Baptism River.
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Figure H-8.

Final Outflow Hydrograph for Baptism River Watershed.
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computed based on water surface profile computations.

Source
Soil Conservation Service, Department of Agriculture
Description
TIlis is a Fortran IV computer program used for the hydraulic and
hydrologic analysis of flood water retarding structure sites*. Its basic
purpose is to aid in the evaluation of a given reservoir by determining
the effect of alternative reservoir designs on inflow hydrographs. Thus
given a particular design alternative, the program computes a stage-dis
charge relationship which it then uses to route flows through the reser
voir. It can either generate its own hydrographs from input rainfall
amounts or read in specified hydrographs. It routes the inflow hydrographs
through designated reservoirs using computed or input stage-discharge re
lationships. Embankment quantities can be computed and structures in
series can be analyzed if other SCS programs are used in conjunction with
this program.
Generally, the program is for design use within the SCS organization.
The user is able to alter many of the controlling parameters, such as weir
and orifice flow coefficients, emergency spillway profiles, and the number
and shape of principal spillway conduits, thus permitting the investiga
tion of many alternate reservoir designs. Complete simulation of an en
tire system would require the use of other SCS programs and would be some
what cumbersome. The user is provided with enough input options to enable
complete descript ion of the particular reservoir under stUdy and investiga
tion of alternate designs or inflow events in a single computer run.

Design hydro graphs for input into the reservoir are computed using
SCS Engineering Memorandum 27 and Section 4 of the SCS National Engineer
ing Handbook. This program uses unit hydrograph theory in its hydro graph
development and differs somewhat from the dimensionless hydro graph used in
NEH-4. The program is capable of developing a runoff hydro graph and rout
ing the flow through a reservoir for a number of different reservoir de
signs. Total system simulation requires the use of additional SCS programs
(e.g., TR 20--see Section H).
Discussion
This program is primarily design oriented and is directed mainly
toward SCS design techniques. The input data requirements are fairly clear
as presented in the input manual. The list of i.nput options and require
ments is quite extensive, and it appears that a very detailed analysis can
be carried out using this program.
One feature that could be added to increase the program's applica
bili ty, especially in the area of system analysis, would be a combining and
routing procedure. Ibis would allow dams in series to be easily analyzed
and would alleviate the necessity of using other programs to accomplish
the combining and streamflow routing. TIlus it appears that the program is
very capable in the design and/or analysis of a single structure, hut is
somewhat limited in its usefulness for complete system simulation.

Methods
The program operating manual gives no description of the actual com
putations which are made, but it appears that standard SCS design criteria
have been adhered to in the development of the program. Although no ex
plicit computational schemes are given, the program summary contains brief
descriptions of various user options from which the general scheme of com
putation can be inferred.
Reservoir storage is calculated from a given elevation-surface area
relationship. Up to eight points can be used to extend the curve beyond
the defined limits.
The discharge from the reservoir consists of principal and emergency
spillway flows which are combined to determine the rating curve for the
structure. The rating curve for either of the spillways can be input
directly or calculated based on one of a number of alternate designs. For
example, the principal spillway discharge can be calculated based on a
covered drop inlet or a hooded inlet and the emergency spillway discharge
*SCS - Minnesota, "Input Manual for Automatic Data Processing," Soil
Conservation Service, USDA, St. Paul, Minnesota.
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Section J.

NATURAL AND REGULATED FLOOD ESTIMATION

Source
Water Control Planning, Flood Control, Tennessee Valley Authority
(Attention: Bob Buehler, Chief, Flood Control Branch). Data Originator:
Ramon G. Lee. Programmer: Rose Ann Hatcher.

7.

Reservoir route (B)

8.

Channel route the result

9.

Combine stored hydrograph (A + C) with this hydro graph (B) to
form outflow hydro graph (D)

Various input variables are used to initiate the operations. Other data
necessary for the operations, such as storage outflow relationships for
the reservoirs, are presented in the order in which they are used by the
operation commands. Other available options permit the analysis of alter
nate designs or alternate flood hydrographs. The other options are the
most valuable feature of the program and were probably a primary consider
ation in its development.

This program was written in Fortran IV and designed for use on IBM
360 computing equipment. It can perform any of six possible operations
on a hydrograph and thus can be used to estimate natural and regulated
discharge hydrographs throughout a watershed system. The six operations-
(1) reading a hydrograph, (2) reservoir routing, (3) channel routing,
(4) storage of a hydrograph, (5) hydrograph combining, and (6) printing
the hydrograph--are selected by the user in the order necessary to
simulate a system.
The program is not capable of hydrogra~h generation, although it is
designed to input the results of a TVA hydrograph synthesis program if
desired.
Methods
Reservoir routing is done using standard procedures based on a given
storage-outflow relationship. Channel routing uses the Muskingum method,
for which three coefficients are supplied by the user. Alternate system
configurations can be analyzed in the same computer run through proper
specification of the input data.

t
t}

The program appears to have value mainly in system design and in
system analysis when the input hydrographs are known or generated by some
probabilistic technique. Its use in watershed modeling is severely limited
by its inability to generate hydrographs within itself. In addition, its
lack of alternate routing techniques limits its use as a design or analy
sis program.
If the system shown in Fig. J-1 were analyzed, the order of operations
would appear as follows:
1.

Read hydrograph (A)

2.

Reservoir route (A)

3.

Read hydrograph (C) and add to routed hydro graph (A)

4.

Channel route the result (A + C)

5.

Store this hydrograph for later use

6.

Read hydrograph (B)
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Section K.

TVA - UNIT GRAPH (TVAUG36)

Source
Tennessee Valley Authority (Attention: Bob Buehler, Chief, Flood
Cont rol Branch). Programmers: Donald W. Newton, J. W. Vinyard.

~

~
COMBINING POINT

A
OUTFLOW

Descript ion
This program is used to derive the unit hydro graph that will best
reproduce one or more observed direct runoff hydrographs. Up to ten ob
served events can be used in determining the best-fitting unit graph.

Methods
The solution for the unit hydro graph in this program is based on
matrix algebra. The computed direct runoff hydrograph (vector Q) is ex
pressed as the product of the unit hydrograph (matrix R) and the rainfall
excess (vector U). It is assUllled that both the direct runoff (vector Q)
and the rainfall excess (vector U) are known. The unknown unit hydrograph
(matrix R) is then solved for by matrix inversion. Since the rainfall ex
cess is not actual1y known, a correction is made to the original amounts
specified and a new unit graph is determined. At every iteration the least
squares error between computed and observed flows is determined and is used
as a basis for either further iterations or acceptance of current results.
When the error is reduced to a specified amount (e.g., 5 percent) or when
a specified number of iterations have been made (e.g., 5), computations are
halted.
The numerical solution does not always produce a smooth unit graph.
An option is available to reduce the number of calculated ordinates on the

Figure J-l.

Schematic of Typical Routing and Combining Operations
in a Watershed System.

recession limb of the unit graph, yielding a smooth recession curve. The
corrections to the rainfall excess are made on the basis of the error be
tween computed and observed flows. In applying the corrections, the volume
of excess is preserved, but its distribution within the time periods may
be changed. This will often lead to an improved fit with the observed
rllloff hydrographs. The resulting rainfall excess and unit graph should
always be caref ully checked before acceptance, as the numerical procedure
does not constrain the hydrograph shape or the rainfall excess in any form.
That is, even if it is known that the largest excess of a 6-hour rainfall
occurred in the first hour, if a better fit is obtained with the largest
excess in the last hour, the final solution will be the latter, the best
numerical fit, although irrational hydrologically. An important consider
ation in such a case might be whether or not the assumptions of unit hydro
graph theory are adequately met.
Discussion
The program is written in Fortran for an IBM 360 computer. No changes
were necessary to adapt it for use on a CDC 6600. The program required
66000 8 for execution on a CDC 6600 and was compiled in 3.0 seconds. Figure
K-I shows the unit hydrograph derived by the TVA unit graph program along
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with the unit hydrograph derived by the Corps of Engineers, HEC, Unit
Hydrograph and Loss Rate Optimization program (Section C). If the TVA
unit graph is smoothed, the two hydrographs are quite similar. The ini
tial rainfall excess provided to the TVA program in this case was based
on the loss rate function used in the IlEC program. These excess values
were adjusted only slightlv by the TVA program in obtaining the best fit.
The routine was unable to reduce the error of fit belm. the specified 5
percent level, and computations were halted after five iterations. The
average error indicated at the end of computations was 11 percent.

52000

,
44()00

40000

36000
32000

Figure K-2 shows the observed total runoff hydrograph and the runoff
computed by both the TVA and the HEC programs. In this examnle both
routines yielded results that agreed very closelv with the observed flow.
Shown above the hydrograph in Fig. K-2 are the hourly rainfall amounts
and the optimal rainfall excess distributions as determined by each routine.
This example event was chosen for comparison at random. It does not
imply that the TVA and IIEC programs will always gtve such similar results.
A large variety of hydrologic events would have to be analyzed before any
valid conclusions could be drawn in this regard.
Data for the TVA unit graph program were easily prepared using the
input description and data forms given in the program documentation.
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Observed and Computed Runoff Hydrographs Determined by
TVA and Corps of Engrs Programs.
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Section L.

STMULATED OPEN CHANNEL HYDRAULICS (SOCH)

Source

Source

Tennessee Valley Authority (Attention: Bob Buehler, Chief, Flood
Contro 1 Branch). Programmers: James W. Vinyard and lnda M. Smith.

"Survey of Programs for Wate.r Surface Profiles," by Bill S. Eichert,
Journal of Hydraulics Division, ASCE, Vol. 96, No. HY2, February 1970.
Discussion

This program uses the basic differential equations of continuity and
momentum in a centered-differences finite-difference scheme to analyze
unsteady flow in open channels and reservoirs. The geometry of the stream
or reservoir
at fixed intervals by tables of flow areas, (hy
draulic radius)
and width, all versus elevation. The program is limited
to 91 tables describing 91 cross sections.
The program, written in Fortran IV, yields computed values of stage,
discharge, and velocity at the selected cross sections. Profiles of e1e
vation, discharge, and velocity versus miles can also be plotted directly
by the SOCH program at selected time intervals.

This is an excellent paper in which the author compares in detail six
flow profile programs developed by five federal agencies and one state
(Iowa) agency. Before making this comparison, E1 chert discusses the ben
efits and problems associated with the use of programs from other organi
zations. In connection with the comparison of programs, he comments on
the overall analysis of flow profiles in natural channels, including types
of flow, type and subdivision of natural channels, descri.ption of the cross
section, critical depth computation, non-uniform velocity distribution,
roughness description, and bridge losses.

Reference C-18 describes unsteady flow studie.s in TVA rivers and
reservoirs and the application of an unsteady flow simulation. A specific
name was not applied to the program used, but it is presumed to be SOCH or
an earlier vers ion of i t .

Thi s discussion provides an exce 11 ent overalJ view 0 f gradually-varied
profiles in natural channels regardless of the program to be used. For
example, the comments concerning critical depth in natural channels indi
cate the desirability of an iterative process for determining the water
surface elevation corresponding to the minimum specific energy as opposed
to the critical depth equation norma] Iv used for pri.smatic channels.

Very good agreement was obtained in the studies between observed and
measured stages in the reservoirs studied. Waves in the system were usu
ally induced by variations in powerhouse discharge.

Table M-l has been reproduced from Eichert' s paper and contains com
parative data on six of the 11 programs he reviewed. The reader 1.s re
ferred to this original paper for more information on these programs.

Some limitations of the mathematical model were
1.

Stability and convergence of the solution (now resolved).
Explicit scheme requires short time and distance steps when
longer ones are desirable.

3.

Flows in dry or nearly dry channels cannot be computed.

4.

Supercritical flows cannot he calculated.

program is of special interest because it provides a method of
flood routing or unsteady f10w analysis in natural channels through solu
tion of the momentum and continuity equations. It was received too late
in this study to permit operation and evaluation, but does appear to
warrant further study.

64

It may be of interest to note that the Hydrolog1.c Engineering Center
program discussed in the paper is an earlier version of HEC-2, which is
discussed in Section B above. HEC-2 is a very useful program and should
he of interest to many organizations concerned ,,lith the flood plain progrAm.

While not a part of Eichert's paper, a University of Minnesota pro
entitled "The Computation of Water Surface Profiles in Natural Channels"
D-7), by Steven P. Larson may be of interest. This program does not
contain routines with which to compute losses through bridge waterways, and
tl11,ls such losses must be computed separately. However, the simp 1ici tv of
data input and the small size
core locations) of such a program give
it great simplicity for use on
machines for simple profiles. The pro
gram uses the following:
(1) a standard step method of computation and (2)
an iterative process to determine minimum energy and critical flow.
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TABLE N-l

Section N. COMPARISON OF PROGRAMS FOR SOLUTION OF THE
LOG-PEARSON TYPE III PROBABILITY DISTRIBUTION

Summary of Program Capabilities for Flood Frequency AnalyslR Pearson Type III Method

Discussion

SOURCE

Based in part on the recommendation of the Water Resources Council in
their Bulletin No. 15, "A Uniform Technique for Determining Flood Flow Fre
quencies, If [A-2l] a number of computer program.'l have been prepared for so
lution of the Log-Pearson Type III Probability Distribution.
Among these are programs prepared by (1) the Hydrologic Engineering
Center of the Corps of Engineers [A-14], (2) the Soil Conservation Service,
(3) the Geological Survey (A-18], (4) the Bureau of Reclamation [A-7],
(5) the St. Paul District, U.S. Army
of Engineers [A-16], and (6) the
University of Minnesota, St. Anthony
Hydraulic Laboratory [A-I].

se s

U S8R

HEC

COMPUTER

.;";T,X,7

I

p_

'W\Lm-"lp.

IBM 1130

I

IBM 360/65

FORTRAN IV

I

FORTRAN IV

NO

I

yES

1

p-

I,

The programs generally have similar functions to compute theoretical
discharges for selected recurrence intervals or probabilitIes. Usually
the intervals or probabilities correspond to the values in WRC Bulletin
No. 15: recurrence intervals of 200, 100, 50, 25, 10, 5, 2, 1.25, 1.11,
1.05, and 1.01 years, or 0.5, 1 2, 4, 10, 20, 50, 80, 90, 95, and 99%
probability of exceedence.

SG S

YES

YES

NO

NO
NO

Table N-l gives comparative data on six log-Pearson Type III programs.
The
U.S. Geological Survey program is the only one with a line printer plot
routine.

As noted therein, all programs are in FORTRAN II or IV or equivalent.

Several program.'l, including the University of Minnesota program, print
the input data sorted in descending magnitude to assist in graphing the
data. Of these, only the U.S.B.R. program retained the calendar year with
each flood.
One feature of major interest concerns the computation of flood magni
tudes for skewness values other than the one computed for the actual input
data. Since the skewness may vary quite widely in short records, it is
sometimes desirable to use a regional skewness coefficient. A similar ef
fect is achieved with one very low annual flood in the record, which results
in high negative skewness.
In the University of Minnesota program the theoretical flood values
are computed for the actual skewness, zero skewness, and a regional skewness
which Is input with the original data. This permits a comparison of the
effect of variation in skewness on the actual record.

NONE

Preliminary work by the authors indicates the need for a screening
process for annual flood data to eliminate the low outliers which have a
disproportionate effect at the high-discharge end as well as the low-dis
charge end of the theoretical curve. Apparently none of the programs were
provided with such a process although checking for input errors, or data
editing, is provided for in the St. Paul District Corps of Engineers Pro
gram and in the U.S. Geological Survey Program.
I AST SET
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NONf

The initial computation in the log-Pearson Type III methods involves
transforming the data into logarithms of the floods. Any records with a
zero annual flood cause problems because the log of zero is minus infinity.
Some programs substitute the log of 0.01 and the computation continues (St.
Paul Corps of Engineers). The U. S. B. R. program omits zero events from the
log computation, but uses them in determining the plotting positions of
the data. The U.S.G.S. program calls attention to the zero events and ter
minates the computation.
Some of the programs would benefit by printing out additional data,
i. e., (1) discharges for other skewness values, (2) the mean and standard

deviation of the floods as well as the log of the floods, and (3) the sum
of the deviations squared and cubed.

Section O.

GENERAL STATISTICAL AND UTILITY PROGRA.."IS

Discussion
Most computer applications in hydrology require the preparation of
specific programs to perform specialized operations. In certain instances
general programs, usually available in computer center lihraries, or user
program sharing organizations, may be utilized.
Examples of commonly available library programs of this type are
rout ines for correlation and regress ion, numeric and al phahet ic sort ing,
random number generation, roots of polynomials, calcomp and line printer
plotting, and many others.
As an illustration of library routines, Appendix 10 lists those avail
able at the University of Minnesota Computer Center. Shown in one list
are subroutines and functions which may be included as part of any speci
ally written program. That is, if in preparing a special program to gen
erate synthetic runoff data a random number generator is needed instead of
writing the routine, the user may simply incorporate the library subroutine
to perform that function.
Another list (UMST) includes separate programs that perform the given
statistical computation on a complete set of data. These are complete
programg; no additional programming is required. Data must be provided
in accordance with an established format.
In addition to basic frequency analysis of hydrologic data discussed
in section N and general statistical routines, many programs are available
for special applications in hydrology. The Bureau of Reclamation has pre
pared programs for streamflow duration analysis [A-3], and precipitation
depth duration analysis [A-6]. Where runoff gaging stations in an area
have unequal record lengths the station records may be correlated and the
shorter record extended [A-4, A-IO].
The Hydrologic Engineering Center has developed programs to simulate
streamflow based on the statistical properties of a historical record
[A-H, A-12].
Many routines have been prepared by the U.S.G.S. [Appendix 8] for
tabulating, totaling, and other operations necessary in the preparation
of reports on water resources data.
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Section P.

PROBLEM-ORIENTED COMPUTER PROGRAM-LANGUAGE HYDRO

Bugliarello, G.; Gormley, J.T.; and McNally, W. An Informal Progress
Report on HYDROL - A Content-Oriented Computer Language for Hydrology
and Hydraulic Engineering. Carnegie Institute of Technology, Department
of Civil Engineering, Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania, November 1963.
Bugliarello, G.; McNally, W.D.; Gormley, J.T.; and Onstott, J.T.
A Pilot Problem-Oriented Computer Language for Hydrology and Hydrauli.c
~Engineering ("HYDRO"), Carnegi e Insti tute of Technology, Pittsburch,
Pennsylvania. Paper presented at the 47th AGU Meeting, Washington, D.C.
April 1966.

7.

Inputs and outputs should be both by card and by teletype;

8.

The language should be geared to the capabilities (i.e. memory
capacities) of a broad range of computers;

9.

The language, to be easily augmentable, should be designed in such
a way as to facilitate the design of the procedures, the addition
of new procedures to the library, and the removal and substitution
of existing procedures.

A total of approximately 32,000 words of core memory capacity are
needed for the implementation of the present HYDRO system. However, if
necessary, the system can be broken into smaller segments and thus made
suitable for smaller machines. The largest assembled program run to
date (1966) consisted of 1,000 ALGOL card images, corresponding to 12,000
words of intenlal storage, to run.

Discussion
The philosophy, specifications, and operational characteristics of
a problem-oriented computer language, HYDRO, for performing hydrological
and hydraulic engineering analyses are presented in the above references.
The present version of HYDRO is intended as a pilot for further
deyelopment of the concept of problem-oriented languages in the field of
water resources. It encompasses the areas of precipitation analysis,
hydrograph analysis, open channel hydraulics, flood routing, and frequency
analysis.
From the user's viewpoint, the most signi ficant characteristics of
the language are the ease with which a person unskill ed in computer
programming can learn in a very short time to perform computer analysis
in the areas covered by the language and the possibility of stringing long
series of commands together.
HYDRO was written in ALGOL and later rewritten (in part) by Delleur
and others at Purdue as FORTRAN-HYDRO (see Section Q).
Selected notes from the above (Previously mentioned) papers are as
follows:
1.

HYDRO should be much simpler to program than FORTRAN or ALGOL;

2.

Commands and data should be oriented toward the field of water
resources;

3.

A broad area of water resources should be covered;

4.

It should be flexible enough to handle d Hferent types of problems;

5.

It should have a library organized systematically for stringing
of programs;

6.

There should be automatic data transfer between commands;
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Section Q.

FORTRAN-HYDRO

Source
Delleur, J.W. and Toebes, G.H. "Fortran-Hydro," Journal of the Hydraulics
Vol. 95, No. HY6, pp. 1933-2019, November 1969.

Fortran-Hydro is a system of interlocking Fortran IV Subroutines for
the solution of elementary problems encountered in hydrology, hydraulics,
and water resources engineering.
Previous use of Fortran-Hydro (FH) was on the IBM 7094 system. FH
is now available on the Purdue CDC 6500 computer system. It is stored on
the 6638 disk unit in the form of a system permanent file and is also on
a magnetic tape. The FH program can be loaded from any of the remote
terminals on the Lafayette campus making use of the PROCSY system. "PROCSY",
the Purdue remote on line system, is a remote terminal support system for
the CDC 6500 located at the Purdue University Sciences Center. It allows
remote creation, submission and retrieval of batch jobs which are executed
at the central computer facility.
The terminal user can create, edit, and store data files; submit jobs
for batch execution; and retrieve the resultant batch job output data.
Jobs submitted from remote terminals are indistinguishable from
locally submitted jobs and therefore may utili ze any and all features
avail able to the local batch user, including the FORTRAN-HYDRO subrout ine
library.
File creation and editing is processed in an interactive mode, where
as job execution is processed in a batch or non-interactive mode. Job
turnaround time will be a function of batch system loads and will vary
from execution to execution.

FH
FH
FH
FH
FH
FH
FH
FH
FH
FH
FH
FH
FH
FH
FH
FH
FH
FH
FH

103
104
105
106
107
108
109
110
112
113
115
]16
200
201
202
203
300
302
303

FH 304
FH
FH
FH
FH
FH
FH
FH
FH
FH
FH
FH

305
306
400
401
402
403
404
405
406
407
408

Factor Average
Missing Rainfall Data by Normal Ratio
Computation and Plotting of Mass Curves
Absolute Maximum Station Precipitation
Computation of Depth-Area Data
D-Hour Unit Hydrograph
Computation of Unit Hydro graphs from Complex Storm Data
Triangular Unit Hydrograph
Hydrographs from a Given Storm
Double Mass Curve Break Check
Reservoir Area Capacity
Reservoir Routing
Data Ordering
Standard Deviation
Frequency AnalysiS of Extreme Values by Gumbel's Method
Interpolation by Spline Fit
Flood Routing by the Method of Specified Intervals
Kinematic Flood Routing
Instantaneous Unit Hydrograph, Identification by Fourier
Transform
Numberical Evaluation of the Instantaneous Unit Hydrograph
by Direct Solution of the Convolution Integral
Numerical Convolution
Moments
Hydraulic Characteristics
Normal and Critical Depths
Alternate and Sequent Depths
Specific Energy and Force Curves
Water Surface ProfU es by the Direct Step Method
Profile Types
M and N Exponents
Varied Flow Function
Water Surface Profile by the Direct Integration Method

Addi tions of subroutines on sediment transport, kinematic flood
routing, and linear systems analysis are planned.

Present and proposed programs are as follows:
FH
FH
FH
FH
FH
FH
FH

100-FH-199
200-FH-299
300-FH 399
400-FH 499
500-FH 599
600-FH 699
700-FH 799

reserved
reserved
reserved
reserved
reserved
reserved
reserved

for
for
for
for
for
for
for

hydrology subroutines
statistics and related subroutines
unsteady flow subroutines
free surface flow subroutines
network subroutines
ground water subroutines
water quality parameter subroutines

The subroutines that are operational and tested at Purdue as of
March 1970 are:
FH 100
FH 101
FH 102

Arithmetic Average
Local Rainfall Estimate Using Data from Surrounding
Stations
Normal Annual Precipitation
74
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Section R.

SMALL BASIN RAINFALL-RUNOFF SIMULATION

is an advantage over earlier functions based on time. The model will
determine the best set of the model parameters that will fit a series of
observed hydrographs. The program is written in PL-l.

Source
Lichty, R.W., Dawdy, D.R., and Bergmann, 1.M. "Rainfall-Runoff Model
For Small Basin Flood Hydrograph Simulation," lASH Publication No. 80,
The Use of Analog and Digital Computers in Hydrology, Volume II, Dec. 1968.
Description
This mathematical model is a simplified self-fitting flood hydrograph
simulation model. It uses a soil moisture dependent function to determine
infiltration rates during the rainfall period. This function is based on
work by Philip:
Philip, 1.R.

"An Infiltration Equation With Physical Significance,
Vol. 77, No.2, 1954, pp. 153-157.

The rainfall excess is distributed in time by the distance-area-curve
yielding a hydrograph which is then routed through simulated basin storage
to give the final outflow hydrograph.

This model uses the Philip infiltration equation to express potential
infiltration as a function of soil moisture. The value of potential in
filtration thus determined is taken as the maximum point infiltration in
the basin. The basin wide infiltration is then determined assuming that
the potential infiltration rate varies linearily from zero to the maximum
point value. As long as the supply rate is in excess of the maximum po
tential infiltration rate this would yield a basin wide rate equal to one
half the maximum potential point value. With supply rates less than the
maximum potential point value the assumption of linear variation in infil
tration yields a value of basin wide infiltration somewhere between zero
and one-half the maximum potential point value. This approach to varia
tions in infiltration rates is taken from Crawford and Linsley [E-5].
Soil moisture in the basin is accounted for in a two-reservoir system.
The first reservoir represents the saturated surface layer into which in
filtration accumulates. This reservoir is depleted by drainage to the
second reservoir and by evapotranspiration.
In all, 7 parameters are required to describe the infiltration and
moisture function. The distance area diagram is derived from a map of
the basin and is assumed fixed for all events. An eighth parameter is
required to define the storage function for routing the hydrograph.

This model is a useful tool for studying the runoff from a small
watershed. Its use of an infiltration function dependent on soil moisture
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Section S.

MODEL OF WATERSHED HYDROLOGY:

USDAHL-70

The model was not tested as a part of the present study but appears
worthy of study by interested agencies.
The program is well documented.

Source
llSDAHL-70 Model of lVatershed Hydrology, prepared by H.M. Holtan and
N. C. Lopez.
U. . Department of Agricul ture, Hydrograph Laboratory.

This program was ,~ri tten in Level E Fortran for use on an IBM 360-30
computer.
The model, in the words of the authors, is "th!2 begi.nning of
an e.ffort to express ,,ratershed hvdrology as a continuum".
Its primary
objective is to serve the needs of watershed engineering bv providing
d!2tai]ed information on th!2 runoff process to assist in the design of en
gineering structures.
it is based on a series of empirical relationships.
Input consists of a continuous record of rainfall (averag!2 over the
watershed).
Snowfall is tabulated as water equivalent for the wat!2rsheds
modeled.
An example is given ",here the watersheds ranged in size from 3
to 98 square mUes.

Methods
--Infiltration is b'lsed on tilt, llol.tan equation:
=

f
a

"here

Sa
f

~

'::1

S 1.4 + f
a
c

int iltration capacj ty in in/hr.
infiltration capacitv in inches per hour per inch of available
storage (va] ues giv£>l1 in report).
avaDab I.e storage in the surface layer in inches water
equivalent (th!2 A horizon in agricultural soils).
constant rate of infiltration after prolonged w('!tting in
inches/hr.

Rainfall in excess of infiltration is rout£>cl across actual soil zones
for the watershed to the channel using an empirical relationship by Musgrave
and Holtan. Channel rOllting is by "simul taneOtlS solution of the continuity
equation and a storage function." The latter is obtained bv integration of
flow recess ion curve [or the tes t wa tershed.
Infiltrated water mav be dissipated by evapotl:"anspiration, down"ard
seepRge, or lateral return flow.

ication of the model to I, \Vatersheds (Ohio, TexRs, Nebraska,
indicated good correlati
bet",een monthly observed and computed
runoff.
Continuous synthesis of m('!an daily flOlvs at Upper Taylor Creek,
Florida sllowed good agreement over a 5 vear peri.od.
Standard output in
cludes a daily printout and a monthlv summary at the end of each V!2ar.
The daily data includes day of vear, inches of rainfall, inches of runoff,
mean daily cfs, precipitation excess, etc.
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Section T.

THE KENTUCKY WATERSHED MODEL AI'iID OPSET

~

channel time-delay histogram simulates the time-delay to the outlet, of
flows entering the channel system. This flow is then routed through a
conceptual reservoir to simulate the storage characteristics of the channel
systems. Thus the out flow from the land phase is processed by these two
techniques to simulate the channel system effect and produce the outf1ow
hydrograph.

University of Kentucky Water Resources Institute, by L.n. James

The Kentucky Watershed Model is basically a translation of the Stan
ford Watershed Model [E-5J into FORTRAN computer language. Tt is a very
comp 1 ex con tinuous synthesis, two phase watershed model, implying that the
land phase and the channel phase are each modeled as separate enti ties.
The program is fairly large, requiring over 70500 8 storage locations, and
requires substantial computer time to operate. The input data requirements
are quite lengthy hut the bulk of it is easily accessible from
climatological data. Using this data, the most significant of which is
rainfall, the program produces synthes ized stream flow hydrographs and
moisture storage values based on specified parameters t~hich define the re
lationships representing the various processes involved in the hydrologic
cycle. 0PSET is a companion program which uses optimization techniques to
determine the values of 13 of the input parameters to the Kentucky Model
such that the best approximation to observed results are produced. It uses
a streamlined version of the Kentucky Model as a central core and hy test
ing various values of the pnrnmeters, attempts to find the combination which
gives the "best fit" with observed data. It is also a fnirly large program,
consisting of over 2400 source statements and requiring 100500R storage
locations on the CDC 6600, and well over 100 seconds of central processing

A snowmelt subroutine is also included as a part of the model. The
particular snowmelt model used in the Kentucky Model is simplified in an
effort to make its use feasible in areas where a limited amount of data
necessary for this type of calculation is available. The main input is
daily temperatures, with estimates of solar radiation and snow evaporation
also necessnry. A heat monitoring type of analysis is used where melt
occurs when the heat content reaches some specified amount. Al though the
input data is limited, a thorough snow melt analysts is made, which in it
self greatly enhances widespread applicability of the overall model.
0PSET was developed to eliminate the subjective nature of trial and
error type of fitting.
Standard optimiZation techniques proved infeasihle
and other methods, which were. based on the results of many sensitivity
studies, were used. Basically, this program uses measurable watershed
characteristics, climatological data and measured streamflow data to find
the optimum set of values for thirteen of the constants which define the
various flow and storage functions.
The optimization is done in two phases,
a rough phnse which uses lnrge time increments, and a fine adjustment phase
which uses smaller time. increme.nts. Thus this program attempts to determine
the optimum set of thirteen of the input parameters to the Kentucky Model.

Discussion

time to execute.

The actua1 model which is used is a ttvo-phnse model in which the land
surface and channel system are treat.ed separately. The actual equations
which define t.he variouS relationships will not he inc1uded in this dis
cussion and the reader is referred to Crawford and Linsley's report on the
Stanford Wat.ershed Model IV for a detailed discussion.
'nle land phase consists basically of interception, infiltration, overand flow, interflm~, evapotranspirCltion, and depression storage.
It also
incl udes storage in variouS soi 1 zones, groundwater storage, and ground
water flow. This philse accepts rainfall and c~her climatological data as
input to produce inflow into the channel phase of the model. A moisture
accounting procedure is used in which moisture movement is governed by the
current moisture situation in the various areas and by constants which
are intended to represent the physical ;>roperties of the watershed. Very
detailed and complex relntionships are used in an effort to simulate the
real situation as closely as possible. Thus, basically, the land phase
produces inflow to the channel system from impervious areas and overland
flow, interflow, and ground,vater flow.

The watershed model used by these progrnms is very complex and com
plete, and has significant potential in both research and planning progranLs
as well as design problems concerning water resources. However, because of
its size and complexity, it is ve.ry important that users become thoroughly
familiar with the model so that they can properly apply it to their indi
vidual proble.ms. Only if the user is fully aware of all the techniques
and assumptions incorporated in the program will the full benefit of the
model be derived. The model is intended to be close1y associated with
physical watershed characteristics and if users are diligent and innovated
in the use of the programs, they can be very valuable to water resources
research, design, and planning.

The channel system of the model uses the output from the 1 and phase to
produce the outflow hydrograph for a watershed and does this basicnlly in
two steps. First, a time-area type of routing model is used, in which a
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Section U.

RIVER BASIN SIMULATION PROGRAM

~

1968.

"River Basin Simulation Program," by William C. Pisano, August 15,
Environmental Protection Agency (EPA), Washington, D.C.

Descriptio!!

The program tends to optimize water quality rather than cost.
Thus,
cost of dams, flood damages, and benefits from control
are apparently
not considered. It may be desirable
to use the output in connection with
some form of benefit/cost analysis.
An appl ication example was given using the Red River of the North
in North Dakota and Minnesota. The streamflow record [or the area was
augmented with synthetic data generated on the basis of the mean, standard
deviation and a time correlation coefficient of the actual record.

As noted in the author's Preface, the set of programs and options in
cluded provides a new approach to river basin planning for water quality
management. It models the behavior of a river basin wi th the primary in
tention of using Monte Carlo Sampling (simu] ation) to find the occurrence
frequencies of: 1) various water quality indicators or pollutant fluxes,
2) water supply deficiencies, 3) seasonal flows and 4) reservoir contents.
"The computations performed are designed for the users within FWPCA (now
EPA). However, the underlying logic is sufficiently general to make the
program useful to other organizations interested in water resources. For
example, irrigation, flooding, and navigation can be studied."
"The user prepares a set of input cards for the program which serve
two functions. The first function describes: 1) a natural hydrologic
regime, 2) evaporation and seepage conditions, and 3) amhient water qual
ity. The second function specified the plan which can be 1) water quality
objectives (standards); 2) flow requirements and diversions; 3) waste
loadings from towns, industries and irrigation districts; 4) various dams;
and 5) (optionally) a table of the release schedules to be used at the
dams. "
Answers are obtained in the form of statistical information concerning
the probable consequences of the implementation of proposals under study.
Discussion
The program was written in Fortran IV for the IBM 360/65 data process
ing system and contains in excess of 4000 input statements. There are 3
major options in the package. One option, "NMP" (Numerical Mul tisite
Program), concerns the generation of operational hydrology. Another, "B"
(Basin), concerns the detailed flow routing necessary to mode] a river
basin. A third, called DEM, combines these two concepts in a one
dimensional inflow model.
The program deals in basic time units or seasons of 1., 2, 3, 4, 6, or
12 months. The entire routing of the basin, from headwater to the mouth,
is accomplished during each time frame. The month is the length of time
frame considered hy the model and apparently restricts the selection of
basins to those whose streams have an average travel time of a month or
less.
The 4000 input statements noted above contain a liberal supply of
comment statements which should assist the user.
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See tion V.

STREAMFLOW SYNTHESIS AND RESERVOIR REGULATION
"SSARR" PROGRAM

~

North Pacific Division, Corps of Engineers, Portland, Oregon, and
Portland River Forecast Center, Weather Bureau, ESSA.
Description
The SSARR model is used to simulate streamflow for planning, design,
operation and forecasting purposes. The streamflow simulation model was
originally developed from work in the Columbia River Basin in Northwestern
United States. The model has also had significant use in simulations of
the Lower Mekong River Basin in Southeast Asia. It may be applied to
various size watersheds, in various climates. Routines to consider the
snowme It contribution to runoff for mountainous areas of Western U. S. are
included. The TIDdel has also been applied as a streamflow forecasting tool
by the U.S. Weather Bureau. Ibe program containing about 8000 Fortran
source cards was written for an IBM 360/50. It has been adapted for use
on the CDC 6400. The program required multiple overlays of core storage
and utilizes several disk or tape storage units. On the CDC 6600 i t re
quires about 120000 8 core storage locations to run.

The SSARR model is capable of Simulating both large and small water
sheds in climates where there mayor may not be snow melt contributions.
It woul d appear that the snow melt relations are those derived for the
mountainous areas of the Northwestern U.S. These relations may not prove
satisfactory for snow melt Simulations in other areas such as the northern
plains states.
The allowance for variable length time increments for flow computa
tions is an important asset when Simulating long flow records, particularly
for small streams.
The large size of the program and its use of direct access disk stor
age may hamper its adaptation to other machines.

Methods
Water available for runoff on each of several sub-areas in the basin
is determined from both rainfall and snowmelt where applicable. Rainfall
data may be input at a number of stations in the basin. Snowmelt, and snow
accumulation may be determined on the basis of precipitation, elevation,
air temperature, dew point temperature, albedo, radiation, and wind speed.
Snowmelt may be calculated using either the temperature index method or the
energy budget method. The available water is then resolved into two compo
nents, that part retained in the basin and that part which will runoff.
This division is determined as a function of the soil moisture in the basin.
The part that will runoff is further divided into base flow, subsurface
runoff, and surface runoff. Ibe division is made based on a base flow in
dex and the amount (intensity) of direct runoff. Each of these components
of runoff is routed through a different amount of simulated reservoir stor
age and then combined to produce the final outflow hydrograph. A flow chart
of this process is shown in Fig. V-I. The runoff from each sub-area of the
watershed is routed through stream channels and reservoirs and combined with
other sub-area hydrographs to yield the final simulated basin outflow.
When routing through actual reservoirs, provlslon is made for setting
bounds on usable storage and allowable discharge. Channel routing is evalu
ated by use of the normal reservoir method assuming short stream reaches.
Where necessary, provision is made to allow backwater to modify channel
routing.
The routine is written so that a variable time increment may be used
dependent on the magnitude of the runoff.
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Section W.

NUMERICAL SIMULATION OF WATERSHED HYDROLOGY

~

Claborn, B.J. and Moore, W.L. "Numerical Simulation of Watershed
Hydrology. !1 University of Texas, Civil Engineering Department, August
1970 (Univ. of Texas Model).

{~]
!

,

Description
This report includes a discussion of (1) the Runoff Phenomenon,
(2) methods of estimating storm runoff, and (3) the Stanford Watershed

Model IV, plus a listing, evaluation and discussion of a new mathematical
model of the runoff process. As noted in the author's abstract, "The
Stanford Model has been revised and used as a pattern for developing a
new watershed simulation model."
The University of Texas Model is written in Fortran IV and has about
1,000 source statements.

Figure W-l is an operational ('hart for the program. The program has
been written to acco~nodate rainfall at irregular intervals as input, at
intervals as short as one minute or as long as one day. The maximum length
of the basic accounting cycle is 15 minutes. Provision has been made for
variable interception and surface storage. Overland flow is handled by
"a quasi-Turbulent form of Izzard's overland flowequation." Infiltration
is based on flow through the upper soil zone using a form of Holtan's equa
tion.
f

Cl(US ST -UZS

'"
!"".

5
l?1

a(UZ ST - UZS)n + SATPRM

'~1l?

l~l?

+ SATPRM

where UZ ST is the total pore space in the upper zone (0 to 21'), porositv
times thickness (in 3 /in 2 ),
2
3
UZS is the current volume of water in the upper zone (in /in )
SATPRM is the saturated permeability of the upper zone (inches per hr.)
Cl and C2 are constants corresponding to Holtan's (a . k) and n.
It also provides for flow through the unsaturated zone using an equa
tion based on the work of Ibrahim and Brutsaert, Gardner, and King.

Figure V-I.

Schematic of SSARR Watershed Model (From
Ref. E-18).

Ibrahim, H.A. and Brutsaert, W. "Tntermittent Infiltration into
Soils with Hystereses," Jour. of Hydraulic Division, ASCE, VoL 94,
No. HY1, .Tanuary 196fl.
Gardner, W.R. "Solutions of the Flow Equation for the Drying of
Soil s and Other Porous Media," Soi 1 Science Society of America,
Proceedin~<, Vol. 28, p. 614-619, 1964.
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King. "Description of Soil Characteristics for Partially Saturated
Flow," SoU Science Society of America, Proceedings, Vol. 29, pp. 359
362, 1965.
Interflow is considered using the following equation for flow from the
top level of the intermediate zone:

PREVIOUS AREA

VINFL0

C
(TTZS
CIa' VTNST) t.t
16
VINFLO is the volume of flow added to the interflow process

where

~~J'~

~

during time M,
TIZS is the volume of water stored in the top half of the inter
mediate zone,
VINST is the total volume of the intermediate zone, and
CIa and C
are input parameters based on the permeability of
16
differences
between the two zones.
The inter flow shape is determined by a lag f,mction:

where

INTERCEPT ION

STORAGE

~~.

DEPRESSION
STORAGE

DELINF is the volume in interflow storage.

and also out of the basin.
Evaporation from soil surfaces is related to potential evaporation,
volume in storage, maximum and minimum volumes in the upper zone, and a
parameter based on the soils ability to transmit water to the surface.

_<\~~

~

• DELJNF + CIS) t.t
x
x ~ volume discharged to stream from interflow storage in t.t,
The program makes prov1s10ns for groundwater to flow into the stream
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A distribution graph technique similar to that of the Stanford Model
is used for routing of the flow through the basin in order to produce the

~N

hydrograph of streamflow.

~

The program will simulate a watershed composed of subwatersheds. The
model was applied to two watersheds with generally good results. The best
agreement occurred for the larger of the storms analyzed.
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Figure W-l.

Schematic of University of Texas Watershed Model (From
Ref. E-4).
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Section X.

FLOOD ROUTING THROUGH STORM DRAINS

Source

~

Yev4evich
Parts I-IV.
1970.

Barnes, A.H. "Flood Routing Through Storm Drains,"
Papers 43-46, Colorado State University, November

This study and resulting computer programs deal with the computation
of unste.ady flow through circular conduits. Extensive experimental and
numerical tests were conducted to evaluate the use of the equations of
continuity and momentum for unsteady flow computations. These tests,
sponsored by the II. S. Bureau 0 f Pub lie Roads, were made on a 3 ft diameter,
822 ft long ci rcular condui t.

The
tests were conducted on a variable slope 3 ft diameter
conduit. Metered discharge hydrographs were introduced at the upstream end
of the conduit and the progress of the flood wave was recorded by a series
of pressure transducers mounted at several points along the pipe. The
depths observed were converted to digital values and punched on paper tape
or cards.
This data was then used to evaluate various solutions to the equations
of flow. Three numerical finite difference techniques were evaluated. Two
explicit schemes, the diffusion scheme and the Lax-Wendroff scheme, were
considered plus the solution by Method of Characteristics, with specified
intervals.

The experimenta L tests will undoubtedly be a source of data for many
investigators studying the solution of unsteady flow. The numerical in
vestigations showed the Lax-Wendroff scheme to be superior to the diffu
sion scheme with respect to stability and accuracy. The method of char
acteristics was found to give rapidly convergent and stable values. This
latter method was considered the preferred technique by the authors and
was used in subsequent computations of analytical waves. The computer
programs for implementing each of the three computation schemes are in
cluded in Part III of the study reports.

Bowers, C.E.; Harris, G.S.; and Pabst, A.F. "The Real-Time Compu
tation of Runoff and Storm Flow in the Minneapolis-St. Paul Interceptor
Sewers," Memorandum M-118, St. Anthony Falls Hydraulic Laboratory, Uni
versity of Minnesota, December 1968.

Desert ption
This computer program determines expected discharges at various points
in an urban watersbed. It has been applied to the Minneapolis-St. Paul
area where it was necessary to compute, in real time, discharges at vari
ous locations. The routine developes inlet hydro graphs at 15 locations,
determines if excess f1 ow must be discharged to the Mississippi River, and
routes the remaining flow through the sewer system to the waste treatment
plant.

Method
PrecipitatLon is recorded at 9 locations around the area. Thiessen
weighting factors are used to determine the averap,e precipitation over
each of the 15 sub~areas. A "loss" function determines the rainfall excess
on the pervious and impervious parts of each sub-area.

A triangular unit hydrograph is used to represent the flow for each
5 minute period of excess precipitatLon. The resulting inlet hydro graph
then represents the flow arriving at each of the major inlets to the in
terceptor sewer system. This inlet hydro graph may then divert into the
interceptor sys tern or release into the Mi ssiss ippi River. The diversion
is determined by the position of an inflatable dam and a hvdraulically
operated gate (at each of 15 locations), and the magnitude of discharge.
The flow which enters the intercepter sewer system is combined with exist
ing flow and routed to the waste treatment plant. The progressive average
lag method is used to perform the routing with the necessary constants
having been determined from comparison with similar routing using the
Method of Characteristics.

This program was written in two versions. One version was prepared
for the CDC 6600. The second version was prepared for a PDP-9. This latter
version requires several core loads to accomplish all necessary operations.
TI1e model was tested using data obtained during 1969. Results showed
that for most events the impervious area contributed most of the runoff
volume, with pervious areas contributing only during short periods of high
intensity precipitation.
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APPENDIX 2
A.

A-4

ANNOTATED BIBLIOGRAPIIT

EXTENDED RUNOFF RECORDS, by R.B. Brownrigg, File No. HY-125 ,

STATISTICAL ANALYSIS OF DATA
This program is used to extend runoff records after a satisfactory
correlation has been found using the multiple correlation program.
Constant correlation factors are assumed for the independent variables.

A-I

Bowers, C.E.; Pabst, A.F.; and Larson, S.P.: COMPUTER PROGRA~ FOR
STATISTICAL ANALYSIS OF ANNUAL FLOOD DATA BY THE LOG-PEARSON TYPE III
METHOD, Computer Program No.1, St. Anthony Fal1s Hydrau1ic Labora
tory, January 1971.

Date: 1-15-64. Computer: IBM 1620.
Storage req: 40,000 characters (decimal)
A-5

This computer program was initially developed as part of a begin
ning course in hydrology in the Department of Civil and Mineral Engi
neering of the University of Minnesota. It was subsequently modified
and improved under a project sponsored by the Office of Water Resour
ces Research, Department of the Interior, through the Water Resources
Research Center, University of Mi.nnesota.
The program sorts annual flood data and computes (1) empirical
recurrence intervals and probabilities,. (2) mean and standard devia
tion of the floods, (3) mean, standard deviation, and skewness of
logarithms of the floods, and (4) theoretical flood values for speci
fied probabilities and recurrence intervals in accordance with the
log-Pearson Type III probability di.stribution.

A-6

This routine performs flow duration analysis of stream flow
records to determine flow duration curves.
Date: 2-1-65. Computer: HON 800.
Storage req: 7000 words (decimal).
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Language:

Language:

Automath 1800.

ANALYSIS, by J. Woerner and D. Olson, Pi.le No.

Thiessen polygons are used to distribute the average depth of
precipitation over a basin in time. The program can be used to
weight observed rain at recording rain ga!2;c stations, to arrange in
crements in maximum depth-dur;Hion series, and to adjust increments
to design depth over a basin. Number of di.stribution stations is not
limited, but increments are 11 mited to sao.

BuRec: HAZEN-TYPE FREQUENCY ANALYSTS, File No. HY-104A, p. 317, Ab
stracts of the Electronic Computer Programs Developed by Bureau of
Reclamation, U.S. Dept. of Interior, Bureau of Reclamation, February
1969.

BuRec: FLOW DURATION ANALYSIS OF STREAM FLOW RECORDS, by J.V. Vreden
burg, File No. IIT-l35, p. 350, Abstracts of Electronic Computer Pro
grams Developed by Bureau of Reclama.!ion, U.S. Dept. of Interior,
Bureau of Reclamation, February 1969.

BuRec: DESIGN STORM DEPTH-DURATION VALUES, by D.G. Olson, File No.
HY-l08A, p. 322, Ab.:'ltracts of Electronic Computer Programs Developed
by Bureau of Reclamation, U.S. Dept. of Interior, Bureau of Recla
mation, February 1969.

Date: 6-1-64. Computer: HON 800.
Storage req: 4000 words (decimal).

The methods of analysis are discussed :in

The program computes accumulative frequency curves of annual
maximum peak discharge or volume based on recorded stream flows. It
uses the computation method developed hy Allen Hazen (Flood Flows, A
Study of Frequencies and Magnitudes, by Allen Hazen, John Wiley and
Sons, Inc., New York, 1930, 199 pp.). The program is limited to 100
years of record.
A-3

Fortran II.

This program extracts the highest value of a single precipitation
increment of any two successive increments, any three successive in
crements, and so on for 4, 5, ... (N-l), N increments. These totals,
multiplied by a constant, are called depth duration values. The max
imum number of precipitation increments is 200.

In addition to the theoretical discharges for the skewness of
the actual record, the program computes discharges for zero skewness
and for a selected skewness (possibly a regional value) for compari
son purposes. Nine graphs showi.ng the theoretical curves and annual
floods for selected streams in the United States have been included.
A-2

Language:

Date: 6-1-65. Computer: HON 800.
Storage req: 10,000 words (decimal).
A-7

Language:

Automath 1800.

BuRec: DETEfu'1INATION OF FLOOD PLOW FREQUENCIES WITH THE USE OF THE
LOG-PJ::ARSON TYPE III

This is a program for calculating flood frequencies using the
log-Pearson Type III method.

Automath 1800.
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A-8

Fed. Hwy. Admn.:

ENGINEERING DESIGN HYDRAULICS, Prog. 1600, 1969.

HY-S files gaging station flood records and produces a compila
tion of flood records, a frequency plot, and an index of the gaging
stations.
A-9

HEC: BALANCED HYDROGRAPH, by Leo R. Beard, Program No. 23-237, Hydro
logic Engineering Center, Corps of Engineers, Sacramento, Cali fornia,
November 1966.
A "balanced hydrograph" is defined as one that conforms to a spe
cified set of volume-duration values. Given a specified set of dura
tions and a pattern hydrograph whose duration equals or exceeds the
longest specified duration, the program will compute any number of
balanced hydrographs for specified sets of average flows correspond
ing to the set of durations.
Program specifications: Written in Fortran II. Methods: Suc
cessive approximations. Equipment details: IBM 1620 with 40 K mem
ory. Input-output: Card input and printer output.

A-IO HEC: FREQUENCY STATISTICS, by Harold A. Keith and Denver L. Mills,
Program No. 23-239, Hydrologic Engineering Center, Corps of Engineers,
Sacramento, California, November 1966.
This program computes frequency statistics of annual peak flows
and maximum or minimum flow volumes for several durations and extends
these statistics from statistics of flows measured at a station having
a longer record. Statistics for any number of volume durations up
to six can be computed and extended in one run. The program also com
putes frequency statistics of annual maximum peak flows and extends
these statistics by correlating peak flows and flow volumes (usually
of one-day duration) measured at the same station and using the ex
tended statistics computed for the flow volume.
Program specifications: Written in Fortran II. Methods: Based
on Statistical Methods in Hydrology, by Leo R. Beard, January 1962.
Equi pment details: IBM 7090 class. Input-output: Card input and
printer output.
A-ll HEC: MONTHLY STREAMFLOW SIMULATION, by Leo R. Beard and H.E. Kubik,
Program No. 23-267, Hydrologic Engineering Center, Corps of Engineers,
Sacramento, California, July 1967.
This program analyzes monthly stream flows at a number of inter
related stations to determine their statistical characteristics and
generates a sequence of hypothetical stream flows of any desired length
having those characteristics. Tt reconstitutes missing stream flows
on the basis of concurrent flows observed at other locations and also
uses the generalized simulation model for generating monthly stream
flows at ungaged locations based on regional studies.
Program specifications: The program is dimensioned for a maxi
mum of 10 stations and 100 years of monthly flows. Stations numbers
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should be 3 digits or less (can be 4 digits by changing input fOrIlk.t)
and generated values cannot exceed one million units. Methods: The
mean, standard deviation, and skew coefficients of the logarithms
are computed for each station and each month. Each flow is converted
to a normalized standard deviate using an approximation of the Pearson
Type III distribution. Missing and generated values are computed by
a mUltiple regression equation which includes a random component whose
influence is proportional to the unexplained error. The previous month
is one of the independent variables, which serves to preserve the ser
ial correlation.
Equipment details: This program requires a Fortran IV compiler
and a fairly large computer. The program can be used on machines of
the IBM 7094 class by reducing the number of stations. Input-output:
Card input is tape 5 and printout is tape 6. Statistics and generated
flows can be output on tape (tape 7), which in turn allows card output.
A-12 HEC: DAILY STREAMFLOW SIMULATION, by R.C. Willey, Program No. 24-235,
Hydrologic Engineering Center, Corps of Engineers, Sacramento, Cali
fornia, April 1968.
This program analyzes historical daily stream flows at one station
to determine their statistical characteristics and generates a sequence
of hypothetical daily stream flows. The generated stream flows, which
can be of any desired length and will have statistical characteristics
similar to those of the historical daily stream flows, are based on
given monthly flows. The sum of each month I s generated dai ly flows is
equal to the monthly flow previously generated by another program such
as 2 3-C-L26 7. (See AP2)
Program specifications: The program is written in standard For
tran IV and is dimensioned for 300 years of synthetic data. Methods:
The method is based on the second-order Markov chain using Beta coef
ficients for each month of the year to account for seasonal variations.
The daily stream flow data are assumed to be log-normally distributed.
Equipment details: Required storage capacity is about 20,000
words (in the CDC 6600) and required library functions are the cosine
and natural logarithm routines. Input-output: Tt is desirable, but
not necessary, to use two input tapes and one output tape. An on
line printer is required. Card input is tape 5 and printer output is
tape 6.
A-13 HEe: PARTIAL DURATION, INDEPENDENT EVENTS, Program No. 23-247,
Hydrologic Engineering Center, Corps of Engineers, Sacramento, Cali
fornia, July 1966.
This program, written in Fortran II and IV, computes the data
necessary to plot a partial duration curve depicting independent low
flow events for a given period of monthly stream flows. Up to 20
durations can be specified in one computer run with partial duration
plotting data being determined for each. Storage-yield relations can
subsequently be determined from the output of this program.
9S

A-l4 HEC: REGIONAL FREQUENCY COMPUTATION, by Leo R. Beard and Harold E.
Kubik, Program No. 23-268, Hydrologic Engineering Center, Corps of
Engineers, Sacramento, California, July 1967.
The purpose of this program is to perform frequency computations
of the annual maximum hydrologic events necessary to a regional fre
quency study. Frequency st atistics are computed for recorded even ts
at each station and for each duration. Missing events are computed
so that complete sets of events are obtained for all years at all
stations while preserving all intercorrelations.
Program specifications: The program is dimensioned for a maxi
mum of 20 stations. The number of durations times the number of years
cannot exceed 400, and the number of durations cannot exceed 8. Meth
ods: The mean, standard deviation, and skew coefficients of the log
arithms are computed for each slation and each duration. An approxi
mate Pearson Type III distribution is assumed. Missing events are com
puted by a regression equation which includes a random component whose
influence is proportional to the unexplained error. The flows are then
arranged In order of magnitude and tabulated with median plotting posi
tions.
Statistics are then adjusted regionally (regional skew may be
specified) and frequency curves computed based on the expected-proba
bility concept.
Equipment details: This program requires a Fortran TV compiler
and a fairly large computer. The program can be used on machines of
the IBM 7094 class by reducing the number of stations.
Input-output:
Card input is tape 5 and printout is tape 6.
A-IS SCS: LOG PEARSON TYPE In COMPUTER PROGRAM, U.S. Dept. of Agriculture,
Soil Conservation Service, Midwest RTSe, Lincoln, Nebraska.
This computer program calculates the magnitude of annual maximum
flood events based on fitting 11 ]og-Pe11rson Type TII distribution to
the observed annual maximum events.
A-16 St. Paul Dist., Corps of Engrs.: LOG-PEARSON FLOOD FREQUENCY ANALYSIS
PROGRAM, St. Paul District, Corps of Engineers, St. Paul, Mtnnesota.
This is an unpublished computer program for the calculation of
flood frequencies by the log-Pearson Type III m"thod.
A-17 TVA: FACTOR ANALYSTS, Tennessee Valley Authority, Hydraulic Data
Branch, Knoxville, Tennessee.
This program uses the multivariate statistical technique of factor
analys is to reduce the dimensiona 1i ty of a set of variables into a
reduced set of orthogonal vectors that explain some preset precentage
of tbe original variance.
A-18 USGS: LOG-PEARSON TYPE TlI DISTRIBUTION FLOOD FREQUENCY, Program No.
4014 from Computer Programs for ProceSSing Water Data, Water Resources
DIvision, U.S. Geological Survey, Washington, D.C., September 1968.
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This program fi ts a Pearson Type lIT probability distribution
to the logarithms of a set of sample observations on a variable.
Based on the assumption that the sample is from a population conform
ing to a log-Pearson Type III distribution, the magnHudes of the
variable are computed for selected probabilities of exceedance. A
plot of variable magnitude versus exceedance probability can be ob
tained to compare visually the fit of the computed and observed values.
Input:
Input is by punch cards prepared in a special format.
Data sets may con tain from 3 to 100 sample observations, and computa
tions may be sequentially obtained on any number of data sets.
Output: Output consists of (1) a list of input data, (2) the
mean, standard deviation, and coefficient of skewness in base 10 log
arithms, (3) the standard error of the coefficient of skewness, and
(1+) the variable magnitUde for II selected exceedance probabilities.
The optional plot is formed by a line printer and has 3 inch log cycles
along the ordinate and a normal probabi litv scale covering 11 inches
between exceedance probabi lities of 0.995 and 0.005 along the abscissa.
A-19 BuRec: FLOOD FREQUENCY (CDC 6600) COMPUTER nOOD FLOW FREQUENCIES USING
THE LOG-PEARSON TYPE III FREQUENCY METHOD. File No. HY-183, Region 2,
Computer: CDC 6600, Language: Fortran TV, Storage: 50,000 words (Dec.)
A-20 BuRec:FLOOD FREQUENCIES PLOT, File No. HY-l91, Plot results of Flood
Frequency Computations on Log-Probab iI i ty Scales. Regi on 2; Language:
Fortran IID, Storage:
35000 char. (Dec.), Computer:
IBM 1(,20.
A-2l BuRec:129 DROUGHT ANALYSIS (CDC (600) File No. HY-210. Performs drought
analyses requiring many repetitive calculations, usually over one hun
dred thousand iterations.
Region 2, Language: Fortran II D, Storage:
50,000 words (Dec.), Computer CDC 6600, Methods: Monte Carlo AnalysLs
using random number generation.
A-22 BuRec: 082 GRAPHICAL CORRELATION PLOT, File No. M-136, Perfonns graphical
correlation between two variables and performs a double mass analysis in
whi ch the dat a are accumulater before plotting.
Region 2, Language:
Fortran II D, Storage: 8000 char. (Dec.), Computer: IBM 1620.
A-23 BuRec:088-MUI,TIPLE REGRESSION ANALYSIS, File No. M-137, Performs a mul
tiple regression analYSis for at most 20 variables, wi thout the need
for intermediate input and output.
Region, Language: S1'S, Storage:
40,000 Char. (Dec.), Computer: IBM 1620.

A-24 BuRec: 090-MULTIPLE LINEAR CORRELATION, Fi Ie No. M-138, Formulate a mul
tiple regression analYSis of up to 39 periods of record with a maximum
of ten variable factors for each period. AnalYSis is then used in fore
casting seasonal volume of runoff.
Region 2, Language: SPS, Storage:
40,000 char. (Dec.), Compute.r: IBM 1620.
A-25 BuRec: 09l-POLYNOMIAL CURVE FITTING, File No. M-139. Program generates
an approximating polynomial by the least squares technique and the de
rived polynomial is solved i f specified by the user. The equation so
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B.
derived contains as many terms as necessary to bring the standard
error of the dependent variable within a speci.fied range. Region,
Language: Fortran IID, Storage: 22 ,000 char. (Dec.), Computer:
IBM 1620, (Limitation: max. no. of observations in 150 and the
polynomial to the 15th power).

B-1

A-26 BuRec:128 LOG-FLOW STATISTICS (CDC 6600), File No. M-140, Determines
Mean, standard deviation and skew for log-normal frequency distribu
tions. Region 2, Language: Fortran lID, Storage: 50,000 words I
(Dec.), Computer CDC 6600.

RUNOFF ANALYSIS

Betson, Roger P.: ANALYTICALLY DERIVED UNIT GRAPH AND RUNOFF, Con
ference Preprint 564. ASCE National Meet ing on Water Resources En
gineering, New York, N.Y., October 16-20, 1967.
A technique has been programed to solve analytically for measures
of precipitation excess and uni t graph shape parameters. The proce
dure can be used to subdivide a watershed analytLcally and thus to re
solve many of the conditions imposed upon the use of the conventional
unit graph. With the optimization procedure being used, a high degree
of adjustment to data can be achieved. Testing of the model on gener
ated data capable of beLng fitted uniquely, however, indicates that
parameter optimization is not being achieved. Inconsistent results
are caused by high intercorrelations in the system and the approxima
tions required to solve the nonlinear unit hydro graph function.

Additional References
A-27 Beard, Leo R., Statistical Methods in Hydrology, Corps of Engineers,
Hydro} ogic Engineering Center, Sacramento, California, January 1962.
A-28 Chow, Ven Te, "Statistical and Probability Analysis of HydrologiC
Data," Section 8-1, Handbook of Applied Hydrology, McGraw-Hill, 1964.
B-2

FLOOD HYDROGRAPH BY UNITGRAPH PROCEDURE, by J. L. Woerner, File

A-29 A Uniform Techni ue for Determinin Flood Flow Fre uencies, Bulletin
No. 15, Water Resources Council, Washington, D.C., December 1967.

The program will either derive a unitgraph from a dimensionless
Imitgraph or accept a unitgraph as input data, then apply the unil
graph to rainfall excess increments to derive a flood hydrograph.
The method of deriving a flood hydrograph from a unit graph is
discussed in Unitgra~Procedures, Hydrology Branch, Division of
Project Planning, Denver, Colorado, November 1952.
Date: 10-1-64. Computer: HON 800. Language: Automath 1800.
Storage req: 10,000 words (decimal). Unitgraph ordinates: 500.
B-3

BuRec: FLOOD HYDRO GRAPH USING TRIANGULAR UNITGRAPH, by D.M. Hegarty,
File No. HY-147, p. 362, ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

This program can be used to determine a flood hydro graph from
rainfall and basin data using the triangular unitgraph method. It is
useful for canal cross-drainage solutions. Simple arithmetie opera
tions are involved. Excesses are eomputed using initial loss and re
tention loss rate. The program is limited to 100 rainfall records.
Date: 1-2-66. Computer: HON 800.
Storage req: 1513 words (decimal).
B-4

BuRec:

Language:

Automath 1800.

FLOOD STUDY HYDROGRAPH COMPUTATION, by R. Buchanan and C.
HY-136, p. 351,
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This program computes flood study hydrographs for a given loca
tion on a stream for feasibility and final design studies. It applies
a unit graph to excess precipitation to determine a
Date: 2-15-65. Computer: IBM 1620.
Storage req: 20,000 Characters (decimal).
B-5

Language:

B-8

This program will determine the best unit hydrograph and loss
coefficients, within the limits of the mathematical model, to repro
duce a number of flood hydrographs at a given location from speci
fied rainfall amounts.

Fortran II.

BuRec: RAIN-ON-SNOW COMPUTATIONS, by D.M. Hegarty, File No. lIY-148,
p. 363, Abstracts of Electronic Computer Programs Developed by Bureau
of Reclamation, U.S. Dept. of Interior, Bureau of Rec~amation,
February 1969.

Program specifications: Written in Fortran II. Methods: Clark
unit hydrograph technique is used to compute and Snyder unit hydro
graph coefficients are derived. A highly flexible loss function based
on rain intensity and accumulated loss is used. The gradient optimi
zation method is employed. Equipment details: IBM 7090 class. Input
Output: Card input and printer output.

Rain-on-sno w computations are performed according to the methods
outlined in Engineering Monograph 35 using arithmetic operations.
Date: 1-4-66. Computer: HON 800.
Storage req: 2707 words (decimal).
B-6

Language:

Automath 1800.

HEC: BASIN RATNFALL AND SNOWMELT, by Leo R. Beard, Program No. 23-266,
Hydrologic Engineering Center, Corps of Engineers, Sacramento, Cali
fornia, July 1966.
This program is designed to compute basin input (rainfall plus
snowmelt) values for a storm. It will (1) compute basin mean pre
cipitation from station precipitation weighted in any designated
proportion and, if desired, on the basis of norw~l seasonal precipi
tation; (2) determine, if desired, whether each period of precipita
tion is rain or snowfall in each of as many as ten lOOO-foot el evation
zones, subtracting snowfall from prectpi tation and adding to snowpack;
and (3) determine, if desired, snowmelt during each period in each of
as many as ten 1000-foot elevation zones, adding to basin input and
subtracting from snowpack.
Program specifications: Written in Fortran II. Methods: Basin
mean total
is computed as a weighted average of station
precipitation and is distributed In intervals in accordance with weight
ed patterns of recorder gages. Snowmelt is computed as a linear func
tion of temperature. Equipment details: IBM 1620 with 40 K memory.
Input-Output: Card input and output.

B-7

HEC. UNIT GRAPH AND HYDROGRAPlI COMPUTATTON, by Leo R. Beard, Program
No. 23-228, Hydrologic Engineering Center, Corps of Engineers, Sacra
mento, California, July 1966.
This program will compute a unit graph, standard project rain
amounts, probable maximum precipitation amounts, rain excess and flood
runoff for any number of basins and for any number of storms for each
basin.
Program sped ftcations: Written in Fortran II. Methods: Criteria
from EB 52-8 are used to compute standard project rain amounts and llMS
33 for probable maximum precipitation amounts. Equipment details: IBM
1620 with 40 K memory. Input-Output: Card input and output.
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HEC: UNIT HYDROGRAPH AND LOSS RATE OPTIMIZATION, by Leo R. Beard,
Program No. 23-211, Hydrologic Engineering Center, Corps of Engi
neers, Sacramento, California, August 1966.

B-9

Jones, J.W. and Verma, B.P: A DIGITAL SIMULATION OF THE DYNAMIC SOIL
MOISTURE STATUS, paper presented before ASAE meeting, Paper No. 70-234,
Mississippi Agricultural Experiment Station Journal No. 1934, 1970.
A digital model of soil moisture status which includes rainfall,
evaporation, and infiltration is developed to provide simulated soil
moisture values under natural weather conditions for use in simulating
a crop-production system.

B-lO Machmeier, R.E. and Larson, C.L., "Runoff llydrographs for Mathematical
Watershed Model,"
No. HY6, Paper
No. 6248, November
Non-linear ef fects of supply rate and duration on the out flow
hydro graph are investigated using a mathematical model of the channel
drainage system of a basin. In a very interesting approach, a gener
alized geometry of sections is used and flow is routed by solution of
the equations of continuity and momentum.
B-ll Maddaus, William O. and Eagleson, P.S.:
Hydrodynamics
, M.l.T., June 1969.
A distributed quasi-linear model of direct catchment runoff con
sisting of cascades of linear reservoirs connected by linear channels
is developed. By fitting to the kinematic wave, the model parameters
are expressed in terms of the physical characteristics of the catch
ment and the impulse-response function is constrained to be input
dependent.
Separate models of overland flow and streamflow are developed,
facilitating consideration of spatially variable inputs. Investiga
tion into the sensitivity of the catchment to distributed inputs
shows that the kinematic wave method fails to provide realistic
hydrograph dispersion when applied to the flood-routing problem.
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B-12

Morgali, James R., Hydraulic Behavior of Small Drai.nage Basins, Tech
nical Report No. 30 , Civil Engineering Dept. Stanford University,
October 1963.
This study presents a method for synthesizing overland and chan
nel flow hydrographs for small drainage areas. A mathematical model
is substituted for the actual flow situation. This model includes
the continuity and momentum equations in finite difference form, bound
ary condi tions, initial condi.tions, basin parameters, and flow parame
ters.
For the overland flow case, the parameters of slope, length,
roughness, and rainfall excess are varied individually on a basin
flow plane and a series of graphs showing the effect of the individual
parameters is derived. The synthesized hydrographs compare quire
favorably with experimental data. A single dimensionless hydrograph
and a relationship defining the time to equil ibrium in overland flow
are presented.
The hydro graph from a natural drainage basin is
using
an overland flow hydrograph as the inflow into the channel system. The
overland flow hydrograph is produced using a varied rainfall excess
estimated from actual rainfall, an average length of overland flow for
the basin, an average basin slope, and an average flow roughness (Man
ning n). Favorable results are obtained in comparisons on two small
watersheds. The results of the synthesis for natural basins show that
routing the overland flow hydrograph through the channel system has
little effect on the outflow hydrograph.

B-13

Newton, D.W. and Vinyard, J.W., "Computer Determined Unit Hydrographs
from Floods,"
No. HY5, September
1967.

[See

B-14 Pennsylvania Hwy Dept: SYNTHETIC HYDROGRAPH, 1967.
BUR 5500/32K. Fortran.
B-15

FHWA 0010 Penn.

'IVA: COMPUTER PROGRAM FOR UNIT GRAPH DETERMINATIONS, Di.v. of Water
Control Planning, Flood Control Branch, Flood Hydrology Section,
Tennessee Valley Authority, Knoxville, Tennessee, September 196 7 •
A tmit graph is computed from a single complex flood or a best
fit (composite) unit graph from several complex floods using matrix
algebra to determine the best fit from statistical curve-fitting tech
niques. In addition, by an iterative fitting procedure, it will mod
ify the given time distribution of precipitation excess, giving an im
proved estimate of the distribution. This program is described more
completely in Ref. B-13.

B-16 TVA: FLOOD DTSCHARGE (Q) PROGRAM, Div. of Water Control Planning,
Flood Control Branch, Hydraulics Studies Section, Tennessee Valley
Authority, Knoxville, Tennessee, 1967.

or at selected locations within a watershed. This is accomplished by
dividing the total watershed into subwatershed units such that flows
can be determined at each potential project and at each stream loca
tion at which project effects must be evaluated. Reservoir routings
are carried out using standard procedures and any rule or relationship
which can be expressed in terms of headwater elevation or storage.
Channel routing is accomplished using the three-coefficients Muskingum
method.
B-17 TVA: DTFCOR, Hydraulic Data Branch, Tennessee Valley Authority,
Knoxville, Tennessee.
This program optimizes the parameters of nonlinear models using
the method of differential corrections in conjunction with multi
variate statistics.
B-18 TVA: PAT SEAR , Hydraulic Data Branch, Tennessee Valley Authority,
Knoxville, Tennessee.
The pattern search method is used for optimizing the parameters
of a nonlinear model. The program has generally been found to work
better than the DIFCOR approach. [B-l7]
B-19 TVA: PROGRAM SOCH, SIMULATED OPEN CHANNEl, HYDRAULICS, by James W.
Vinyard and Inda M. Smith, 205 OPO-C, Ext. 2031, Flood Control Branch,
Tennessee Valley Authority, Knoxville, Tennessee.
The program uses the basic differential equations of continuity
and momentum which are solved by a centered finite-differences scheme.
It computes the stage (elevation), discharge, and velocity at predeter
mined intervals of time and space throughout a reserVOir or river
channel.
The geometry of the stream or reservoir is described at
"
distance intervals (DX) by tables of flow area, (hydraulic radius)2/3,
and width, all versus elevation. The cross sections used to make up
these tables are equidistant from each other and should represent
fairly well the average cross section for a reach 2DX long. The pro
gram is limited to 91 tables describing the geometry of 91 cross sec
tions. Each cross section is described in the table by a maximum of
21 entries of area, (hydraulic radius)2/3, and width, all versus ele
vation. A maximum of three different elevation increments can be used
in tbe 21 entry tables.
The program is written in Fortran IV and kept on a magnetic disk.
It yields computed values, discharge, and velocity at DX intervals at
each cross section described on tape 3.
The input data consist of the starting conditions at every cross
section (elevation and discharge) and the local inflows, the rough
ness factor for each reach, and the description with time of the local
inflows and boundary conditions. Each of these three sets (local up

Natural and Regulated Flood EsUmation (NARFE): This program
estimates natural and regulated discharge hydrographs from watersheds
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stream and downstream) has its own timing. The local inflows can be
given as a table relating elevation and discharge (rating curve) or
as a set of values of elevation or discharges related to time. The
output data consist of a listing of the input edited for clarity and
the computation results at intervals of time selected as multiples
of DT and at mileages selected among the conditions used for tape 3.

C-l

The output can be obtained printed on regular 143 paper or saved
on a 9-track magnetic tape (tape 8) to be plotted later with program
ML 321-182. The tape 8 used must be specified on card 10 of JCL.
Profiles of elevation, discharge, and velocity versus miles can also
be plotted directly by the SOCH program at selected time intervals.
B-20 ARS: COMPUTER PROGRAM FOR THE REDUCTION AND PRELIMINARY ANALYSIS OF
RUNOFF DATA, by D.A. Woolhiser and K.E. Saxton, U.S. Dept. of Agri
culture, Agricultural Research Service, 41-109, October 1965.

This paper gives the development and solution of the equations
of unsteady flow. Three methods of solution are investigated:
explicit, characteristics, and implicit. Solutions are obtained
using prismatic and natural river c.ross sections.
C-2

This program is used to determine runoff discharge and statistics
about the runoff from measured depth hydrographs at a gage given the
rating curve for that site. Analysis can include effects of local
ponding at gage site in determining the actual discharge hydrograph<
B-2l BuRec:120 and l20P FLOOD STUDY HYDROGRAPH, File No. BY-200, Computer
and plots flood study hydrographs for a given location on a stream for
feasibility and final design studies. Applies a unit graph to exc.ess
precipitation to determine a hydro graph (Limit 960 ordinates). Region
2, Language: Fortran II D, Storage: 40,000 char. (Dec.), Computer:
IBM 1620.
B-22 BuRec:ll+6 RESERVOIR INFLOW FORECASTING EQUATION, File No. HY-207.
Program computes the dependent variable (Runoff) and the independent
variable (snow-water content and precipitation) used to develop a mul
tiple linear regression equation for forecasting reservoir inflow.
Region 2, Language: Fortran LI D, Storage: 39999 char. (Dec.), Com
puter IBM 1620, (I~imitatjons: Program written for three variables,
at four locations for up to 50 years data).

Amein, Michael and Fang, C.S., Streamflow Routing with Application
to North Carolina Rivers, Report No. 17, Water Resources Research
Institute, University of North Carolina, <Tanuary 1969.

USGS: COMPUTER SIMULATION OF UNSTEADY nOViS IN RIVERS AND ESTUARIES,
by Robert A. Baltzer and Chintu Lai, U.S. Geological Survey, Water
Resources Division, Washington, D.C. Presented at ASCE Hydraulics
Division conference, Madison, Wisconsin, August 1966.
This paper discusses the computation of unsteady flow by solving
the equations of continui ty and momentum. Three methods are consid
ered: power series, method of characteristics, and implicit method.

C-3

ARS: STORAGE FLOOD ROUTING WITHOUT COEFFICIENTS, by D.L. Brakensiek,
U.S. Dept. of Agriculture, Agricultural Research Servic.e, ARS 41-122,
June 1966.
This program implements kinematic routing by solving the continu
ity equation and a tabulated flow area versus discharge relationship.
Several examples are given along with the program listing and the
explanation of input data.

C-4

COMPUTATION OF MANNING'S n, by J. Bergman and P.F. Enger,

Manning's n is computed for circular conduits based on the
average energy slope. The conduit may be partially full or under
pressure. The average energy slope is de.termined by the least
square fit of the total head at each station.
Date: 5-1-63. Computer: IBM 7090.
Storage req: 1000 words (decimal).
C-5

Language:

Fortran II.

RESERVOIR ROUTING BY MODIFIED PULS METHOD, by J.L. Woerner,

This program c.omputes a storage-indicator curve from elevation
discharge-storage curves. An S-l curve is used to route an inflow
hydrograph through a reservoir or short reach of a stream. The
procedure for reservoir routing is discussed in Ch. 6.10, "Flood
101+
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rating curves, reservoir curves, routing coefficients, and other data.
The output consists of the discharge and elevation of water surface
at gaging stations or reservoirs. Predicted and observed flows are
compared.

Hydrology," Vol. IV, Water Studies, Bureau of Reclamation manual.
The inflow hydrograph is 1imited to 1000 ordinates.
Date: 10-1-64. Computer: liON 800.
Storage req: 8000 words (decimal).
C-6

Language:

Automath 1800.

BuRec: WATER SURFACE PROFI1~ES, by C. W. Corcoran, Fil e No. lIT-U8A,
p. 343, Abstracts of Electronic Computer Programs Developed by
Bureau of Reclamation, U.S. Dept. of Interior, Bureau of Reclama
tion, February 1969.
Water surface profiles, critical flow elevations, cross section
characteristics, main channel roughness coefficients, starting eleva
tion or discharge, and volumes between cross sections are determined.
Method B in the guide is used for computing water surface profiles,
sedimentation section report, PID, Reclamation.
The program is limited to 99 coordinates and eight overbank segments
per station and to ten profiles per study.
Date: 5-5-64. Computer: liON 800.
Storage req: 21,.500 words (decimal).

C-7

Language:

Automath 1800.

WATER SURFACE PROFILES BY STANDARD STEP METHOD, by D.L. King,

This program combines previous programs for trapezoidal and
circu1ar channels and includes computations for transition sections.
The standard trial
method of determining water surface profiles
in open channels is
Date: 5-1-63. Computer: IBM 7090.
Storage req: 1000 words (decima 1) •
C-8

Apparently the program takes excess runoff, applies a unitgraph
to get the runoff hydrograph, routes the flow through the reservoir
or river reach, corrects (blends) predicted discharge with observed
discharge and converts from discharge to stage. Three routing methods
are mentioned: the K and L (Kohler and Linslev template) method, the
Tatum layer method, and the Reservoir Routing (Goodrich) method. No
references are given.

Language:

Fortran II.

Dickson, R.B.: Generalized River Forecast Program - Manual of
River Forecast Center, Kansas City, Missouri, revised,
1967.
The program is written for a CDC 3100-l6K machine with 4 mag
netic tape units, a card reader, and a line printer. It is written
in Fortran as a single program containing no subroutines. The system
for which it was written is user-contro11ed, utilizing many sense
swi tches and cons-Ie commands, and in this respect the program is
not suited to batch processing.

Data are stored on tape units. Apparently intermediate results
are stored on tape. A large amount of carryover data for future
forecasting runs is also stored on tape.
Input required by the program includes observed water surface
elevation, estimated rainfall excess, and in some cases discharge
rate. Also required are previous forecast carryover data, unitgraphs,
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C-9

HEC: IIYDROGRAPH COMBINING AND ROUTING, by Leo R. Beard, Program No.
23-232, Hydrologic Engineering Center, Corps of Engineers, Sacramento,
California, August 1966.
This program will route hydro graphs through river channels and
reservoirs. For a river basin of any size or complexity, it wil1
compute unregulated flows, local flows, or routed and combined hydro
graphs.
Program specifications: Written in Fortran II. Methods: Pro
cedures for routing are described in J<.'M 1110-2-1408, "Routing of
Floods through River Channels," in ES-l71 Technical Bulletin No. 22
:::-,==,,-:::-'-----,;-,,--'-"-=,,-,;- and
Handbook of Applied Hydrologv, by Ven Te
IBM 1620 with 40 K memory. Input-Output:
Card input and output.

C-10 BEC: INTERIOR DRAINAGE FLOOD ROUTING, Prog.ram No. 23-279, Hydrologic
Engineering Center, Corps of Engineers, Sacramento, California,
April 1969.
This program is designed to route floods through interior
drainage ponding areas to adj acent rivers. The program uses river
discharge-elevation rating curve data and ponding area inflow from
surface runoff, and can consider seepage through levees and pumping
rates in performing the routing.
C-ll HEC: RESERVOIR YIELD, by Leo R. Beard, Program No. 23-245, Hydro
logic Engineering Center, Corps of Engineers, Sacramento, Californ
ia, August 1966.
This program performs a simulated operation study for a single
reservoir with controls at the reservoir and one downstream control
point. Operational considerations include water supply, power, water
quantity, and water rights, with flood control and other storage
restrictions at the reservoir, quantity and quality of infl ow to the
reservoir, evaporation, quantity and qua1ity of local inflows down
stream, channel and outlet capacities, and project requirements being
taken into consideration. The operation interval can vary, but usually
a month would be used. Translational and channel storage effects are
ignored.
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Program specifications: Written in Fortran II. Methods: Water
quality routing assumes thorough mixing of the inflow and reservoir
quantities and pure-water evaporation before releases are made. Power
is computed as a function of average hf'ad, efficiency, outflow, and
hydraulic losses. Equipment details: IBM 7090 class.
Input-Output:
Card input and printer output.

Report 3 is the last in a series concerning the basic theory of
numerical analYSis of flood wave problems in rivers and applications
thereof prepared at the Institute of Mathematical Sciences of New York
Universitv under the sponsorship of the U.S. Anrrv Corps of Engineers.
The study investigated the use of high-speed computers to solve the
baSic differential equations for flow in open channels. Appl ication
of the results to severe fl oods of record on the Ohio River demonst rated
Very good agreement between a finite difference solution of the char
acteristic equations and the measured flood wave propagation through a
375-mile segment of the river.

C-12 HEC: SPILLWAY RATING AND FLOOD ROUTING, by Bill S. Eichert, Program
No. 22-210, Hydrologic Engineering Center, Corps of Engineers, Sacra
mento, Ca1ifonlia, October 1966.
The main purpose of this program is to compute a spillway rating
curve for a concrete ogee spillway with vertical walls for an assumed
design head, then make a flood routing of the spillway design flood to
determine the maximum water surface. The rating can also be for a
broad-crested weir and can include the discharge from a conduit or
sluice. The routing can be for a gated or uncontrolled spillwav.
Program specifications: Fortran II is used. Methods: Rating
curves for spillway based on WES Hydrau1 Ic Design Criteria. Rating
curves for conduit~ based on Q = CA /2gH/K. Reservoir routing for
uncontrolled spillway by modified puIs .. Reservoir routing for gated
spillway by emergency release diagram discussed in EM 1110-2-3600.
Equipment detai Is:
IBM 1620 1,0 K version is available and re
quires two source decks.
High-speed version requires a GE 225, 8 K
or larger. Input-Output: Card input, card output for IBM 1620 ver
sion and on-line printer output for high-speed version.
Additional remarks: This program was developed from the Tulsa
District Program 22-Gl-G512 written in WIZ for the GE 225.
Several
additional features have been added since converting to Fortran II.
C-13 HEC:
STREAMFLOW ROUTING OPTIMTZATION, by Leo R. Beard, Program No.
23-231, Hydrologic Engineering Center, Corps of Engineers, Sacramento,
Califonlia, November 1966.
This
number of
ficients,
number of

program will solve by successive approximations for any
cases and in turn for the optimum Muskingum routing coef
K and X, to reproduce observed outfl ow hydrographs for a
floods.

Program specifications: Written in Fortran IT. Methods: Grad
ient optimization method of successive approximations.
Equipment de
tails:
IBM 1620 with 40 K memory.
Input-Output: Card input and out
put.
Additional remarks: The program is not effective where local
runoff is large in comparison to measured inflows or where one meas
ured inflow is small in comparison to the outflow.
C-14 Isaacson, E., et al.: Numerical Solution of Flood Prediction and
River Regulation Problems, Reports 2 and 3, Institute for Mathematics
and mechanics, New York University, January 1954 and October 1956.
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C-lS Loucks, Daniel P.: COMPUTER MODELS FOR RESERVOIR REGULATION, Conference
Preprint 53 1" ASCE National Meeting on Water Resources Engineering, NeH
York, N.Y., October 16-20, 1967.
This paper describes compuU,r and stochastic linear programing
models developed to assist in defining alternative policies for regulat
ing reservoirs with particular reference to the lake level and
1s
charges for several of the Finger Lakes in New York State.
The models were programed for solution using the IBM 3fiO 'lathe
maticnl Programing System. The program is included in an appendix.
C-16 Perkins, Frank E.: "Flood Plain Modcding,"
Vol. 6, No.3, May-.Tune 1970, pp. 37'>-383.

.-"--"-''--'---'-.::..:.:.-'-=-'-''-'-'---C..c.:.:--=-:....:...=.

This paper describes the appl ication of kinemat
wave theory
to model overland flow and small-stream flow contributing to a river.
River flood flow is modeled using the comDl(,te equations
f continu
tv and momentum.
C-17 Rockwood, D.M.:

"Columbia Basin Strellmflow ROllting bv ComDuter,"
,_ASCE, Paper
1874,

'111e IBM 650 is used for rnutinp, 1m,s on the Columbia River.
This paper covers one of the earl iest Ilpplications r digital computer:,
in hYdrology.
The formation and routing [ hvdrographs in the Cnlum
bin River Basin is described.
The program is the predecessor of the
SSARR models (see Refs. 1'-1 and E-19.)
C-18 TVA: OPEN CHANNEL TRANSIENT FLOW MATHE~IATICAL MODEL, Flood Control
Branch, Tennessee Valley Authority, Knoxville, Tennessee.
This model U!3eS the bas ic di fferential equations of continuitv
and momentum which describe the unste'ady, nonuniform behavior of open
channe 1 flow.
The digi tal computer program provides the numerical
soilltion to these eqnations.
EngIneering applications of thi model
are described in the follm,ring publications:

1.

"Transient Flow fnvestigations for TVA's Browns Ferrv Generating
Station," by B.J. Buehler, J.T. Price, and J.'1.. Garrison, .1'r"0
7th Annual Sanitary and Water Resources Enf!ine.erin<' ConVanderbilt University,
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"Unsteady Flow Simulation in Rivers and Reservoirs," by J.M. Gar
rison, J.P. Granju, and J.T. Price,
ASCE, September 1969.
3.

"DLgital Computer Simulation of Transient Flows in the TVA System,"
by B.J. Buehler, J.A. Garrison, J.P. Granju, and J.T. Price,
Kyoto, Japan, August-Sept. 1969.

C-19 TVA:

RESERVOIR ROUTING, Flood Control Branch, Tennessee Valley Author
KnoxviLle, Tennessee.

This program makes all computations required to route floods
through
reservoir using [lut-pool storage and fixed outlets. nle
program has a plot option.
C-20 TVA:
ROUCllNESS COEFFiCIENTS (N) PROGRAM, Flood Control Branch, Ten
nessee Vnllev Authori t , Knnxvi lle, Tennessee, 1967.

Hydrol

ogy

TIle fourth part presents computer-oriented numerical methods for
solving the two quasi-1inear hyperbolic partial differential equations
known as the De Saiut-Venaut equations of gradually varied free-surface
unsteady flow.
Flow charts, computer programs, variable conversion
tables, and sample inputs and outputs for the three numerical computer
schemes, the diffusing scheme, the Lax-Wendroff scheme, and the speci
fied intervals scheme of the method of character! sties used in the
solution of the De Saint-Venant equations are given in appendices.
Additional information from the authors' abstracts is included also.
The above series of reports summarizes the results of a ten-year
study (1960-1970) of unsteady free-surface fImv in storm drains
sponsored by the U.S. Bureau of Public Roads, Federal Hyghway Admin
istration, and the Public Health Service.

Ls program, written in Fortran TV, is designee! to compute the
necessnry rOllghnes[; [,oefficient tn he used in ~1:lIlning's formula for
open-channel flotv.

C-21

Yevj ev i (·iJ, V. ;1Il(1 ll;lTfw,;, A.

n. :

F1,(JOD ROUTTNr; THROUGH STORM DRA TNS :

The i rst part of the seri es presents resu] ts of experimental
Sllldies in a 3 ft diameter, R22 ft long storm conduit and theoretical
"tudies f the unsteady frce-sLlrfacfC flow.
The derivation f lhe two
quasi-linear hvperbolic partial dlfferenti.al equations of gradually
varied free-surface unsteadv flow based on the principles of conser
vation of mass and momentum arc given. The numerical integrations of
differential equations hy the specified interval scheme of the method
of chClrilcteristics, the eli ffusing sche.me, and the Lax-WE!ndroff scheme
are discussed.
Hydro1ogv
Paper
This second part relates exclusively to experimental research
faciliLles and experiments. A large conduit, 3 ft in diameter and 822
ft long, was selected, designed, and contrllcted in the outdoor labo
ratorv at Colorado State University's Engineering Research Center to
ac<:urately measure geometri
and hydraulic characteristics as well as
the. propagation o[ flood hydrographs.

e!:.,Cr£,
TI~ third part primarily presents results on the investigation
(expc.rimental and anal yt i cal) of the geometric and hvdraulic param
eters of the experimental conduit; these parameters in turn define the
coefficients in the two quasi-linear hyperbolic partial differential
equations lOf gradually varied free-surface unsteadv flow.
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WATER SURFACE PROFILES

Program Specifications: Fortran II instructions are used except
for tape units which are Fortran IV. Methods: Step method genera Uy
lIke Method 1, U. S. Army Corps of Engineers Engineering Manual EM
110-2-1409, December 1959,
Criti
cal depth is based On

BuRel': WATER SURFACE PROFILES, by J.L. McCoy, File No. H-1.23, p. 280,
Abstracts of Electronic Computer Programs Developed by Bureau of Rec
lamation, IT.S. Dept. of Interior, Bureau of Reclamation, February 1969.

Equipmenl df'tails: The program was written for use in the CDC 6600
computer, but may be used with minor modifications on otber high-speed
computers having three or more magnetic lapes plus input and output
units such as the IBM 360, IBM 709/+, or GE 625. Various versions of
the original program 22-J-L?12 can be used on smaller computers snch
as the IBM 1620, GE 225, and IBM 1130. Memory requirements are approx
imately 32 K words on CDC 6600.
Input-Output:
Input by cards, tabular
data and plotted profiles produced on printer. Plotted cross secti.ons
are listed on tape 7.

The program compules water surface elevations and other pertinent
information for s'.1ccessive stations of a river llsing a modification of
llSBR method E. The method is from
Profiles, SedlmWlt Section report,
Project Investigations, USllR, Denver, Colorado, November 1957. The
program has two phases.
Date:
(decimal).

8-24-61.

Computel':

CDC (;-1.5.

Storage req:

'3800 words
Additional remarks:
This program replaces the high-spf'ed version
of Program 22-J2-L212. The input requirements are different and many
new options are available in this program. A data conversion program
(22-J2-L233) is available to convert old data to the new format.

WATER SURFACE PROFlLE, by R.t. Buchanan, File No. HY-12il,

])-2

D-S
This program computes backwater surface prof
, top width, sur
"rea, and total volume for symmetrical prismati channels with
,.;at"r depths gn:ilter than crilic"l. Hydraulic elements are computed
us.i ng Manning f
formu I a flnd wat er surf aee (~levati on at successive up
stre"llI sections 1s computc>d according to Bernoulli's theorem.

CHANNEL IMPROVEMENT SECTWNS, by Bill S. Eichert, Program No.
23-234, Hydrologic Engineering Center, Corps of Engineers, Sacramento,
California, November 1966.
HEC:

fdCC

Date:
7-J ')-64. Computer:
IBM 1620.
St"rage rcq:
40,000 charaders (dcecimal).
3

Laneuuge:

The primary purpose of this program is to punch out new data cards
from the natural eross section cards for the bachvater program Z2-,12
L212, which will describe the cross section resulting from a tr;1pf'zold;1l
excavation.

Fortran
Program speci ftcations: Written in Fortran
Equipment det;1ils:
IBM 1620, 40 K digits storagE'.
Card input and output.

Eiciwrt, Bill S., "Surveyor Pt'ograms for Water-Surface roflle5,"
Vol. 96, No. HY7, February 1970.

Methods: None.
Input-Output:

:c.:..:::.:-'.::c"-'--"-'--'===..:...::.:c.:.:'-.oc:..:=,-'-'=1.....=: .. '

Thi paper discusses ,md compares six computer programs from
various state and fedcral agencies for computation of water surface
profiles. The various routines are compared with respect to specifv
ing cross-sect ion geometry and roughness, flex ill; lity 0 r changing
discharge, hridge compulations, and other salient features.
U-4

WATER SURFACE PROFfLES, by llill S. Eichen, Program No. 22-232,
Hydrologic Engineering Center, Corps of Engineers, Sacramento,
California, December 196il.

lJEC:

The program computes and plots the water surface profile for
river channels of any cross section for flow profiles greater or less
tllan eri tical depth.
The effects of various hydraul ic structures
snch as bridges, culverts, weirs, embankments, and dams can bee con
sidered in the computation. River conditions such as variable channel
roughness, islands, bends, levee overflow, river confluences, and
waterfalls can a 1 S 0 be included.
Lnves t i gat illg channel roughness
from known high water marks is one of several special program appli
cations.
lnput can be in either English or Metric units.

Additional remarks: This program was developed from the Tulsn
District Program 23-GI-G521, written in WIZ for the GE 225.
D-6

HEC: BACKWATER, ANY CROSS SECTION, by Bill S. Eichert, Progr;m No.
72-212, Hydrologic Engineering Center, Corps of Engineers, Sacramento,
California, JunE' 1967.
Water surface profile resulting from backwater or fowline (super
critical) computations for a given discharge is computed.
TIte program
will start by using the slope area method, a known water surface eleva
tion, or at critical dE'pth.
Critical depth is computed for each sec
tion if desired.
Profiles through bridges are made for the
flow conditions: low-flow classes A, E, and C (supercritical), pressure
flow, weir and pressure and weir and low-flow (class A).
Cross section
and profiles can he plotted i f desired.
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Program specifications: Written in PDQ Fortran II. Methods:
The method is generally like Method 1, U.S. Army Corps of Engineers
Engineering Manual EM 1110-2-1409, 7 December 1959, Backwater Curves
in River Channels. Bridge losses based on energy and momentum prin
ciples and on weir and orifice formulas. Critical depth is based on
minimum energy.

Spatial variations in flow and drastic differences in cross sec
tions of the upland watershed streams used for tria] runs caused the
computed profiles to undulate unreal ist1 cally. A review of resul ts
indicated that undulation~ were greatest in reaches having steep slopes.
As a result. the program was further modified to interpolate hydraulic
elements [or theoretical cross sections at predetermined vertical in
tervals. Spatial variation of flow was also graduated bv interpolat
ing flow between cross sections in the ratio of the accumulative inter
val to the total interval of elevation. By these means the WAter sur
face profiles were stabilized in close conformitv with profiles computed
by
sophisticated techniques

Equipment details: High-speed version has been executed on CDC
6600, 3300, IBM 7040, 7090, 7094, and 360. Versions are also avail
able for IBM 1620, IBM 1130, and GE 225. Input-Output: Input by
cards only; output by printer and on tape (high-speed version only).
D-7

Larson, Steven P.: THE COMPUTATION OF WATER SURFACE PROFILES IN
NATURAL CHANNELS, Computer Program No.3, St. Anthony Falls Hydraulic
Laboratory, June 1971 (in preparation).

Section, SCS, USDA, March I, 1962.
Thts program is adapted for a 1620 computer, 40 K storage capacity
with a card reader, a card punch. and an IBM 407 tahulating machine
with an 80-80 control panel for listing punched outpul. This program
is written in Fortran IT.

This program uses the "standard step" method to compute water
surface profiles for subcritical flow in natural channels. The user
can specify the number of subsections into which the cross section
will be divided. Computation normally proceeds upstream from a known
starting elevation. If necessary, the program will compute normal
depth at a specHied location as a starting elevation. Through an
iteration process it also computes the water surface elevation of
minimum energy, which is assumed to be at critical depth. The pro
gram requires 14,000 8 storage locations.
D-8

New Jersey Hwy Dept:
Fortran, 1966.

The analytical procedure is basically an iterative soIut1on of
Bernoulli's energy theorem. Solution~ are obtained to the nearest
0.1 ft. Friction losses are obtained from Manning's formula. Bridge
losses, bend losses, and contraction-cypansion losses arc determIned
by the entry of coefficients At the appropriate cross sections.

BACKWATER CURVE, FHWA 1520 NJ, IBM 1620 - 60 K,

Output from the program is a listing of water surface profile
elevations for each csm assumed.
D-12 Shearman, J.O. and Dougal, M.D.: A COMPUTER PR()(;RAH FOR COHl'UTINCi
WATER SURFACE PROFILES, WSPPI, Center for [ndustria] Research nnd
Service (eIRAS), Iowa State University, in cooperation with the Iowa
Natural Rf'sources Counci.l, State Housf', Des Hoines, r OW<1, 1965.

This program computes the water surface profile in an open
channel.
0-9

Pennsylvania Hwy Dept: HYDRAULIC DESIGN - BRIDGE WATERWAY OPENINGS,
INCLUDING BACKWATER CURVE, FHWA 0030 Penn, BUR 5500 - 32 K, Fortran,
1968.

D-10 Pennsylvania Hwy Dept:
32 K, Fortran, 1967.

TIli~ progrnm, which has been developed to compute water surface
profiles in natura I channel s, provi des computer storage for the
following:

BACKWATER CURVE, FHWA 0020 Penn, BUR 5500

1.
2.
3.

D-11 Shanholtz, V.O. and Holtan, H.M.: WATER SURFACE PROFILES FOR SPA
TIALLY VARIED FLOW IN NATURAL CHANNELS, Computer Program USIlL No.2,
U.S. Hydrograph Laboratory, Beltsville, Haryland, June 1964.

4.
TI1e authors reviewed a number of existing hydraulic and hydro
logic program.'i for IBM 1620 digital compute.rs to see if any of them
might be adapted to the watershed project formulation needs of the
Soil Conservation Service and the hydrologic research needs in ARS
watersheds. A program developed by the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers
for computing water surface profiles by the step method, BACKWATER
COMPUTATION FOR NATURAL CHANNELS WITH OVERBANK FLOW AND BR TDGE LOSS,
by Ronald E. Becker, Program File Reference No. 22-J2-J203, U.S.
Army Engineer District, Sacramen to, Cali fornia, August 1963, was
selected and modified to vary flow spatially.

100 ground polnts
25 subsections in
.~O elevati.ons for
a cross section.
99 cross sections

in one valley cross section.
any one cross section.
determining the hydraul ic characteristics nt
in

speciftc reach under study.

The program was developed for cross sections aligned normal to
the main channel or thread of the vaUey nnd uses the main dtanncl
length as the distance between sections. Skewed cross seclions
must be adjusted to a normal projection before the data are intro
duced int(j the program. Variations in dist:mce between succes~ive
overbank sections compared to the main chnnnci length can be adjusted
by varying the roughness val ues. These refinemen ts
may be added in future revisions of this program.
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Additional reaches of a valley can be included in a study by
using the results of the first reach as computer input for the second
reach. For convenience, cross section data are placed on separate
output to permit checking and reevaluation. The water surface profile
computations are completed in a second operation for any particular
reach of a river or for any particular discharge. At the conclusion of
computer operation, all pertinent data are printed out in a summary.
Intermediate results at each cross section are also printed out.
D-13 Shearman, J.O. and Dougal, M.D.: A COMPUTER PROGRAM FOR DETERMINING
WATER SURFACE PROFILES IN FLOOD PLAIN ENCROACHMENT STUDIES, prepared
for 16th Annual Conference of Hydraulics Division, ASCE, Cambridge,
Massachusetts, August 21-23, 1968.
Authors' Summary and Conclusi.ons: "A system of computer pro
gram.s for the solution of water surface profiles has been discussed.
This system is oriented towards flood plain encroachment studies but
is equally applicable to most other water surface profile studies.

D-16 Texas Hwy Dept: CALCULATES WATER SURFACE PROFILE THROUGH A BROKEN
BACK CULVERT, FIMA 1040 Tex, IBM 360/50, FTN, 1969.
0-17 Texas Hwy Dept: COMPUTES STAGE DISCHARGE RELATIONSHIPS IN STREAM
CHANNELS, FHWA 1010 Tex, IBM 360/50, FTN, 1969.
D-18 Virginia Hwy Dept: FLOW PROFILE COMPUTATIONS (DIRECT STEP), FIMA 1300
VA, IBM 360/40, Fortran IV, 1969.
This program, given increments in depth plus various constants for
the channel, computes channel velocity, distances between the given
depths, and a summation of these distances.
D-19 Virginia Hwy Dept: FLOW PROVILE COMPUTATIONS (STANDARD STEP), FHWA
]310 VA, IBM 360/40, Fortran IV, 1969.
Us ing cross sections data, discharges, and other c on troIs, this
program computes water surface profiles along natural stream channels.

"The hydraulic methodology utilized is somewhat unique. The en
tire solution is based on the energy equations. Many simplifying as
sumptions have been made. However, use of these programs to data has
indicated that this methodology can yi.eld satisfactory results.

D-20 Burec:WATER SURFACE PROFILE (072), File No. HY-178 , Computer backwater
surface-profile, top width, surface area and total volume for sub-criti
cal flow in symmetrical prismatic channels. Region R-2, Computer IBM
1620, Language: Fortran II D, Storage: 40,000 char. (Dec.).

"The bridge backwater concepts adopted in this program are de
signed to be applicable to all bridges. In many instances this re
qui res much personal judgment on the part of the user. However, OIle
of the major shortcomings of the 'one-step' bridge backwater solutions
which are available is the existence of bridges that are impossible
to define for the 'one-step' solution.

D-21 BuRec:133 WATER SURFACE PROFILE COMPUTATION (CDC 6600), File No. HY-204,
Computes water surface profile of natural streams by utilizing Bernoullis'
Theorem to obtain a balance of energy within Successive stream reaches.
Ref. USBR Guide for Computing Water Surface Profiles. Region 2, Langu
age: Fortran IV, Storage: 200,000 words (Dec.), Computer: CDC 6600.

"An ideal computer program for water surface profiles might in
clude several of the methods which have been developed for the solu
tion of bridge backwater. This would enable an engineer to evaluate
a parti.cular bridge using a specified method or various methods for
comparative analysis."
D-14 TVA: NEW BACKWATER PROGRAM, Flood Control Branch, Tennessee Va,lley
Authority, Knoxville, Tennessee, 1967.
This program, prepared by Rose Ann Hatcher, TVA Water Control
Planning Division, Flood Control Branch, uses Fortran IV to compute
the water surface profile for a given flow distribution.
D-15 TVA: SUBCRITICAL WATER SURFACE PROFILES, Flood Control Branch,
Tennessee Valley Authority, Knoxville, Tennessee.
This program computes, using the step method, the water surface
profile at selected locations along a stream based upon the Manning
formula. A variatioIl of the basic program will compute the dis
charge from known flow profiles and known or assumed friction coef
ficients. Also, friction factors can be computed from a known pro
file and discharges.
(Bob Buehler)
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Office of Water Resources Research, Department of the Interior, August
1970, Technical Report HYD 14-7001.

COMPREHENSIVE BASTN RUNOFF ANALYSIS

A detailed discussion is given of the methodology of the Stanford
Watershed Model based on the Stanford Model. A new model written in
FORTRAN was developed incorporating changes to input data and addition
of new parameters describing infiltration, evaporation, and soil water
movement. Examples are shown of application to two experimental
watersheds; one in S.W. Illinois and the other in central Texas. A
program listing is included.

Anderson, James A.: Runoff Evaluation and Streamflow Simulation b
Computer. U.S. Army Engineer Division, North Pacific, Portland,

E-l

Oregon, December 1969.
In depth discussion of methodology of SSARR model. Example ap
plication of SSARR model to lower Mekong River as U.S. contribution
to the International Hydrologic Decade. Also, there is an example
application of SSARR to Willemette Basin Snow Lahoratory data.

E-S

The SSARR model is a large comprehensive watershed simulation
program of about 8000 statements. (See E-S, E-16, E-19, and section

This report describes the methodology of the Stanford Watershed
Model. This model has evolved as one of the pioneering efforts of
general watershed simulation. Many of the procedures used in other
simulation models were first implemented in versions of the Standford
Model.

III-V)
E-2

Bugliarello. G.; Gormley, J. T .: and McNallY, W.: An Inf ormal Progress
Hvdrol _ h r~~t-o,,~-Oriented Comnuter Lan2:ua!l:e for Hvdrolo~"

The model simulates a watershed by representing mathematically
each of the significant processes that effect runoff in a natural basin.
Several storage reservoirs are used to represent the retention of water
in the basin by interception, surface storage, soil moisture storage,
and groundwater storage. The outflow from the basin then becomes a
function of the rainfall, the current storage in each of the reservoirs
and the routing characteristics of the basin.

(See E- 3).
E-3

Crawford, Norman H., and Linsley, Ray K.: Digital Simulation in Hydrol
ogy: Stanford Watershed Model IV. Technical Report No. 39, Department
of Civil Engineering, Stanford Universi ty, July 1966.

Bugliarel1o, G.; McNally, W.D.; Gormley, J.T.; and Onstott, J.T.: A
PUot Problem-Oriented Computer Language for Hydrology and HydrauliC
Engineering ("HYDRO"). Carnegie Institute of Technology, pittsburgh,
Pennsylvania. Paper presented at the 47th AGU Meeting, Washington,
D.C., April 1966.
The philosophy.
and operational characteristics of
a problem-oriented computer language, HYDRO, for performing hydrological
and hydrauliC engineering analYses are presented, as the result 0 f a
four year study. The present version of HYDRO is intended as a pilot
for further development of the concept of problem-oriented languages in
the field of water resources. It encompasses the areas of precipitation
analysis, hydro graph analysis, open channel hydraulics, flood routing,

The model requires many empirical coefficients that govern the
tra!lsfer of water from reservoir to reservoir and routing in streams.
These coefficients are hest determined by fitting the model to several
years of observed hydrometeorological data.

E-6
A general discussion is given of the mathematical modeling of
watersheds, including interplay between objective function and simula
tion results, sensitivity analysis, mathematical tools, error analysis
and effect of net.work density.

and frequency analysis.
Reference is made to other prohlem oriented languages such as the M.T.T.
Integrated Civil Engineering System (ICES) which is an assemhly of
(1)
(2)
(3)

(4 )

different sub languages for suveying (COGO),
structural frame ana1yses
soil stahility analyses (SEPOC),
etc.

HYDRO was initially written in ALGOL, and later rewritten (in part)
hy Delleur and others at Purdue as FORTRAN-HYDRO (Ref. E-8). Present
(August 1966) HYDRO routines are included in the section on selected
programs.
E-4

E-7

Dawdy, D.R., and O'Donnell, T.: Mat.hematical Models of Catchment
Behavior. A contribution to the ASCE Hydraulic Division Conference,
Vicksburg, Mississippi, August 18-21, 1964.
The authors discuss the trends in the modeling of hydro log!
systems, recent studies, and the feasibility of automatic evaluation
of catchment model parameters.

(IlI-P, III-Q)

Moore, Walter 1..: Numeri cal Simulation of Watershed
Claborn, B.J., and Hydraulic Engineering Laboratory, Department of
Hydrology. By the University of Texas at Austin. Submitted to the
Civil Engineering,
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E-8

Delleur, J.W.: Fortran-Hydro User Manual.
neering, Purdue University, no date shown.

Department of Civil Engi

This user manual describes the procedure used to solve problems in
hydrology, hydraulics, water supply and pollution control by use of
FORTRAN-HYDRO. FORTRAN-HYDRO is a library of prepared subroutines to
perform various functions or tasks. The user, presently students at
Purdue University, needs only an elementary knowledge of FORTRAN pro
gramming to utilize these subroutines. This level of programming abil
ity could normally be attained with 4-6 hours of formal instruction
and about one week of computer lab practice.
(See section Q).
E-9

HEC: FLOOD HYDROGRAPH PACKAGE, by Leo R. Beard. Program No. 23-270,
Hydrologic Engineering Center, Corps of Engineers, December 1968.
All ordinary flood hydrograph computations associated with a single
recorded or hypothetical storm can be accomplished with this package.
Routines include rainfall-snowfall-snowpack-snowmelt determinations,
computations of basin precipit at ion, =i t hydrographs, and of hydrographs,
routing by reservoir, storage-lag, multiple-storage, straddle stagger,
Tatum and Muskingum methods, and complete stream system hydrograph com
bining and routing. Best-fit unit hydrograph, loss-rate, snowmelt,
base freezing temperatures and routing coefficients can be derived auto
matically. Automatic plot routines are also provided.
(See Sec. A)
Methods: Unit hydrograph derivation is done by the instantaneous
lIDit hydrograph method and Snyder coefficients are obtained. Snowmelt
determinations are made by either the degreeday method or the energy
budget method. Loss rates are computed using either an initial and uni
form loss rate function or by a variable loss rate flIDction. Derivation
of unit hydrograph and loss rate coefficients or routing coefficients
is accomplished by means of an optimization subroutine utilizing the
Univariate Method. Program Specifications: Written in FORTRAN IV.
Equipment Details: Program utilizes about 32,000 words of core.
Input-Output: Card input and printer output. A-ditional Remarks:
This program is a combination of a number of smaller programs for more
efficient use, maximum flexibility and ease of operational control.
Also, some routines have been developed which were not available in any
of the other programs. Programs combined in this program are 23-J2-L211
23-J2-L226, 23-J2-L228, 23-J3-L23l, 23-J2-L232, and 23-J2-L237.

E-10 Holtan, H.M., and Lopez, N.C.: USDAHL-70 Model of Watershed Hydrology,
Final Draft Copy, Agricultural Researc.h Service, U.S. Dept. of Agri
culture, no date shown.
Authors abstract: "TI1e mathematical model of water hydrology lIDder
study in the USDA Hydrograph Laboratory is designed to serve the purposes
of agricultural watershed engineering. We are not trying at this stage
to refine the techniques used, because our primary emphasis now is on
weparating out the details of what actually happens during the runoff
process as a basis for planning the engineering structures and procedures
that will control the times, routes, and amounts of water flow. In brief,
we are trying to reduce the entire system of watershed hydrology to a
predictable pattern of physical probabilities that will accolIDt for the
120

dispersion of water and its subsequent concentration in channel systems."
The model is programmed in FORTRAN, and was written with two major
objectives - clarity and versatility. It was developed on an IBM 360-30
computer in Level E FORTRAN, and can be obtained from the USDA Hydrograph
Laboratory.
(See also: Glymph, Louis M.; Holtan, H.M.; and England,
Charles B: "Hydrologic Response of Watersheds to Land Use Management,"
Journal of Irrigation and Drainage Division, ASCE, Paper 8174, IR 2,
JlIDe 1971.)
E-ll Huggins, L.F., and Monke, E.J.:
Hydrology of Small Watersheds.
Research Center, Technical Report No.1, August 1966.
Author's Summary: "The rapid clevelopment of large, high speed
electronic computers bas made feasible the development of mathematical
models which integrate the relationsh i ps for the various hydrologi c
components of the runoff process LIt all points in the watershed to oh
tain the nIDoff hydrograph for the c.omplete area. Such a model is pro
posed herein. Basically, the procedure consists of the development of
relationships descrihing the runoff dynamics for very small elemental
areas or points within the watershed. Quantitative relationships are
sU8gested for five of the hasic hydrologic. components which describe
the runof f processes: intercept ion, in fi 1 tration, depression storage
or surface retention, surface detent ion and surface nmoff. A general
purpose digital computer program, written in FOHTRAN IV, is developed
to evaluate the resul ting mathematical watershed model.
The ahil i ty of the proposed watershed lllodel to simulate observed
rUlloff hydrographs from small (two acre) watersheds was investigated
for several storm events. In general, with appropriate component re
lationships, the model is capable of simulating complex storm events
very satisfactorily. A comparison between the runoff hydrograph pre
dicted for each storm event by the synthetic: hydrograph analysis and
the proposed model was made.
TIle senSitivity of the predicted hydrographs of selected storm
events to changes in the values of the assumed initial parameters is
reported. Such results can be very useful as a guide in determining
the critical components of the mode"! whic:h need further study."
(See also: Huggins, L.!'., and Monke, E.J., "Mathematic:al Simulation
of Hydrologic Events of Ungaged Watersheds," Technical Report No. 14,
Purdue University, Water Resources Research Center, March 1970).
E-12 LeFeuvre, Albert R., and rogge, Ernest C.:
Dept.
A digital computer was used to simulate the dynamic response of the
Lower Kansas River Drainage System to unsteady hydrologic inputs. The
model aCCOunts for local inflow as well as upstream conditions. Boundary
conditions for the model were the average daily flow hydrographs observ
ed at 20 tributary stream gages.
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The system hydrology thus simulated was incorporated into a Water
Quality Model which simulated the distribution of both conservative
and non-conservative pollutants throughout the drainage system. This
paper discusses only the flow simulation.
The model was verified by comparing machine generated hydrographs
for five mainstream gages with the corresponding observed hydrographs.
Sic different time periods of approximately 40 days each are presented
as verification of the model.

E-13 Lichty, R.W.; Dawdy, D.R.; and Bergmann, J.M.:

"Rainfall-Runoff Model
for Small Basin Flood Hydrograph Simulation," lASH Publication No. 80,
Vol. II, December

Abstract: A simplified, mathematical model of the surface-runoff
component of streamflow response to storm rainfall was developed and
programmed for digital-computer solution. The model uses an infiltra
tion component based on an equation by Philip to determine rainfall
excess, which is transformed by a linear basin-response function to
simulate the flood hydrograph. An objective-fitting procedure that
emphasizes the simulation of peak-discharge rate was used to identify
optimum model parameters in a pilot study of a 5-square-mile drainage
basin in North Carolina. Split-sample fitting and testing showed that
predictive capability varied for three samples of flood events. Re
suI ts of simulation for two test samples of pre-1948 flood events showed
reasonable correspondence between simulated and observed flood peaks.
The post-1948 test sample showed wide scatter between simulated and ob
served flood peaks. Sensitivity analysis of objective-function response
to parameter incrementation showed that antecedent moisture accounting
grossly controlled the results of optimization.

E-16 Rockwood, Lt. Col. David M.: River Control by Computer. Reprint from
the January-February 1970 issue of THE MILITARY ENGINEER.
"The computer program developed to produce the required stream
flow simulations for planning, design, and operational hydrologic stud
ies is called the 'SSARR' model, as an abbreviation of Stream-flow
Syntheses and Reservoir Regulation. This model is a general-purpose
digital computer program, which has been revised twice since its origi
nal design in 1957, for use on the IBM 650 computer. The scope, tech
niques, and utility of the program for efficient use of present high
speed computers have increased manyfold since the model was originated.
The basic idea of the SSARR model is to create a mathematical hy
drologic model of a river and reservoir system, whereby stream fJows
may be synthesized by evaluating the entire hydrologic process of snow
melt and rainfall-runoff for all significant points throughout the sys
tem. Drainage basins may be separated into homogeneous hydrologic units
of a size and character which can be used as a logical delineation of a
major drainage into its component subdrainages. Channel storage can be
specified for channel reaches to represent the natural delay to runoff
encountered in river systems."
E-17 Roos, Daniel:
neering, 1966.

Ices System Design.

M.I:r., Department of Civil Engi

This includes a discussion of basic design of Integrated Civil
Engi.neering System (ICES) for solution of engineeri.ng problems. This
programming language simplified the preparation of coding so that an
engineer may more easily make use of the capabU i ties of large digital
computers with little programming knowledge.
E-18 Schermerhorn, Vail, and Kuehl, D.W.:

E-14 Ligon, J.T.; Law, A.G.; and Higgins, D.H.:
plied to Piedmont Watersheds. Paper No.
the
1970 Winter Meeting of the ASAE, Sherman House, Chicago, Illinoi s ,
December 8-11, 1970.
The Stanford Watershed Model as translated into FORTRAN by James,
was applied to two watersheds in the South Carolina Piedmont with areas
of 0.877 sq. mile and 44 sq. miles. The influence of the more impor
tant simulation parameters is discussed along with procedures for their
determination. Annual and monthly streamflows were predicted quite
well. Storm peak flow prediction was less satisfactory.
E-15 Prasad, Ramanand: "A Nonlinear Hydrologic System
from the Journal of the Hydraulics Division, ASCE,
5350, pp. 201-221, July 1967.

Model,"
, Paper No.

This is a paper based on the author's Ph.D. thpsis at the Univer
sity of Illinois. It is based on a conceptual non-linear storage
reservoir with outlet control modified so as to include dynamic effects.
This results in a second-order, non-linear, differential equation.
The author suggests a solution based on an analog model as well as by
numerical techniques.
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, Minnesota, August
The discussion talks about the general concepts of SSARR Model with
application to an area with limited discharge stations. (See E-l, E-19).
E-19 Schermerhorn, V.P., And Huehl, D.W.: "Operational Streamflow Fore
casting With the SSARR Model." Extract of
Computers in Hydrology, Symposium of Tucson,
Discussion is given of methodology of SSARR model with example
application to McKenzie River, Oregon, for operational forecasting
purposes.
"The SSARR model is a very general and flexible model designed
originally to perform streamflow syntheses for planning study-type func
tions and the daily operational forecasting. For all of these functions
the model in conjunction with the computer program must be able to re
construct the historical streamflow events from hydro-climatic data with
acceptable accuracy. However, in addition, the system must have the
flexibility and provisions to solve the problems introduced by the con
siderations discussed above.
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The application of the SSARR model and associated programs to his
torical data and planning type operations has been described by Lewis,
Rockwood, and Nelson. Discussion and demonstration of the provisions
which made the model usable for basin simulation in a forecast situa
tion will follow a brief review of the makeup of the basin 6vnthesis
portion of the model.
The present SSARR model and associated computer programs is a third
generation of the basic model designed in 1957 by Rockwood [C-17] and
executed on the IBM model 650 computer. The second generation was adap
ted to the IBM model 1920 and was in use by the Cooperative Columbia
River Forecast Unit l from 1962 through 1967.
In each reV1S1on the improvements which were evident fl:om using
the model were incorporated together with additional refinements which
became possible because of the additional capability of the newer com
puting hardware. The latest major redesign as well as the subsequent
refinements is a cooperative effort of the Corps of Engineers, North
Pacific Division and River Forecast Center, ESSA Weather Bureau.
The current reprogramming was part of the Corps of Engineers co
operation wi th the Mekong Commi ttee in conuection with the l ra tning in
system analysis [E-5]. Besides adding several powerful refinements to
the basin rainfall-runoff, and channel backwater simulation, the pro
gram was reorganized to increase its flexibility in handling larger
quantities of input data. Since the first app\ i cation in earlv 1967,
the model and the program have undergone con tinuous evol ut i on. Because
the model and the associated program were developed by the systems an
alysis approach, there is provision for maximum flexibility and ease in
modification.
1. This unit was formed in 1962 by formal agreement between the
Weather Bureau, ESSA, and the Corps of Engineers, U. S. Army, to make
the best use of the streamflow forecasting capabilities of the Portland
River Forecast Center of the Weather Bureau and the North Pacific DLv.
office of the Corps of Engineers. The unit prepares flood forecast
and streamflow and reservoirs inflow forecast for the ent Lre Col umbia
Basin, and the adjacent coastal areas in Washington and Oregon. The
forecasts are used to satisfy the public service responsibilities of
the Weather Bureau as well as the Corps of Engineers' requirements for
forecasts for operation. Forecasts are supplied to agencies, both
public and private, in tlnited States and Canada which have river-related
activities and responsibili ties."
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E-20 Sinha, L. K., and Lindahl, L. E. : An Operational Watershed Model:
General Considerations, Purposes, and Progress. Paper No. 70-236,
presented at the 1970 Annual Meeting of the ASAE, Leamington Hotel,
Minneapolis, Minnesota, July 7-10, 1970.
The main considerations in development of this model were: (a)
the determination of the potential and practicality of mathematical
modeling for operational water management and (b) the selection of
components of the operational watershed model.
The four principle components that would make up the operational
watershed model are rainfall input model, physical system model,
economic model for water allocation, and some constraints. The physi
cal system model is further divided into two sub-components; one to
simulate streamflow by utilizing information from rainfall input model
and another to compute water surface elevations at control points by
using simulated streamflow and set of gate operations as inputs. Using
system states as one of the inputs to economic model, optimum alloca
tion of water to different uses within the system may be made. Then
the system states coupled with its economic consequences are to be
evaluated. If the proposed long term general operating policy is ac
cepted, it would then be used as a guide for short term policy execu
tion. Otherwise, changes in the constraints have to be made accord
ingly.
It is very important to note that in developing long term oper
ating policy the rainfall input to the system would be the values based
upon historical records. However, in executing operational policy on
short term (day to day) basis, it is quite likely that the rainfall
input to the system would be the values based upon current occurrences
of rainfall events.
E-2l Sittner, W.T.; Schauss, C.E.; and Monro, J.C.: "Continuous Hydrograph
Synthesis with an API-Type Hydrologic Model," from -::-::.;:.::'-"---..:.::====
Research, Vol\me 5, No.5, pp. 1007-1022, October
Abstract: "The U. S. ESSA Weather Bureau Hydrologic Research and
Development Laboratory has developed a complete hydrologic model uti
lizing an antecedent precipitation index (API) type rainfall-runoff
relation to compute surface runoff. With increasing demand for con
tinuous river forecasts as well as flood forecasts, it is necessary
to have a model that will predict all components of flow as functions
of observable independent parameters on a continuous basis. To formu
late the model, existing and proved techniques were used where possible
and new techniques developed as necessary. The model consists of four
basic parts: a relation for computing ground-water recession, a method
of computing the ground-water flow hydrograph as a function of the
direct runoff hydro graph , an API-type rainfall-runoff relation, and a
uni t hydrograph. The rainfall-runoff relation is of the incremental
type, yielding a runoff computation for each 6-hour period rather than
computing the total storm runoff. This has been acc.omplished through
the inclusion of a new parameter, retention index. Two important
features of the model are the ease of adjusting parameters to observed
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flow and the sequential development of the four basic parts with a
minimum of interaction."
TVA:

NATURAL AND REGULATED FLOOD ESTIMATION (NARFE) PROGRAM.

Tennes

F-l

Branch, Flood Hydrology Section, Knoxville, Tennessee, October 1966.

Barr Engineering Company, Minneapolis, Minnesota: COMPUTER METHOD
FOR DETERMINING PEAK RATES OF DISCHARGE AND VOLUME FOR URBAN STORM
SEWER DESIGN.

This program estimates the natural and regulated discharge hydro
graphs from watersheds or at selected locations within a watershed.
This is accomplished by dividing the total watershed into subwatershed
ect
units such that flows can be determined at each potential proi
and
at each stream location where project effects must be evaluated. Reser
voir routings are carried out using standard procedures and anY rul", or
relationship which can be expressed in terms of headwater elevation or
storage. Cbannel routing is accomplished using the three coefficient

The program takes into consideration land use, overland f1ow,
ground slope, infiltration, depression storage, interception losses,
and storm patterns. It converts storm and "loss" data into a design
hyetograph, routes the hyetograph overland to develop unit area hydro
graphs for representative conditions of flow length and slope. By
multiplying each of the uni t area hydrographs by the area that it typ
ifies, and routing the resulting hydrograph, the collector system
hydrograph can be computed at any desired point.

E-22 see Valley Authority, Division of Water Control Planning, Flood Control

Muskingum method.

(Bob Buehler).
A dimensionless synthetic hyetograph is developed, assuming a l
inch rainfall and including any distribution of rainfall that the user
desires. The amolmt and duration total rainfall in the selected de
sign storm must be selected and applied to "design hyetograph". The
program then deducts anticipated "losses" or retentions prior to over
land routing of rainfall excess.

E-23 Texas Highway Department, Division of Automation:
System "THYSYS". 1970.
This user manual describes the preparation of input data for var
ious hydrauliC engineering problems commonly encountered in highway
work. Routines are described for establishing peak runoff discharges
(choice of 4 methods), nOf1l].,l T. VI. depths downstream 0 f sma 11 s truc
tures, culverts or bridge hydraulic design, storm sewer design, and
for pump station design. This system is developed so that an engineer
with no understanding of computers may ut ilize machines for the above
mentioned tasks. The engineer
methods to be used (where
alternatives exist) and input. The overall effort ohjectives are good
£md the programs should be, veTY helpful to the designer. A copy of
the progr<lm was not received but is believed to he written for the

Infiltration loss is based on the Well known Horton equation:
f

f

+ (fo - fc) e -(kst)

Depression loss, hased on programmed land use and topograph is
distributed over the hyetograph. After development of the hyetograph
for turfed areas a similar one is developed for impermeable areas.
The program converts the hyetographs to runoff hydro graphs hy overland
flow routing based on the method outlined by W.W. Horner and S.W. Jens.
The final step involves routing of the composite hydrographs through
the collection system by means of a channel routing method outlined
in ASeE Manual No. 28.

Burroughts computer system.

The program for routing through the collector system can he re
used to combine and route all subwatershe,ds through the system. The
program has not been documented sufficiently for distribution, but is
being prepared for publication.
F-2

December
The studies reported in this report were at the St. Anthony Falls
Hydraulic Lahoratory of the University of Minnesota for the Minneapolis
St. Paul Sanitary District, as part of a demonstration grant from the
Federal Water Pollution Control Administration. The objective of the
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grant was to show how modern techniques and methods of analysis can
be applied to an existing combined sewer system to increase the ef
fectiveness of the system in collecting sewage and to reduce the a
mount of pollution of the receiving water, which in this case is the
Mississippi River. The analytical studies were concerned with the
concepts involved in computing the amount of water from rainfall which
enters the combined sewer system and in determining the way in which
the consequent flood hydrographs travel through the system.

F-5
Johns Hopkins University, November 1967.
A method is presented for synthesizing the runoff hydrograph from
the pervious and impervious portions of a drainage area. The method
involves a computer solution of the equations of gradually varied un
steady flow in open channels, on which work had previously been done
for paved areas only. The original work, described in Technical Report
No.3 of the Storm Drainage Research Project, is discussed in greater
detail with a presentation of the computer program and instructions for
use. The only input required is the geometry of the drainage area, the
rainfall pattern, infiltration coefficients, and values of friction co
ef ficients from the Manning and Darcy-Weisbach equations.

A mathematical model was prepared which operates on a PDP-9 com
puter on real time. Input consists of rainfall data from 9 raingages
ar01.md the cities at selected intervals during the storm. Output may
consist of a warning that design capacities will be exceeded or if
desired complete hydro graphs at various points in the system.
F-3

Brownlee, R.C.; Austin, T .A.; and Wells, Dan M.:

Interim Report

The alteration of the original program to the present model, whic.h
analyzes infiltration losses on pervious areas, is done by developing
a method to calculate coeffic.ients in Horton's infiltration equation
from a gaged rainfall and runoff data. This involves using a simple
linear storage reservoir model of the runoff process to determine ef
fective precipitation and to find a best-fit solution for the infiltra
tion coefficients based on the gaged infiltration losses. These coef
ficients are then applied to the computer program [or all pervious por
tions of a drainage area.

Water

Surface runoff from rainstorms passing over the small residential
watershed considered in this study contains pollutant concentrations
which vary in average and extreme values from storm to storm. The aver
age concentrations of total dissolved soli.ds and nitrates as well as
the average pH value for the samples tested are within the standards
set by the U.S. Public Health Service (10) for drinking water. Solid
concentrations and total alkalinity concentrations are in the range of
those found in raw sewage influent. Average BOD concentrations of the
smaple.s tested is approximately the same as that of secondary sewage
treatment effluent. This study does not conclude that runoff from urban
watersheds is an acceptable source for municipal water supply, nor does
it
this possibility.

Additional work is done on the friction coefficients, with a pre
sentation of a sensitivity analysis of the hydrograph to variations in
those coefficients for a variety of slopes and overland flow lengths.
It is determined that for long reaches of overland flow on pervious
areas, the friction coefficient is the single most important factor in
obtaining the proper hydro graph shape.

The results of regression and correlation analyses performed on
the data obtained from this st\ldy indicate a definite reduction in con
stituent concentrations with duration of runoff. These results suggest
that a relationship of the form,
Log (Y)

A + BX,

exists between constituent concentration (Y) and runoff duration (X)
for storms considered. It is expected that rainfall intensities, ante
cedent moisture conditions, storm movements, and other parameters also
influence this relationship.
F-4

The results of synthesizing hydrographs on several combination
pervious-impervious drainage areas indicate very close agreement be
tween observed and calculated runoff. Suggestions are given for future
work in this area so that such an approach can be used more generally
for solution of drainage problems.

Hicks, W.I.: "A Method of Computing Urban Runoff", from ~.==~c.::.::=
of the American Society of Cifil Engineers, Vol. 109,
This reference describes the Los Angeles Hydrograph method for
designing urban storm runoff systems. This method has been programmed
and is in use by the city of Los Angeles. The method considers inii 1
tration, overland flow, gutter flow, and conduit storage in the develop
ment of the runoff hydro graph •

F-6

Missouri Hwy Dept:
1965.

BACKWATER,

FHi~A

This program computes the amount of intercept and bypass for
given opening lengths using gutter flow output.
F-7

Missouri Hwy Dept:
1965.

GUTTER FI,OW, FllWA 0010 MO, IBM 1620 - 60K, Fortran,

This program computes quantity of water and length of opening for
giVen slopes and gutter sections.
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nOlA MO, IBM 1620 - 60K, Fortran,

F-8

Ringenoldus, J.C., and Bauer, K.W.: FLOOD SYNTHESIS IN URBANIZING
AREAS. Harza Engineering Co., Chicago, and the Southeastern Wisconsin
Regional Planning CO!1llllission, Waukesha, Wisconsin. No date shown.

5. 111e method described can be applied to a basin prior to devel
opment. Mere plans for urbanization can provide the time-area diagram
and the
relationship. This is a major advantage which
will allow for good design of a storm drainage system prior to its in
stallation. This feature of the RRL method is one not available from
the unit hydrograph method.

Hydrologic Simulation: -Hydrologic simulation as used here is de
fined as the mathematical representation of the hydrologic and hydraulic
behavior of the perennial stream channel system of the watershed. A
mathematical model was constructed using available information on cli
mate, topography, sDils, land use, and hydraulics of the watershed com
bined by means of established hydrological relationships, primarily SCS
procedures. The model was then calibrated to the watershed using data
available on stream performance, particularly, recorded high water marks.
After satisfactory calibration of the model, it became possible to ex
plore the effects of changed land use and of streamflow regulation de
vices on the behavior of the stream system.
F-9

6. The method described can be used readily to show the hydraulic
effects of a proposed change or alteration of urban features of a basin.
7. The use of pattern analysis for rainfall determination provides
a much better input to the RRL method than any method of averaging rain
fall data. These highly detailed data on the time and areal variability
of storm rainfall contribute greatly to real understanding of the result
ing physical runoff processes which are a part of this model.
8. The one-step routing procedure is a weakness in the model.
9. The computations required to apply the RRL method to a basin
are such that the resulting computed outflow storm hydrograph can be
compared with actual observed hydrographs, if available. Observed hydro
graphs can provide this comparison or calibration of the RRL model, even
if the storm hydr08r<lphs Are complex and contain multiple peaks. This
is a further advantage of the RRL model over the use of a unit hydro
graph which requires observed hydrographs of isolated, single-peak
storms.

SEWRPC: A Comprehensive Plan for the Fox River Watershed, Southeastern
Wisconsin Regional Planning Commission, Planning Report No. 12, Vol. 1,
Waukesha, Wisconsin, April 1969.
This report describes the application of an urban runoff quality
and quantity model to a rapidly developing area. The runoff simulation
model is similar to that described in reference [F-81. The model was
used to predict the effect urbanization would have on future flows.

10. Tbe value and util tty of the RRL method for storm drainage de
sign justify its further evaluation and use.

F-IO Terstriep, M.L., and Stall, John B.: "Urban Runoff by Road Research
Labo rat 0 ry Me t hod," f rom -::;':;:-'"",",:"';-::"::'F-:":_";;"-:"-";';"~::-::-:::=:-=-'-""--'-'-'==c;.L--".:"--'-c::.'
Paper No. 6878, HY 6, pp.
This report describes a study of the British Road Research Labora
tory Method for computation of urban runoff. Conclusions were:
1. The British Road Research Laboratory (RRL) hydrograph method
is a highly useful tool for developing a physical understanding of
storm runoff from urban basins.
2. 111C two major factors in the application of the RRL model to a
basin are the time-area curve and the discharge-storage relation. These
factors are hydraulic in nature and can currently be evaluated satis
factorily by the Manning, Izzard, and Hicks equations to provide for the
workabi lity of the overall RRL method. Because these factors are
hydraulic in nature, they should be subject to further refinement in the
future.
3. 111e RRL method considers the storm runo-f from an urban basin
to be comprised of runoff from only the directly connected impervious
areas of the basin. This unusual feature does not seem to limit the
method, but is a major strength in that it simplifies the hydrau1 i.c
processes which must be solved.
4. Storm peaks from the Boneyard Creek basin were computed for 28
storms to a mean error range of plus 8.5% to minus 11. 7%. Mean errors
for ten storms on the South Parking Lot No.1 were plus 17.2 and minus
20.6%. The method provides complete storm hydrographs which are shown
to reflect reasonably the duration of various storm discharges.
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A computer program has been developed at the Illinois Water Survey,
but apparently is not ready for release.
F-ll

A.L., and Keifer, C.J.:

"The Hydrology of Urban Runoff," from
Vol. 125,

This method is used by the city of Chicago for the design of urban
drainage systems. For a given deSign, storm losses are abstracted. The
remaining excess is routed through overland flow and gutter flow. Rout
ing through sewers is accomplished by a simple time offset method.
F-12 Washington IIwy Dept:
60K, Fortran, 1965.

STORM SEWER DESTCN, FHWA 0010 WASH, IBM:

1620

GIven contributing areas and impervious factors, this routine
computes runoff into the Storm Sewer System. Given beginning pipe
elevation, slope, dIstance, and Manning's N, the routine computes pipe
sizes and invert elevations.
F-13 Lager, .LA.; Shubinskl, R.P.; and Russell, 1,.1,.1.:
Prepared for
Pollution Control Federation, October
4-9, 1970, Sheraton-Boston Hotel, Boston, Massachusetts.
The Triumvirate Model was developed under the sponsorship of the
Federal Water Quality Administration to assist cities in planning, eval
uation, and management of facilities used in the collection and treat
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ment of combined sewer flows. It was written in FORTRAN IV and has
about 10,000 input statements. It uses a digital computer to simulate
real storm events on the basis of rainfall hydro graph inputs and sys
tem (catchment, conveyance, storage treatment, and receiving water)
characteristics to predict outcomes in the form of quantity and quali
ty values.

G-l

Eagleson, Peter S.:
1967.
The kinematic wave solution for surface runoff is used to obtain
the contribution to peak discharge from an impulse of rainfall excess
located at distance x from the catchment outlet. This spatial impulse
response is employed in a linearization of the catchment dvnamics to
obtain a simple, superposition relation for estimating the effect of
areal variability in rainfall distribution upon the peak surface runoff.

G-2

Indiana Hwy Dept: DETERMINES PEAK DISCHARGE RATES OF RUNOFF BASED ON
BPR HYD. Design 2 and HYD. Circular No.4, 1968. FHWA 0070 IND, IBM
360/40, Fortran.

G-3

Larson, C.L., and Machmeier, R.E.: !fPeak Flow and Critical Duration
for Small Watersheds,!f from the Transactions of the ASAE, Vol. II,
1968.
A two-phase approach is presented for estimating peak runoff from
small watersheds. Results of a mathematical watershed model [Ref. B-lOj
are used to develop relationships giving peak discharge times and mag
nitudes.

G-4

Missouri Hwy Dept: PEAK DISCHARGE AT CULVERTS.
256K, Fortran G, 1969.

FHWA 154 MO, IBM 360 -

This program calculates horizontal dimension of culvert to get a
desired discharge.
G-S

Texas

Hwy

Dept:

TEXAS HYDRAULIC SYSTEM - THYSYS.

1970.

Peak runoff rate may be determined by this package routine using
anyone of four methods. The four methods include two methods locally
applicable to the state of Texas, the rational method, and a Log-Pearson
Type-III analysis of gaged streamflow data. This peak discharge valve
may then be used for design purposes in other parts of the THYSYS
package.
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BuRec: GROUNDWATER FLOW BY RELAXATION METHODS. File No. H-134, p. 291,
U. S. Dept. of the Interior, Bureau of Reclamation.

I-I

This program tracks movement of a saltwater interface with fresh
water on which a surcharge has been placed. Two soil layers of differ
ent permeabilities are included in the study.

The program provides means to develop and test hydro-power opera
ting criteria for Buffalo Bill Reservoir. Initial use was to create
an operable subroutine for inclusion in the western division MRB annual
operating plan program. Using current Hydro-power operating criteria
and historic inflow data, the program determined monthly operation of
Buffalo Bill ReserVOir, Heart Mountain Canal, and ShoShone and Heart
Mountain Powerplants.

Relaxation - General numerical and algebraic methods are used to
solve the Laplace equation. Limitations
Applies to a specific
boundary condition. Author - P.F. Enger.
Status: Production Stage, Date: 1/1/64, Applc. Code: #701.
Computer: HON 800, Type: Main Program, ~~iling Code: D-llOO.
H-2

BuRec: 108 COMPUTING DRAWDOWN IN A WELL FIELD, by Region 2.
RY 195, U.S. Dept. of the Interior, Bureau of Reclamation.

Language: Fortran II D, Storage:
Computer: IBM 1620.
H-3

Limitations; Requires historic or forecasted inflows and desired
main tenance schedule, J,anguage: Automa th 1800, Storage Requiremen ts :
7424 words (Decimal), Computer: HON 800.

File No.

This program computes drawdown in an arbitrary well field at any
point wi thin or outside the well field.

1-2

30,000 char. (De ci Ilk'l 1 ) ,

This program derives groundwater elevation and change. It lists
output on printer and punches output data on cards for plotting.

11-4

Language: FORTRAN II, Storage Requirements:
Computer: IBM 7090.

IBM

Pinder, George F.: A Digital Model for Aquifer Evaluation, Book 7,
Chapter Cl, Techniques of Water-Resources Investigations of the U.S.
Geological Survey, 1970.

1-3

H-5

handle arrays which do not exceed 48x65.
and approximately 3 minutes of comput
log cycle of the pumping period. That
minutes to compute the drawdown for 7

Prickett, LA. and Lonnquist, e.G. "Selected Digital Computer Techni
ques for Groundwater Resource Evaluation," Illinois State Water Survev
Bulletin 55 (in Press).
Prickett, Thomas A. "Selected Notes on Digital Computer Simulations in
Groundwater Resource Evaluation, July 1971 (unpublished).
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16,500 words (decimal),

BuRec: WATER SUPPLY AND RESERVOIR OPERATION STUDIES, by C.A. Nelson.
File No. HY - 116, p. 330, U.S. Dept. of the Interior, Bureau of Recla
mation, March 1, 1963.
This program was to run reservoir operation studies for five exis
ting reservoirs with provisions to include five additional reservoir
sites in the Yakima River Basin.

This program simulates the response of a confined aquifer to pumping
at a constant rate from one or more wells. The groundwater reservoir
may be irregular in shape and non-homogeneous with infiltration from one
or more lakes and streams. The program (Table 1) is written in FORTRAN
IV for the IBM 360 system.
This program is designed to
It requires 74K bytes of storage
ing time on the model 360-50 per
is, it requires approximately 23
years of pumping.

BuRec: RESERVOIR OPERATION STUDY - MAXWELL PROJECT, by D. W. Webber and
Blanchard. File No. HY - 107, p. 320, U.S. Dept. of the Interior,
Bureau of Reclamation, November 1, 1962.
The study determined the most efficient operation of a series of
reservoirs on the Salt and Verde rivers based on stream-flow data from
historic years. The study results were used to determine the size of
the proposed Maxwell Dam. Most mathematics used is of the bookkeeping
type, however, some arithmetic formulae are necessary for unit conver
sion. Prediction equations up to second degree are used for determining
tributary flow.

BuRec: 110 GROUNDWATER DATA CONTROL, by Region 2, File No. HY-196,
U.S. Dept. of the Interior, Bureau of Reclamation.

Language: SPS, Storage: 12,000 char. (Decimal), Computer:
1620, Maximum number of wells: 4800.

BuRec: BUFFALO BlLL RESERVOIR 26 YEAR OPERATION STUDY, by R.L. Berling.
File No. HY - 134, p. 349, U.S. Dept. of the Interior, Bureau of Recla
mation, February 1, 1965.

Methods:
Requirements:
1-4

Normal Arithmetic, Language: FORTRAM II, Storage
words (Decimal), Computer: IBM 7090.

BuRec: WESTERN DIVISION, MRB, ANNUAL OPERATING PLAN, by R.W. Nash.
File No. HY - 117, p. 331, U.S. Dept. of the Interior, Bureau of
Reclamation, October 1, 1962.
Computation of the Western Division Annual Operating plan for 22
storage and regulating reservoirs and 16 powerplants located in Colorado
and Wyoming. Computation of water release schedules to meet irrigation
demands and power loads within liml ting storage and non-proj ect re
quirements.
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Language: FORTRAN II, Storage Requirements:
mal), Computer: IBM 7090.
1-5

16,000 words (Deci

BuRec: WESTERN DIVISION, MRB, ANNUAL OPERATING PLAN, by R.L. Berling.
File No. HY - l17A, p. 332, U.S. Dept. of the Interior, Bureau of
Reclamation, March 1, 1965.
The program determines monthly hydro-power operation of the western
division system for a two year period under various water supply condi
tions. Developed from earlier version written for IBM 7090 in FORTRAN II.
Using current operating criteria, forecasted inflows, forecasted system
power load, and desired maintenance schedule, the program plans monthly
operation of system to meet power load and all water requirements.
Language: Automath lBOO, Storage Requirements:
(Decimal), Computer: HON BOO.

1-6

29,169 words

BuRec: WESTERN DIVISION - MRB 36 YEAR OPERATION STUDY, by R.L. Berling.
File No. HY - 126, p. 340, U.S. Dept. of the Interior, Bureau of Recla
mation, February 1, 1964.
The program is used to develop and test hydro-power operating cri
teria for the Western Division System. Initial application was the
Kortes Fish Study as a forerunner of the proposed North Platte River
Operation Study. Using current hydro-power operating criteria and his
toric inflow data. the program determines monthly operation of all fea
tures of the Western Division System for any desired period of time.
Limitations: Requires inflows, power load and desired maintenance
schedules, Language: Automath lBOO, Storage Requirements: 25,000
words (Decimal), Computer: HON BOO.

1-7

BuRec: WESTERN DIVISION - BRM FEBRUARY-MARCH OP PLAN, by R.L. Berling.
File No. HY - 141, p. 356, U.S. Dept. of the Interior, Bureau of
Reclamation, ,June 2B, 1965.
The program determines monthly hydro-power operating plan of the
Western Division System for the February through September or March
through September period under various water supply conditions as pre
dicted by either the February 1 or March 1 forecast. Using hydro-power
operating criteria, forecast inflows, forecast system power load and
desired maintenance schedule, the program plans monthly operation of
system to meet power load and water requirements.
Language: Automath lBOO, Storage Requirements:
(Decimal), Computer: HON BOO.

1-8

September period under various water supply conditions as predicted by
the April 1 or May 1 forecast. Using hydro-power operating criteria,
forecast inflows, forecast system power load and desired maintenance
schedule, program plans monthly operation of system to meet all power
and water requirements.

1-9

29,000 words

BuRec: 077 - STOCHASTIC OPERATIONS STUDIES, File No. HY-lBO, Reservoir
operation studies in which inflows are based on flow probabilities i.n
stead of historic events. Region 2; Language: Fortran II D, Storage:
40,000 char. (Dec.), Computer: IBM 1620.

1-10 BuRec: 144 RESERVOIR OPERATIONS STUDY COMPUTER ASSN PACK (CDC 6600),
File No. HY-2l1. Objective of this program is to determine the most
efficient operation of a multireservoir system. This is done by trial
nad error process with an engineer making different selections of the
controlling criteria. Language: Fortran IV, Storage: 364,000 words
(Dec.), Computer: CDC 6600, Limitations: Input-Output 5 sig: digits
100 reservoirs or other similar points.
I-II Butsch, Richard ,T.:

"Reservoir System Design Optimization," from the
Paper No. 7023, HY 1, pp.

Design for a reservoir system can be optimized by selective use of
mathematical techniques. A simulation incorporated linear programming
to optimize allocation of reservoir releases to varioQs used for each
time period and incorporates dynamic programming to optimize total ben
efits over the design life. Optimum seeking methods can be employed
to determine optimum reservoir sizes and operating criteria and also
the optimum number and locations of reservoirs, the measure of improve
ment being the total benefits determined by simulation. With larger
and better data gathering systems, and the reSUlting improved predic
tions and development of statistical analysis and non-linear programming,
the accuracy and validity of this design method will improve. Presently,
the method give good qualitative answers. Mathematical programming
produces an optimum operation design, and optimum seeking methods
produce an optimum system design.
I-12 DeCicco, P.R., and Slutzah, R.: COMPUTER MODELING TECHNIQUES FOR
ENVIRONMENTAL SYSTEMS, Center for Urban Environmental Studies, Poly
technique Institute of Brooklyn.

29,BB3 words

BuRec: WESTERN DIVISION - MRB APRIL THROUGH MAY OPERATING PLAN, by R.L.
Berling. File No. HY - 144, p. 359, U.S. Dept. of the Interior, Bureau
of Reclamation, August I,
This program determines monthly hydro-power operating plan of the
Western Division System for the April through September or May through
136

Language: Automath lBOO, Storage Requirements:
(Decimal), Computer: HON BOO.

The objective of this study was the development of a computerized
technique for the layout of waste water collection systems. It includes
32 routines including five major routines for defining the network. The
program was written in FORTRAN IV (level G) for an IBM 360 Model 50 Com
puter. It inclUdes a plotting routine.
1-13 Department of Envi ronmental Sciences and Engineering: "Investigations of
Water Quality in a River Basin Through Simulation," from ESE Notes, Vol.
6, No.1, January 1969.
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Reports on some development in water resources including generation
of sequences of numhers that are representative of river flows. These
were then routed through mathematical representations of various control
and power generation units to study proposed facilities.
1-14 FWPCA: Fitting the Red River of the North Basin to the General River
Basin Simulation Program. Federal Water Pollution Control Administra
tion, Division of Technical Control, Comprehensive Planning and Pro
grams, April, 1967.
A mathematical model of the Red River of the North Basin, Minnesota
and North Dakota, can he used as a water quality planning management tool
to stimulate time and spatial variations of flow and concentrations of
total dissolved solids throughout the Basin. Other parameters of water
quality can he included in the model with little effort. The model in
corporates hydrologic and water quality data and the Fiering-Pisano math
ematical model descrihed in the report "River Basin Simulation Program"
which was issued by the Office of Comprehensive Planning and Programs,
March 1967.

The results indicate that a regional treatment system for the Deleware
Estuary is superior in terms of cost to other systems.
A computer program is not incl uded as part of this report. On the
basis of superficial study it is assumed that standard computer pro
grams can be used to solve segments of the prohlem within which linear
relationships can be used.
1-17 REC: HEC-3, RESERVOIR SYSTEM ANALYSIS - CONSERVATION, No. 23-X6-L253,
by Leo R. Beard, December 1968.
This program will perform a multipurpose, multi-reservoir routi.ng
of a reservoir system. All requirements are supplied from reservoirs
so as to maintain a specified balance of storage in all reservoirs
insofar as possihle. Provision is included for shortage decJaration
which win reduce desired flows and diversions. Program will accept
system power demands that override individual power plant requirements,
but it does not provide for channel routings, percolation losses, or
time translations. It can assign economic values to all outputs and
summarize and allocate these in various ways.

Given 1) the River Basin Simulation Program, 2) the report, and 3)
tape of operational hydrology, other investigators can study various com
binations of water quality management schemes.

Program Specifications: Written in FORTRAN IV. Methods: Power
is computed as a function of average head, efficiency, out flow and hy
draulic losses. ~:conomic benefits are computed hased on a fixed rela
tionship between the hydrologic quantity for a specified calendar month
and location, and associated economic benefit for that month.
Equipment Details: Program uti lizcs about 40,000 words of core.
Input-Output: Card input and printer output.

I-IS Pisano, WilU.am C.: River Basin Simulation Program. Federal Water
Pollution Control Administration (FWPCA), Division of Technical Con
trol, Dept. of the Interior, August 15, 1968.
A mathe~~tical model has been developed for use as a water quality
planning management tool to simulate time and spatial variations of flow
and concentrations of total dissolved solids throughout the Basin. Other
parameters of water quality can be included in the model with little ef
fort. The model incorporates hydrologic and water quality data and the
Fiering-Pisano mathematical model described in the report "River Rain
Simulation Program", issued by the Office of Comprehensive Planning and
Progra~s, March 1967.
Given 1) the River Basin Simulation Program, 2) the report, and 3)
tape of operati onal hydrology, investigators can study various comhina
tions of water quality management schemes.
(See abstract in Sec. TIT of
this report).
1-16 FWQA: Mathematical Programming for Regional Water Quality Management,
University of California at Los Angeles, Graduate School of Business
Administration, for the Federal Water Quality Administration. August
1970, Supt. of Documents, Washington, D.C. 20402.
This report covers the application of a non-linear programming al
gorithm to the prohlem of optimal water quality conteol in an estuary.
The mathematical model that was developed gives the solution to the gen
eral mixed case of at-source treatment, regional treatment plants, and bv
pass piping. The non-linear algorithm is developed in considerable de
tail and a sample problem is worked out. Actual data from the Deleware
Estuary is used to solve a large-scale problem, and the solution is given.
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1-18

The objective of this study was to develop a digital computer
procedure for preliminary analysis of the economic justification of
reservoir detention storage for flood control and to present a sample
study illustrating its application. A computer program called the
of Kentucky Flood Control Planning Program III" was devel
oped and tested on the flood plain of the South Fork of the Licking
River in northeastern Kentucky.
Given a specified reservoir site and a downstream flood plain
divided into planning units, Program TIl selects the economically ef
ficient comhination of reservoir detention storage and the associated
combina ti on 0 f channel improvemen t, flood proo fing, land-use managemen t ,
and residual flooding for each downstream planning unit. The Program
does not attempt final measure design but isolates those combinations of
measures for which detailed data collection and analysis is warrented.
This study presents a description of the basic Program logic and
the results of its application along the South Fork, Licking River, as
well as a FORTRAN IV listing of the computer program and a listing
of the input data used in the South Fork, Licking River Analysis.
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J.
J-l
J-2

Language: Automath 1800, Storage Requirements:
(decimal), Computer: HON 800.

MISCELLANEOUS

AASHO: Computer Program Index.
Officials, November 10, 1969.

American Association of State Highway

J-7

BuRec: Abstracts of Electronic Computer Programs Developed by Bureau
of Reclamation, Electronic Program Abstracts Issue No.5, U.S. Dept.
of the Interior, Bureau of Reclamation, February 1969.

Language: Automath 1800, Storage Requirements: 2,000 words
(Decimal), Computer: HON 800, Method: The basic calculation is based
on the Scobey Formula.

BuRec: CRITICAL DEPTH COMPUTATIONS FOR VENTURI FLUMES, by R. Dodge and
P.F. Enger. File No. H-119, p. 276, U.S. Dept. of the Interior, Bureau
of Reclamation, May 1, 1963.

J-B

This program computes critical depth for trapezoidal channel sections.
Language: Fortran II, Storage Requirements: 1,000 words (Decimal),
Computer: IBM 7090, Methods: Bi-section and testing for Q**2/G =
A**3/T.
J-4

Language: Automath 1800, Storage Requirements: 1,927 words
(Decimal), Computer: HON 800, Limitations: Limited to 50 stations per
reach and 50 points per station.
J-5

BuRec: DETERMINATION OF llYDRAULIC PARAMETERS-CANALS, by J.V. Vredenburg.
File No. H-150, p. 307, U.S. Dept. of the Interior, Bureau of Reclama
tion, December 10, 1964.
TIle purpose of this program is the determination of Manning' s "N",
friction factor "F", Reynolds' Number, Froude Number, and Chezy "c" from
data collected under the canal capacity test program.
Language: Automath 1800, Storage Requirements;
(Decimal), Computer: HON BOO.

J-6

1,827 words

BuRec: EDIT RIVER X-SECTION DATA FOR PLOTTING, by J.M. Vredenburg.
File No. HY-120, p. 344, U.S. Dept. of the Interior, Bureau of Recla
mation, August 26, 1964.
The purpose of this program is to edit X-section data into a for
mat suitable for plotting on the Benson-Lehner Model J electroplotter
using the general purpose control board.

BuRec: RESERVOIR AREA CAPACITY TABLE COMPUTATION, by R. B. Brownrigg.
File No. HY-1l4, p. 328, U.S. Dept. of the Interior, Bureau o[ Recla
mation, February 1, 1962.
This program computes area-capacity tables which are used in reser
voir operations for determining dail y inflow. These tables are also
utilized during vari ous phases of reservoir planning and development.
Areas are computed at l-ft intervals using a logarithmic curve between
control elevations. Capacities arc computed loy double-end area method
at l-[t intervals with straight line interpolation for O.l-ft. intervals.

t

BuRec: DATA REDUCTION FOR CANAL HYDRAULIC PARAMETERS, by J.V. Vredenburg.
File No. ]]-154, p. 311, U.S. Dept. of the Interior, Bureau of Reclama
tion. March 1, 1965.
The purpose of this program is the reduction of canal survey data
into the input format for the determination of hydraulic parameters
program.

BuRec: FRICTION LOSS TABLES FOR CONCRETE PIPE, by N.H. Wright. File
No. H-138, p. 295, U.S. Dept. of the Interior, Bureau of Reclamation,
March 13, 1964.
TIle program performs the repetitive calculations involved in pro
ducing tables of hydraulic properties o[ varying sizes of concrete pipe.

This report is a listing of USBR Programs with one page descrip
tions of the programs.
J-3

Language: Fortran, Storage Requirements:
Computer: rBM 1620.
J-9

20,000 char. (Decima}),

BuRec: SEEPAGE DISCHARGE FROM FLAT BOTTOM PONDS, by P.F. Enger. File
No. H-140, p. 297, U. S. Dept. of the Interior, Bureau of Reclamation,
April 1, 1963.
This program computes seepage loss as a [unction of the pond waler
depth from data collected during ponding tests. The pond cross section
must be well shaped and either trapezoidal or rectangular. General
algebraic methods used to compute seepage from waler volume change in
pond during a certain time interval.
Language: Automath 1800, Storage Requirements: son words (Dec i
mal), Computer: HON 8nO, Limitations: Limited to ponds with very
small bottom slopes.

J-lO BuRec:

SEEPAGE FROM PONDS WITH KNOWN VOLUMES AND SURFACE, by P.F. Enger.
File No. H-141, p. 298, U.S. Dept. of the Interior, Bureau of Reclama
tion, May 1, 1963.
The program computes average seepage loss as a function of water
depth from ponds on which curves of volume vs depth and wetted surface
area vs depth are available. General algebraic methods are used to
compute seepage from 'vater volume change in pond during a given time
interval.
Language:

Automath 1800, Storage Requirements:
141
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10,000 words

2,000 words

), Computer: HON 800, Limitations:
with known physical characteristics.

Limited to tests on ponds

.I-IS BuRec:

VOLUME AND WETTED SURFACE AREA CALCULATIONS, by P.F. Enger.
File No. H-13l, p. 288, U.S. Dept. of the Interior, Bureau of Recla
mation, July 1, 1963.

J-11 BuRec: SEEPAGE LOSS CALCULATTONS FOR GENERAL PONDS. File No. ll-l29,
p. 286, U.S. Dept. of the Interior, Bureau of Rec1amation.

The program computes volume and wetted surface areas of ponds on
which cross-sectional data are available. ~Forward and backward finite
difference methods and general algebraic methods are used.

The program computes average seepage loss as a function of water
depth for a general ponding test. Cross sectional data and data from
ponding tests are used as input. Volumes, wetted surf ace areas, and
average seepage rates as a function of elevation are provided as output.
Forward and backward finite difference methods, general algebraic
methods. Pond must be continuous with no undercut banks.
BuRec: SEEPAGE LOSS FROM SMALL CANALS AND LATERALS, by P.F. Enger.
J-12 File No. H-llO, p. 266, U.S. Dept. of the Interior, Bureau of Recla
mati on, April 1, 1963.

Language: Fortran II, Storage Requirements: 2,000 words (Decimal),
Computer: IBM 7090, Limitations: Ponds must be continuous with no
undercut banks.
J-16 BuRec: VOLUME AND WETTED SURFACE AREAS FOR SMALL PONDS, by P.F. Enger.
Fi1e No. H-l07, p. 263, U.S. Dept. of the Tnterior, Bureau of Recla
mation, April 1, 1963.
The program calculates volumes and wetted surface areas of laterals
or canals from whi.ch it is desired to establish seepage rates. Cross
s~ctions and lengths are integrated by divided difference methods.

The program computes seepage loss from sma11 r:anals and laterals
when ponding tests are conducted and computes average seepage rates
from maximum water surface elevation to low point of fill.
Language: Fortran II, Storage Requirements: 5,000 words (Decimal),
Computer: IBM 7090, Methods: Integration by differences and general
algebraic methods.
J-l3 BuRec: SPILLWAY FLOW TABLE COMPUTATTONS, by J.O. Johnson. FHe No.
H-130, p. 287, U.S. Dept. of the Tnterior, Bureau of Reclamation,
May 15, 1963.
The program develops a discharge table of reasonable accuracy for
the spillways and outlet works on various region 2 dams for which dis
charge curves are available. Simple equation arithmetic.
T,anguage: Fortran 11,
mal), Computer: IBM 1620.

Storag,~

Requirements:

40,000 char. (Deci-

J-14 BuRec: TANK OPERATTON STUDY, by N.H. Wright. File No. H-139, p. 296,
U.S. Dept. of the Interior, Bureau of Reclamation, April 1, 1964.
This program was developed to assist in the design of a remote
automatically controlled water supply system. The system consists of
a supply reservoir, feeder lines, motor operated valves, and a water
tank with float controls. The method of solution consists of a trial
and adjustment procedure.
Language: Automath 1800, Storage Requirements: 2,000 words
(Decimal), Computer: HON 800, Limitations: The output format is set
up for three feeder lines.

Language: Fortran n, Storage Requirements: 1,000 words (deci
mal), Computer: IBM 7090, Limitations: At least three cross-sect ions
are requi red.
J-17

J-18 California Hwy Dept:
360/50 512, FORTRAN E,

FIlWA 1041 CAL, IBM

Converted from BPR llYn Engineering Circular No.7.
flow data.
J-19 IIEC:
July

by W.L. Sharp.

No. 22-224,

Thi.s program is designed to compute the discharge for reservoir
outlet structures with partial (vertical lift) gate openings. By
varying gate openings and/or water levels for a given invert elevation,
computations are made resulting in a convenient tabulation of c.onduit
ratings.
Program Specifications: This program is written in FORTRAN II.
Methods: The program used the equation Q = CGB I2iiW as described
in WES "Hydraulic. Design Criteria - 320-1" to c.ompute the discharge
in cubic feet per second. Values of the discharge coefficient C may
be furnished by the program user as desired or may be adopted from the
above-mentioned criteria. Equipment Details: The program was prepared
for use on the IBM 1620 computer with 40,000 digit variab1e work length
memory, card input and output, and is usable in the GE-225 and RCA-301
computers having comparable memory, providing that any required input
nad output statement changes are made.
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Calculates

J-20 REC: Deposit of Suspended Sediment, by C.E. Abraham.
June 1967.

No. 23-264,

'l11e program computes the estimated future distribution and loca
tion of sediments deposited in a reservoir. In addition, the sediment
inflow, trap efficiency of the reservoir, and size distribution of
passing sediments are computed. The program will accept various reser
voir configurations such as trihutary arms and will show deposition
within the arms as well as the main body. Major simplifying assump
tions are that there is no temperature stratification and all sediment
remaining in suspension at the dam will pass the dam.
Program Specifications: The program is written in FORTRAN II and
requires 40,000 digits memory on the IBM 1620 computer. Methods: De
position of sediment is computed as a function of sediment size, reser
voir temperature, variation of inflow, reservoir configuration, and
type of reservoir operation. A table of corresponding duration, flow,
and sediment values from a flow-duration relationship is used to describe
variation in flow and suspended load. Equipment Details: IBM 1620,
40K memory. Input-Output: Card input-output.

'l11e reservoir temperature stratification model simulates temper
ature variation between horizontal strata within a reservoir on a
monthly basis, given data on initial conditions and on inflow rates
and temperatures, outflow rates and tolerable temperatures, evapora
tion, precipitation, radiation, air temperatures, specific outlet
release requirements, if any, and the physical features of the dam
and reservoir.
Methods: The procedure is based on the energy budget analysis.
The analysis accounts for the energy in each horizontal layer and the
energy and water transferred into and out of each] ayer of the reser
voir. Program Specifications: The program is written in FORTRAN IV.
Equipment Details: The program requires a computer of the IBM 7090
class. Input-Output: Card input is designated for tape 5 and printer
output for tape 6. Tapes 2, 3, and 4 are used for temporary binary
storage.
J-24 REC:

by Bill S. Eichert.

No. 23-236,

This program will compute reservoir area-capaeity tables for an
elevation increment of 1.0, .1, or .01 foot.

This program will compute the gate regulation schedule curves for
a reservoir utU izing the area capacity curves, the induced surcharge
envelope curve, and a constant T. which represents the slope of the
recession leg of an inflow hydrograph. These curves are used to oper
ate a gated spillway while the reservoir pool is rising under emergen
cy conditions when communications have failed and in determining dam
height for design purposes.

considered more suitable
Methods: The conic procedure employed is
determining
than the frequently used "avera?,e and area method" for
II. Equipment
reservoir capabilities. Language: Written in FORTRAN
De.tails: IBM 1620 card input, 120 column printer.

Methods: The method of computation is based on EM 1110-2-3600,
"Reservoir Regulation." Program Specifications: FORTRAN II. Equip
ment Details: IBM 1620, 40K digits storage. Input-Output: Input
and output by cards.

J-21 HEC: Reservoir Area and Capacity Tables, by Warren L. Sharp. No.
23-233, July 1966.

J-22 HEC;

Delta Sedimentati()fl., By C.E. Abraham.

No. 23-269,

July
The program computes an expected ultimate protu.e for sediment
deposits forming the delta at head waters of the reservoir. The profile
is determined from the given amount of sediment forming the del ta and
cross-sections of the reservoir arm.
Methods: The existing average thalweg slope is computed from
minimum elevations g1ven for cross-sections of the reservoir arm. Delta
topset and forset slopes are based on specified ratios of the thalweg
slope. The topset and forset slopes are used to compute a volume in
the reservoir arm, which is recomputed with the volume of delta sedi
ments. Program
The program is written in FORTRAN II
and requires 35,000 digits memory on the IBM 1620 computer. Equipment
Details: IBM 1620, 40K memory. Input-Output: Card input-output.
.1-23 HEC:

by Leo R. Beard.

281,
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No. 23

J-25 HEC:
No.

by Warren L. Sharp.

This program was developed to compute the discharge for ogee-type
weirs with partial tainter gate openings. Precise ratings can he
obtained in a convenient table form for use in reservoir regulation
sections, or a limited volume of output can he obtained that is useful
during the planning and design stages of a project. Partial gate open
ing ratings can be determined for any pI anned or existing ogee-spnlway
having radial-type gates.
Methods: In general, the c.omputa.tional procedure shown on WES
"Hydraulic Design Charts 311-1 to 311-5" is followed with the primary
difference being in the determination of G (effective gate opening).
Program Specifications: Written in FORTRAN I I and FORTRAN IV.
Details: This program was prepared [or use in the IBM 1620
II) and IBM 7090 (FORTRAN IV) classes.
Input-Output: Card
input and output for FORTRAN n version. Card input-output for FORTRAN
IV version.
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--Additional Remarks: Due to memory limitations of the IBM 1620
(40,000 digit, variable word length, card input and output), the con
venient table form is only obtainable using the FORTRAN IV version.
J-26 HEC:

Suspended Sediment Yield, by C.E. Abraham.

No. 23-256, March 1968.

The program computes the annual suspended sediment load corres
ponding to observed daily water discharge measurements. The relation
used in the comput~tions is computed from a record of observed daily
discharges and suspended sediment loads. Other options can be used,
such as computing the weighted size distribution of particles, compu
ting the relation of instantaneous sediment loads and flows, and com
putation of frequency statistics for the annual loads.
Methods: The relation for suspended sediment load is derived
from regression analysis of the logarithms of load and discharge. In
addition to the discharge, the daily relation depends on the sequence
of daily discharges. The weighted size distribution of sediment par
ticles is computed by weighing each sampled size analysis according to
the load corresponding to the sample. Program Specifications: The
program is written in FORTRAN II for the IBM 1620 computer with 40K
memory. Execution time requires about 10 minutes per year of observed
discharges.
J-27 Liu, Kannson T .11.: The Numerical Analysis of Water Supply Networks
by Digital Computer. Massachusetts Inst. of Technology, no date shown.

J-29 Montana Hwy Dept: HYDRAULICS OF BRIDGE WATERWAYS (A Modified version
of BPR Program HY-4). FHWA 2010 MONT, IBM 360/40/256, FORTRAN IV, 1968.
This program computes slope of channel, normal stage, and back
water for up to 99 Trial Constructions.
J-30 New Mexico Hwy Dept: BPR PROCRAM HY-I, HYDRAULIC ANALYSIS OF CIRCULAR
CULVERTS. FHWA 0040 NM, IBM 1620, FORTRAN. Converted to Operating
System, 1964.
J- 31 New Mexi.co Hwy Dept: BPR PROGRAM HY-2, HYDRAULIC ANALYST S OF PIPE-ARCH
CULVERTS. FHWA 0050 NM, IBM 1620, FORTRAN. Converted to Operating
System, 1964.
J-32 New Hexico Hwy Dept: BPR PROGRA.c'1 HY-3, HYDRAULIC ANALYSIS OF BOX
CULVERTS. FHWA 0030 NM, IBM 1620, FORTRAN. Converted to Operating
System, 1964.
J-33 New Mex1.co Ilwy Dept: HYDRAULICS OF BRIDGE WATERWAYS, VERSION I-HY-4.
FHWA 0010 NM, IBM 1620, FORTRAN. From Bureau of Public Roads. Card
to Card. 1964.
J-34 New Mexico Hwy Dept: BPR PROGRAM HY-4, HYDRAUl,ICS OF BRIDGE WATERWAYS,
VERSION 2. FHWA 0020 NM, IBM 1620, FORTRAN. Converted to Operating
System, 1964.
J-35 Ohio Hwy Dept:
1967.

Discussion of several methods of analysis relative to a pipe
network including an implicit solution involving Newton's Method plus
two for~s of the Hardy-Cross Method. 1Ie concludes that the Hardy-Cross
Method is usually faster in terms of computer time but sometimes has
convergence problems.
J-28 Martin, C.S., and De Fazio, F.G.: A Contribution to Open-Channel
Surge Simulation by Digital Computer. Georgia Inst. of Technology
and Harza Engineering Company, Chicago. Presented at the Annual
Conference of the Hydraulic Division, ASCE, Cambridge, Massachusetts,
August 21-23, 1968.
The purpose of this paper is to demonstrate the use of the digital
computer for simulation of prismatic open-channel wave problems. The
equations of motion for gradually-varied flow are expressed in finite
difference form resulting in algebraic equations that are readily pro
grammed for use on a digital computer. The question arises, however,
as to the applicability of gradually-varied flow theory to problems
involving surges or rapidly-varied wave forms.
Since the advent of the high-speed digital computer, there has
been considerable effort in the use of numerical techniques for the
solution to engineering problems. In the field of flood waves, Stoker
pioneered the use of the finite-difference equations in his study of
floods on the Ohio River.
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CULVERT ANALYSIS.

FHWA 4410 OHIO, IBM 360/50, FORTRAN,

Generates for most economical type and size of culvert for a given
set of hydrological conditions.
J-36 Ohio Hwy Dept:
1967.

DITCH ANALYSIS.

FHWA 4400 OHIO, IBM 360/50, FORTRAN,

Shows analysis of standard roadway ditches, special ditches, and
Median Swales.
J-37 Okalahoma Hwy Dept: DESIGN Al"D ANALYSIS OF ROADWAY CULVERTS.
1210 OKLA, IBM 360/40 - 65K, FORTRAN E, 1968.

FHWA

This is a combined program to handle. box culverts, circular pipes,
and pipe-arches in one execution. Adapted from BPR HY _ series.
J-38 Oklahoma Hwy Dept: HYDRAULIC ANALYSIS OF ROADWAY CULVERTS.
OKLA, IBM 360/40 - 65K, 1968.

FHWA 1220

Input size A and Tailwater. Output headwater velocity and
wheter inlet or outlet control. Pipes and hoxes.
J-39 Price, Bobby E., and Masch, Frank D.:
Presented at
LT.,
Cambridge, Massachusetts, August 21-23,
1968.
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J-40 Rogers, A.E.: "An Introduction to Computer Simulation," in Educator's
Demonstration Series, Statistics and Computer Science Department,
University of Delaware, June 1967.
J-41 Shand, Michael J.: Final Report - The Hydraulic Filter Level Offset
Method for the Feedback Control of Canal Checks. Hydraulic Engineering
Laboratory, College of Engineering, University of California, Berkeley,

J-49 TVA: DIGSED. Tennessee Valley Authority, Hydraulic Data Branch,
Knoxville, Tennessee.
This program is similar to J-SI except that the time-discharge
concentration data are digitized using the Calma digitizer.
J-SO TVA: PATSEAR. Tennessee Valley Authority, Hydraulic Data Branch,
Knoxville, Tennessee.

June 1968.
Mathematical model to simulate unsteady flow in a trapezoidal canal
with automatically controlled check gates. Used to evaluate design and
performance of canal control system under simulated flow conditions.
J-42 Texas Hwy Dept: AN INTEGRATED SYSTEM OF PROGRAMS FOR HIGHWAY HYDRAULIC
DESIGN AND ANALYSIS. FHWA 1080 TEX, IBM 360/50, FORTRAN, 1970.
J-43 Texas Hwy Dept: CARRIES THROUGH A HYDRAULIC DESIGN OF CULVERTS FROM
DISCHARGE DETERMINAT iON THROUGH CULVERT DIMENSIONS. FHWA 1050 TEX,
IBM 360/50, FORTRAN, 1969.
J-44 Texas Hwy Dept: DESCRIBES A METHOD WHEREBY ANNUAL MAXIMUM FLOOD RECORDS
CAN BE STORED, RETRIVED, AND DISPLAYED FOR USE BY ENGINEERS INVOLVED
IN THE DESIGN OF A STREAM CROSSING. FHWA 1030 TEX, IBM 360/50, FORTRAN,
1969.
J-45 TVA: MDQ2, by Paul C. Spoth. Tennessee Valley Authority. Hydraulic
Data Branch, Knoxville. Tennessee.
This program computes the mean daily discharge and gage height
and total monthly runoff from hand abstracts of time and gage height.
The individual time-gate height-discharge values are tabulated.
J-46 TVA: DMDQ2, by Paul C. Spoth. Tennessee Valley Authority, HydrauliC
Data Branch, Knoxville, Tennessee.
'fllis program is similar to the Ref. J-45 except that input data
are digitized using a Calma Model 302 digitizer.
J-47 TVA: DAILY SEDIMENT LOADS. Tennessee Valley Authority, Hydraulic
Data Branch, Knoxville, Tennessee.
from
Daily and monthly total sediment loads in tons are
given time-diScharge-concentration.
J-48 TVA: DIFCOR. Tennessee Valley Authority, HydrauliC Data Branch.
Knoxville, Tennessee.
This program optimizes the parameters of non-linear models using
the method of differential corrections in conjunction with multivariate

This program uses the pattern search method for optimizing the
parameters of a non-linear model. The program has generally been
found to work better than the DIFCOR [Ref. J-48] approach.
J-Sl U.S. Bureau of Public Roads, Engineering Design Hydraulics:
PR(~RAM 1200.
FHWA 1200, IBM 360/40K, FORTRAN, 1969.
HY-l used for hydraulic analysis of circular pipes. Given hydro
logical data and site conditions, produces number of pipes, sizes,
headwater and outlet velocity, inlet and outlet conditions.
J-52 U.S. Bureau of Public Roads, Engineering Design Hydraulics:
PROGRAM 1300. FHWA 1300, IBM 360/40K, FORTRAN, 1969.
Hy-2 used for hydraulic analysis of pipe-arches. Given hydrologi
cal data and site conditions, it selects size considering inlet and
outlet control.
J-53 U.S. Bureau of Public Roads, Engineering Design Hydraulics:
PROGRAM 1400. FHWA 1400, IBM 360/40K, FORTRAN, 1969.
HY-3 used for hydraulic analysis of boxes. Given hydrological
data and site conditions, it determines size of culvert which satisfies
data and site conditions for inlet and outlet conditions.
J-54 U.S. Bureau of Public Roads, Engineering Design Hydraulics:
PROGRAM 1500. FHWA 1500, IBM 260/40K, FORTRAN, 1969.
HY-4 computes bridge backwater. Theory followed is in Hydraulics
by J.M. Bradley, Bureau of Public Roads, 1965.
J-55 Virginia Hwy Dept: HYDRAULICS OF BRIDGE WATERWAYS (Modified BPR HY-4).
FHWA 2180 VA, IBM 360/40, FORTRAN IV, 1969.
This program generally analyses the effect of a structure in a
stream.
J-56 Wisconsin Hwy Dept: HYDRAULiC ANALYSIS FOR PIPE ARCH, BOX CULVERT,
AND CIRCULAR CULVERT. FHWA 0010 WISC, IBM S/360 - 50, FORTRAN, 1968.

statistics.
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J-56 BuRec:095

APPENDIX 3

RESERVOIR TEMPERATURE PREDICTION, File No. HY-187.

THE HYDROLOGIC ENGINEERING CENTER

Prediction of thermal energy distribution in streams and reser
voirs. Prepared for California Department of Fish and Game by Water
Resources Engineering, Inc. A mathematical model simulating thermal
stratification for predicting reservoir and outlet temperatures.
Language: Fortran IV, Storage: 100,000 words (Dec.), Computer:
CDC 6600.
J-57 BuRec:lOl
HY-190.

CROSS -DRAINAGE BY CALIFORNIA CULVERT METHOD, File No.

Derives drainage from areas above road or canal by the California
culvert method. Region 2, Language: Fortran II, Storage: 40,000
char. (Dec.), Computer: IBM 1620.

U.S. ARMY CORPS OF ENGINEERS
ACnVE GENERALIZED COMPUTER PROGR&'1S

Detailed descriptions of the following computer programs, which are
written in FORTRAN, are available from the Hydrologic Engineering Center,
Corps of Engineers, 650 Capitol Mall, Sacramento, California 95814. Up
to-date source decks are also available upon request. Such requests should
specify computer facility on which the program is to be used.
There is a handling charge of $50, payable to the Treasurer of the
United States, for source decks furnished to private organizations.
While the Government is not responsible for the results obtained when
using these programs, assistance in resolving any malfunctioning of the pro
grams will be furnished by The Hydrologic Engineering Center to the extent
that time and funds are available.
Number
22-210
22-212
22-224
22-225
22-232
24-211
24-226
23-228
23-231
23-232
23-233
23-234
23-236
23-237
23-239
23-245
23-247
23-253
23-256
23-264
23-267
23-268
23-269
23-270
23-279
23-281
24-235

Minimum
Equipment

Name
Spillway Rating & Flood Routing
Backwater, Any Cross Section
Conduit Rating, Partial Gate Opening
Spillway Rating, Partial Gate Opening
Water Surface Profiles (HEC-2)
Unit Hydrograph & Loss Rate Optimization
Basin Rainfall and Snowmelt
Unit Graph and Hydrograph Computation
Streamflow Routing Optimization
Hydrograph Combining and Routing
Reservoir Area and Capacity Tables
Channel Improvement Sections
Spillway Gate Regulation Curve
Balanced Hydrograph
Frequency Statistics
Reservoir Yield
Partial Duration, Independent Events
Reservoir System Analysts, Conservation
(HEC-3)
Suspended Sediment Yield
Deposit of Suspended Sediment
Monthly Streamflow Simulation
Regional Frequency Computation
Reservoir Delta Sedimentation
Flood Hydrograph Package (REC-I)
Interior Drainage Flood Routing
Reservoir Temperature Stratification
Daily Streamflow Simulation
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GE
GE
IBM
IBM
IBM
IBM
IBM
IBM
GE
IBM
IBM
IBM
IBM
IBM
IBM
IBM
IBM

225
225
1620
1620
7040
7090
1620
1620
225
1620
1620
1620
1620
1620
1620
1620
1620

CDC
IBM
IBM
CDC
IBM
IBM
CDC
IBM
IBM
CDC

6600
1620
1620
6600
7090
1620
6600
1620
7090
6600

Latest
Oct
Jun
Jul
.luI
Aug
Aug
.luI
Jul
Nov
Aug
Jul
Nov
Feb
Nov
Nov
Aug
Jul

66
67
66
66
69
66
66
66
66
66
66
66
66
66
66
66
66

Feb 71
Mar 68

Jun
Feb
Jul
Jul
Oct
Apr
Sep
Apr

67
71
67
67
70
69
69

68

APPENDIX 5
U.S. DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE

U. S. DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR

SOIL CONSERVATION SERVICE

GEOLOGICAL SURVEY
WATER RESOURCES DIVISION

ENGINEERING DIVISION

Washington, D. C.

~~~!-~~~~~~~~~=-:

ATTENTION:

1)

TR-20 Project Formulation Hydrology

2)

Dams - Structure Site Analysis

3)

Log Pearson Type ITl Frequency Analysis

4)

Reservoir Operations Study

5)

Water Surface Profiles (undergoing modification)

Program
Number
4014
4104
4107
4108
4109
4111
4124
4150
4170
4200
420]
4206
4213
4217
4250
4252
4253
4254
4255
4258
4259
4261
4262
4266
4267

4268
4272
4273
4274
4275
4276

4305
4306

4307
4308
152

20242

Mr. G.W. Whelstone, Chief
Reports and Data Processing

Program Name
Log Pearson Type III Distribution Flood Frequency
Tide Gage Sununary
Digital Primary Computation (DISK)
Primary Update (DISK)
Daily Discharge Table, 9-2llM (DISK)
Digital Slope Computation (DISK)
Phreatophyte Project
Digita 1 Monitor
Digital Ground-water Levels
Copy His torica 1 Record - Tape to Tape
Copy Historical Record (Consol) - Tape to Tape
Edit Daily Discharges
Statistical Summaries (360)
Daily Q Table from BK File (9-211)
Chemica] Weighted Averages
Sediment Load (SW Input Option)
Particle Size Distribution (Oden)
Daily Conductance
Estuary Temperature Study
Sediment Listing (Particle Size)
Temperature Listing
Chemical Statistics
Frequency
Chemical Multiple Tab
Sediment File Maintenance
Sediment-load Tabulation
QW-SW Backfile Conversion, SW Analytical Data
QW-SW Primary Processing
QW-SW Primary Tabulation
QW-SW"Final Tabulation
Store Individual Q's on Mag Tape 
Ground Water Tape Write
CKDATA (Kan. G.W.)
STIFFU (Kan. G.W.)
CVTVAL (Kan. G.W.)
153

Program
Number
4309
4310
4311
4312
4313
4314
4315
4316
4317
4318
4319
4320
4379
4422
M0035
M0039
A130
A131
A132
A133
A139
Al42
A144
A145
A149
Al72
A200
ASIO
A549
A554
A593
A625
A641
A644
A645
A646
A647
A648
A670
A675
A720
A890
A891
A902
A910

Program Name
HYDROC
IRCLSU
KANS
MIXU
WELDAT

(Kan.
(Kan.
(Kan.
(Kan.
(Kan.

C.W.)
C.W.)
G.W.)
C.W.)
C.W.)
MXMTU (Kan. C.W.)
PIPERU (Kan. C.W.)
W1~TAB
(Kan. G. W.)
LT-LG (Kan. G.W.)
COLINU (Kan. G.W.)
RARU
(Kan. C.W.)
KTAB
(Kan. C.W.)
GW Well Data (Variabl e Heading)
Flow Variability
ABCCHK - Checks Cround Water ABC Cards
Salary Budget
River Basin Simulation
Streamflow Analysis
Streamflow S~lthesis
LINEAR - Free-formal linear equation solution
Water Data System Simulation Model
S-C 4020 Plotter Test Deck
S-C 4020 Plotter Library Listing
Cross Reference, FORTRAN
Ceneral data plot of two variables for the S-C 4020 Plotter
QW Modified Storet - Card to Print (360/20 Version)
Digital Monitor List
Diration Hydrograph
Flood Hydrograph
Rainfall Intensity
Test Current Meter Ratings
HTFLOW (Output of Stati stical SUllllll.'lTies on Magnetic Tape)
ANSTOR (Annual Storage)
List Sediment Tables
Update Sediment Backfile
Sediment Data Retrieval Program
Compute Average Daily Temp. from Max and Min
Compute Max, Min, Av. Daily Temp. and Sediment Load
Edit Cards of Daily Q
Q-Backfile Cards to Disk
Linear response analysis and Synthesis via Fourier Series
LOCCVT - Log Pearson Type III Data-card Conversion
CDCVT - STATPAC Data-card Conversion
MON-DUR - Monthly duration table
QPREP _ Surface Water Record Preparation for STATPAC
Processing
A Digital Model [or Aquifer Evaluation

TENNESSEE VALLEY AUTHORITY

For additional information write:
Bob Buehler
Chief, Flood Control Branch
Tennessee Valley Authority
206 Evans Building
Knoxvi-Ie, Tennessee 37902

Un}

t Craph
Derivation of best fit unit hydrograph.

Makes all computations required to route floods through a reservoir
using flat-pool storage and fixed outlets. The program has a plot option.

Stream and reservoir routing and combining of specifi ed runof f
hydrographs.

This model uses the basic di fferential equations of conttnuity and
momentum which describe the unsteady, nonuniform behavior of open channel
flow. The digital computer program provides the numerical solution to
these equaUons.
Suhcritical Water Surface Profiles
Computes using the step method the water surface profile at selected
locations along a stream based upon the Manning formula.
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TENNESSEE VALLEY AUTHORITY

APPENDIX 7

HYDRAULIC DATA BRANCH PROGRAMS

U.S. DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR
BUREAU OF RECLAMATION
For additional information write:

Denver, Colorado

Paul C. Spath
Chief, Hydraulic Data Branch
Tennessee Valley Authority
350 Evans Building
Knoxville, Tennessee 37902

Computes the mean daily discharge and gage height and total monthly
runoff from hand abstracts of time and gage height. The individual time
gage height-discharge values are tabulated.

80225

Reference: Abstracts of Electronic Computer Programs, developed by the
Bureau of Reclamation, Electronic Computer Program Abstracts Issue No.5,
February 1969.
This reference carries the notation: "For information concerning
the programs, contact the originating organization. The organization
and its mailing code are shown in each program abstract. Addresses for
Reclamation Bureau Offices are shown below."
There may be a charge for listings and source decks. AUTOMATH 800
is the Honeywell version of FORTRAN II. AUTHMATH 1800 is the Honeywell
version of FORTRAN IV.

Similar to the above except that input: data are digitized using a
Calma model 302 digitizer.
Daily Sediment I,oads
OCE

Office of Chief Engineer, Bureau of Reclamation, Denver Federal
Center, Denver, Colorado 80225

R1

Region 1 Office, Bureau of Reclamation, Post Office Box 937,
Boise, Idaho 83701

Similar to above except that the time-discharge-concentration data
are digitized USing the Cal~~ digiti7-er.

R2

Region 2 Office, Bureau of Reclamation, 2800 Cottage Way,
Sacramento, California 95825.

DIFCOR

R3

Optimizes the parameters of nonlinear models using the method of
differential corrections in connunction with multivarLate statistics.

Region 3 Office, Bureau of Reclamation, Post Office Box 427,
Boulder City, Nevada 89005.

R4

Region 4 Office, Bureau of Reclamation, Post Office Box 11568,
Salt Lake City, Utah 81,111.

R5

Region 5 Office, Bureau of Reclamation, Post Office Box 1609,
Amarillo, Texas 79105.

R6

Region 6 Office, Bureau of Reclamation, Post Office Box 2553,
,Montana 59103.

R7

Region 7 Office, Bureau of Reclamation,
Federal Center, Denver, Colorado 80225.

SPRP

South Platte River Projects Office, Bureau of Reclamation, Post
Office Box 449, Loveland, Colorado 80537.

Daily and monthly total sediment loads in tons are computed from
hand abstracts of time-discharge-concentrati.on.
DIGSED

PAT SEAR
Uses the pattern search method for optimizing the parameters of a
nonlinear model. The program has generally been found to work better than
the DIFCOR approach.
Factor Analysis
Uses the multivariate statistical technique of factor analysis to
reduce the dimensionality of a set of variables into a reduced set of
orthogonal vectors that explain some preset percentage of the original
variance.
GAFUUG

KRP

Fits a three-parameter gamma function to a unit hydrograph.
156

20, Denver

Kansas River Projects Office, Bureau of Reclamation, Post Office
Box 737, McCook, Nebraska 69001.
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File No.

Descriptive Name of Program

Office

Symbols [or USBR Offices (Continued)
SCDO

_ Region 3, Bureau of
southern California Development Office
San Bernardino, CaliReclamation, 528 Mountain View Avenue,
fornia 92402.
PROGRAMS
Descriptive Name of Program

PSAl\'1)S - Total Sediment Load Computations
Hy-100A
Hazen-Type Frequency Analysis ($2.75)
HY-I04
Computation of Area and Capacity Tables ($5.05)
HY-IOs
Reservoir Area Capacity Tables
HY-lOsC
Reservoir Operation Study--Maxwell Project
BY-l07
Freq uency Dis t ribut ion
HY-lIO
Hazen-Type Frequency Computat ions
HY-lIl
Reservoir Area Capacity Table Computation
HY-1l4
CVP Coordinated Water Operations study
HY-lls
Water Supply and Reservoir Operation Studies
BY-116
Western Division, MRB, Annual Operating Plan
HY-1I7A
East Side System Water Operations Study
HY-12]
Input Compiler for CVP Coord Water OF Study
HY-I22
Fry-Ark Operation Study
HY-124
Extended
Runoff Records
BY-}2s
Hestern Division
MRB 36 Year Operation study
HY-126
Water Surface Profile
HY-128
Edit River X-Section Data for Plotting
HY-129
Reservoir Routing by Modified PuIs Method
UY-130
Flood Hydrograph by Unit graph Procedure
HY-13l
Area-Capacity Tables
1IY-132
Fry-Ark West Slope Collection System Sizing
UY-133
Buffalo Bill Reservoir 26 Year Operation study
HY-134
~'l ow Durat ion Analyses of St ream Flow Records
BY-US
Flood
Study Hydrograph Computation
HY-136
Depth-Duration Analysis
HY-138
Irrigation Requirements
HY-139
Forecast of Water Supply and Requirements
HY-140
Western Division-MRB February-March 01' Plan
HY-14l
st. John River Operation Studies
BY-142
Western Division
MRB April-May Operating Plan
HY-144
Flood Hydrograph Using Triangular Unitgraph
HY-147
Rain-on-Snow Computations
HY-148
038-Rain-On-Snow Computation (6600)
HY-148A
023-Rain-On-Snow Computation--Phase I
HY-148B
024-Rain-On-Snow Computation--Phase II
HY-148C
Passamaquoddy Tidal Power Plant Operation
HY-149
Reservoir Operations
HY-ls0
Consumptive Use of Water
By-lSI
002-Lahontan Reservoir Operation study
HY-152
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OCE
OCE
OCE
OCE
OCE
KRP
KRP
R2
R2
OCE
SPRP
R2
SPS
R7
R2
SPRP
R2
OCE
OCE
OCE
KRP
R7
SPRP
OCE
R2
DCI'
KRP
R2
SPRP
SPRI'
OCE
OCE
OCE
OCE
R2

RZ
R2
KRP
KRP
R2

HY-153
HY-ls4
HY-lss
HY-ls7
HY-IS8
HY-ls9
HY-160
HY-16l
HY-163
HY-164
BY-165
HY-166
HY-167
HY-169
HY-170
HY-I7J
HY-I72
HY-174
HY-175
HY-176
HY-l77
HY-178
HY-179
HY-ISO
HY-ISI
HY-lS2
HY-183
HY-184
HY-lS6
HY-187
HY-lS8
llY-190
llY-191
HY-192
HY-l93
IiY-194
HY-19s
HY-196
HY-197
IIY-198
HY-199
HY-200
HY-202
IIY-203
HY-204
IIY-205
HY-206
HY-207
HY-20S
HY-209
BY-21 0
HY-211

015-Water Quality Analysis
020-Lake Evaporation Study
027-Ventura River Study
034-Groundwater Hydrograph Plot
036-Pre-Washoe Operations Study
Reservoir Operation Study--Vail
Reservoir Operation Study--Fallbrook and Deluz
Evapotranspiration and Irrigation Efficiencies
T.ower Colorado River lIourly Flow Predictions
Lower Colorado River Daily Operations Studies
I,ower Colorado River Monthly Operations Studies
Middle Colorado River Hourly Flow Predictions
PSEUDO - Computation of Water Surface Profiles
Reservoir Capacity and Filling Time
Water Surface Profile for Canal Systems
Area of Stream Cross-Section
037-Total Sediment Load Computation (6600)
N. Platte R. Storage Water Ownership Accounting
065-Washoe Operations Study
066-Tehama-Colusa Canal Drainage Report
070-Tailwater Computations
On-Water Surface Profile
076-Automatic Downstream Gate Control (CDC-6600)
on-Stochastic Operation Studies
079-Watasheamu Operation Study
OBI-Canal Gradient Generator
OB4-Flood Frequency (CDC-6600)
085-Flood Freq. (CDC-6600 Corps of Engineers)
094-Input Generator for Program No. 95, (HY-187)
09s-Reservoir Temperature Prediction (CDC-6600)
096-Weibull-Gumbel Flow Frequency Plot
10l-Cross Drainage by California Culvert Method
102-Flood Flow Frequencies Plot
104-Gate Opening for Lake Tahoe Dam
lOS-Discharge Table for DMC Check No.1.
107-Carson and Truckee Basin Operation Study
lOS-Computing Drawdown in a Well Field
110-Groundwater Data Control
lIS-San Luis Water Accounting (CDC-6600)
l16-Flow Table Analysis
118-Accumulated Flow Program
120 & 120P-Flood Study Hydrograph
l27-Reservoir Area-Capacity Tables (CDC-6600)
132-Discharge Tab1 e for Cachuma Dam
133-Water Surface Profile Computation (CDC-6600)
134-Lower Trinity Initial Filling
l35-CVP-SWP Division of Uncontrolled Flows
146-Reservoir Inflow Forecasting Equation
202-Hydrograph Plot-Hydrology
117-California Framework Water Balance
l29-Drought Analysis (CDC-6600)
l44-Res. Op. Study Computer Ass'n Pack (CDC-6600)
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R2
R2

R2
R2
R2

SCDO
SCDO
OCE
OCE
OCE
OCE
OCE
OCE
OCE
OCE
SCDO
R2
OCE
R2
R2
R2
R2
R2
R2

R2
R2
R2

R2
R2
R2
R2
R2
R2
R2

R2

R2
R2

R2
R2
R2
R2

R2
R2

RZ
R2
R2

R2
R2
R2
R2
R2
R2

File No.

Office

HY-2I2

707-Sacramento River Contracting Program

R2

H-I07
H-I09
H-110
H-1l4
11-1l7
H-118
H-118A
H-1l9
H-122
H-124
H-127
H-128
11-129
H-130
B-131
H-132
H-133
H-134
H-135
H-136
H-137
H-140
H-141
H-142
11-143
H-144
H-145
H-145A
H-146
H-147
H-148
H-149
H-150
H-151
H-152
H-153
11-154
H-155
H-157
H-158
H-159
H-160
H-161
H-162
H-163
H-164
H-165
H-166
11-167

Vol. and Wetted Surface Areas for Small Ponds
Statistical Analyses of Piezometer Data
Seepage Loss From Small Canals and Laterals
Computation of Venturi Meter Discharge Tables
Radioisotope Discharge Measurements
Water Surface Profiles by Standard Step Method
Water Surface Profiles by Standard Step Method
Critical Depth Computations for Venturi Flumes
Irrigation Discharge Quantities
Orifice-in-Series Control for Automatic Gates
Flow Net for Abrubt Offsets in a Canal
Venturi Meter Calibration
Seepage Loss Calculations for General Ponds
Spillway Flow Table Computations
Volume and Wetted Surface Area Calculations
Dynamic Pressures in Stilling Basins
Pitometer Velocity Data Analysis
Groundwater Flow by Relaxation Methods
Hydraulic Transients in Pump Discharge l.ines
Cross Sectional Computati.ons for Tractive Force
Velocity Distribution in Pumping Plant intakes
Seepage Discharge from Flatbottom Ponds
Seepage from Ponds With Known Vols and Surface
Prototype Pressure Computations in Slide Gates
Rej ection Surges in Trapezoidal Channels
Flow Index Cal ibration Curve Equation
Analysis of Waterhammer in Pipeline System..'l
Analysis of Waterhammer in Pipelinl: Systems
Attenuation of Surge by a Lateral Spillway
Hydraulic Transients in Closed Conduits
Air Chamber Analvsis
Surge Tank Analysis
Determination of HydrauliC Parameters-Canals
Hyd. Transients in Variable-Pitch Pump-Turbines
Drawdown Curves with Curvilinear Flow
Seepage Meter Calculations
Dala Reduction for Canal Hvdraulic Parameters
Pres ton Boundary Shear Tube Calibration
35 Hydraulic Subroutines
Headworks Dimensions and Hydraul ics
Pressure and Thrust at Pipe Bends
Hydraulic Prop. Flat Bottom Horseshoe Tunnel
Hydraulic Properties Unlined Horseshoe Tunnel
Pump Test Data Evaluation
USBR Powerplants with Pertinent Turbine Data
Empirical Equation for Ideal Specific Speed
Selection of Hydraulic Turbines
Hydraulic Turbine Efficiency Test
Turbine Runner Di scharge Area Calibrat ion

OCE
OCE
OCE
OCE
OCE
OCE
OCE
OCE
KRP
OCE
OCE
OCE
OCE
R2
OCE
OCE
OCE
OCE
OCE
OCE
OCE
nCE
OCE
OCE
OCE
(lCE
OCE
OCE
OCE
OCE
OCE
OCE
OCE
OCE
OCE
OCE
OCE
OCE
Or.E
OCE
OCE
OCE
OCE
OCE
OCE
OCE
OCE
OCE
OCE

H-169
B-1]]
H-l72
B-173
H-174
H-178
1-\-110
M-113
M-115
M-117
M-118
M-119
M-120
M-12l
M-125
M-l26
M-127
M-128
M-129
M-130
M-131
M-132
M-133
M-136
M-137
M-139
M-140

Backwater Curves in Circular Pipe
Hydraulic Properties of a Chute
Economic DeSign of Pumped Pipe Systems
Economic DeSign of Gravity Pi.pe Systems
Airflow Compo Morrow Point Dam
Discharge Computation in Ci.rcular Pipes (CDC-6600)
Linear Regression Analysis
Simple Correlation and RegreSSion Analysis
Multiple Correlation
Least Square Fit of Arbitrary Function to Data
Least Squares Polynomial Fit
Solution of Quadratic Equation
Solution of General Cubic Equation
Cubic Solution for Incrementing Constant.
Curve Fitting of Y
¥MAX (l-E**(-R(X-XO»)
Square Root - Floating Binary
Alfa Subroutine
ARC-SINE or ARC-COSINE-FLOATING Binary AHa Sub
Complex Polynomial Evaluator-Float Bin Alfa Sub
Real Polynomical Evaluator-Floating Bin Alfa Sub
One-Way Analysis of Variance and "T" Test
Two-Way AnalYSis of Variance and 'IF" Test
General Curve Fit Program
Polynomial Solution
Bairstows Method
082-Graphical Correlation Plot
088-Multiple Regression Analysis
091-Polynomial Curve Fitting
128-Log-Flow Statistics (CDC-6600)

161
160

OCE
OCE
OCE
OCE
OCE
OCE
RI
R7
R2
OCE
OCE
OCE
OCE
OCE
OCE
OCE
OCE
OCE
OCE
OCE
OCE
OCE
OCE
R2
R2
R2
R2

,
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APPENDIX 8
FEDERAL HIGHWAY ADMINISTRATION
AND STATE lIIGHWAY DEPARTMENTS

Pros.ram
1520
NJ

Backwater curve
Computes water surface profile in an open channel

0010

Hydraulics of bridge waterways version 1 -HY-4 from
Bureau of Public Roads. Card to card.

NM

The following programs are taken from:
"MSHO Computer Program Index"
Subcommittee on Electronics, Nov. 10, 1969
Included are programs developed by the Federal Highway Administration
as well as various state highway departments.
Program
1200

Description
HY-l used for hydraulic analysis of circ. pipes. given
hydrological data and site condo produces no. pipes, sizes,
headwater and outlet vel., inlet and outlet condo available
from FHWA

1300

HY-2 used for hydraulic analysiS or pipe-arches given hy
drological data and site condo selects size considering
inlet and outlet control.

1400

HY-3 used for hydraulic analysis of boxes given hydrological
data and site condo determines size of culvert which satis
fies data and site condo for inlet and outlet control.
Available from FHWA.

1500

HY-4 computes bridge backwater. Theory followed is in hy
draulics of bridge waterways by J.M. Bradley, Bureau of
Public Roads, 1969. Available from FHWA.

1600

HY-5 files gaging station flood records. Produces a com
pilation of flood records, frequently plot and index of the
gaging stations.

1041
CAL

Hydraulic design of culverts converted from BPR Hyd Engr
Circular No.7.

0070

Determines peak discharge rates of runoff based on BPR
hyd. design 2 and hyd. circular no. 4.

TND

001A
MO

Backwater. Computes amount of intercept and bypass for
given opening lengths using gutter flow output. Lilley
Beatte
AV-AB, LT.

0010
MO

Gutter flow. Computes quantity of water and length of
opening for given slopes and gutter sections. Lil1ey
Beatte
AV-AV, LT.

2010
MOh'T

Hydraulics of bridge waterways (a modified version of BPR
program HY-4) This program computes slope of channel, normal
stage, and backwater for up to 99 trial constrictions.
162

Description

0020
NM

0030
NM

0040

BPR Program Hy-/j • Hydraulics of bridge waterways version 2.
Converted to operating system.
BPR Program HY-3. HydrauliC analysis of box culverts.
Converted to operating system.

NM

BPR Program HY-I. Hydraulic analysis of circular culverts.
Converted to operating system.

0050
NM

BPR Program HY-2. Hydraulic analysis of pipe-arch culverts.
Converted to operating system.

4400
OHIO

Ditch analysis-analyze standard roadway ditches, special
ditches and median swales.
440.00

1210
OKLA

Design and analysis of roadway culverts. A combined pro
gram to handle box culverts, circular pipes, and pipe-arches
in one execution. Adapted from BPR HY-series.

1220
OKLA

HydrauliC analysis of roadway culverts. Input size Q and
tailwater. Output headwater velocity and whether inlet or
outlet control. Pipes and boxes.

0010
PENN

Synthetic Hydrograph.

0020
PENN

Backwater curve.

0030
PENN

Hydraulic design - Bridge waterway openings including
backwater curve.

1010
TEX

Computes stage discharge relationships in stream channels.

1030
TEX

Describes a method whereby annual maximum flood records can
be stored, retrieved, and displayed for use by engineers in
volved in the design of a stream crossing.

1040
TEX

Calculates water surface profile through a broken back
culvert.

1050
TEX

Carries through 11 hydraulic design of culverts from dis
charge determination through culvert dimensions.
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Description

1080
TEX

An integrated system of programs for highway hydraulic
design and analysis. Avail. 1st QTR 70.

1300
VA

Flow profile computations (direct step). This program
given increments in depth plus various constants for the
channel computes channel velocity, distances between the
given deEths and a summation of these distances. Opera
tional DDCUM. Inc.

1310
VA

Flow profile computations (standard step). Using cross
section data, discharges and other controls, this program
computes water surface profiles along natural stream
channels.

2180
VA

Hydraulics of bridge waterways (modified BPR HY-4). This
program generally analyses the effect of a structure in a
stream.

0010
WASH

Storm sewer design. Given areas, imperv. factors, computes
rlmoff to storm sewer system. Given begin pipe elev., slope
dist., Manning N., computes pipe sizes and invert elevations.

0010
WISC

Hydraulic analysis for pipe arch, box culvert, and circular
cu1vert.

UNIVERSITY OF MINNESOTA
ST. ANTHONY FALLS HYDRAULIC LABORATORY
AND CIVIL ENGINEERING DEPARTMENT:
1)

Log Pearson TYPE III Frequency Analysis - SAFHL Computer Program
No.1, by C.E. Bowers, A.F. Pabst, and S.P. Larson.

2)

Water Surface Profiles in Prismatic Channels - SAFHL Computer
Program No.2, by C.E. Bowers.

3)

Water Surface Profi1es in Natural Channels - SAFHL Computer Pro
gram No.3, by S.P. Larson.

4)

Hydraulic Network Analysis I and II.

5)

UROM-66 (Urban Math Model).

6)

VELO (Routing by Method of Characteristics).

7)

MAIN (Characteristic Routing for Sewer Network)
(Reports are or wi11 soon be available on items 1, 2, and 3).

1)

Normal Depth

2)

Critical Depth

3)

Critical Depth by Minimum Specific Energy

4)

Merge-Sorting

5)

Area and Perimeter from Coordinates

6)

Interpolation routine for irregularly spaced data
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APPENDIX 10
UNIVERSITY OF MINNESOTA
COMPUTER CENTER LIBRARY
SUBROUTINES AND STATISTICS PROGRAMS

These are included as an example of programs and subroutines available
in many computer libraries
6600 Library Systems and Subroutines
~

MF501
REMARK
TIME
SECOND
DATE
JDATE
CLOCK
CTIME
ICPTIME
PLOTPAC
PRNPLOT
SCLPLT
LRSHFT
BUFF
LOCORE
ICOUNG
GREADS
*CONST
*LEGAL
LOCF
XLOCF
LENGTH
*QLENGTH
*BLNKZRO
*ZROBLNK
*FLOT46
*CMPSDMP
READMS
WRITEMS
OPENMS
STINDX
*RESETFL

Process display code for off-line microfilm facility
Send comment to console and dayfil e
Output current time in seconds and 1/1000 seconds
Output time in seconds
Output current date typed in by operator at console
Output
Julian - Date
Output current reading of system clock in hrs, min., secs
Output central processor time use in seconds
Output central processor time in milliseconds
Graphical plotting done on the CDC 165 CALCOMP plotter
Graphical plotting done on the printer
Automatically scaled graphical plotting done on printer
Left or right shift of 60-bit number
Read and write long BCD or hinary tape records
Read words from anywhere in central memory
Count the number of bits in a central memory word
Coded record input routine (Fortran extended, only)
Important constants contained in labelled common blocks
Tests for infinite, indefinite or un-normalized numbers
Integer address of argument
Integer address of argument
Return numbers of words read on unit I after buffer in
Return users field length
Converts blanks to 00 display codes
Convert 00 display codes to blanks
Convert CDC 1604 floating-poing numbers to 6600 floating
point
Compass dump of binary words
Mass storage random file read routine
Mass storage random file write routine
Mass storage random file open routine
Mass storage random file store-index routine
Reset field length routine

PLROOTI
PLROOT2
PLROOT3
ROOn
NLSYSTEM
BESJ
CBIN
IBIN
CDFN
CDFNI
ERFN
EI
CAMMAF
CELIPFE
EILIPFE

Polynomials and Special Functions
Evaluation of a real polynomial
Evaluation of a double-precision polynomial
Evaluation of a complex polynomial
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Description
Complex roots of real polynomial
Double precision roots of PLROOTI and PLROOT3
Complex roots of complex polynomial
Nonlinear function root finder
Nonlinear system of equations root finder
Bessel function of the first kind
Real (floating point) binomial coefficient generator
Integer binOmial, coefficient generator
Cumulative normal distribution function
Inverse of CDFN
Error function
Exponential integral
Bamma and Beta functions, factorial power
Complete elliptic integrals, first and second kinds
Incomplete elliptic integrals, first and second kinds

Operations on functions and solutions of differential equations
SIMPSON
ROMlF
ROM2F
XINT
DXINT
CINTEG

RK
RKGILL

Integration of tabular data by Simpsons rule
Integral from A to B of F (X) DX
Integral from A to B of F (X) DX with error control
Gaussian multiple numerical integration
Double-precision gaussian multiple numberical integration
Complex line integral (type complex variables)
Differential equation solver with variable step and error
control
Differentia1 equation solver, tabular data (equally spaced
points)

Interpolation and Approximations
AITKENF
LINT
ORTHON
LSQORPY

Aitkens method interpolation
Lagrange polynomial interpolation
Least squares or regression with arbitrary functions
Least squares with orthogonalized polynomials

Operations on Matrices, Vectors and Simultaneous Linear Equations
MXMOV
MXCMBN
MXMPLY
MXMPLYl
MXTRP
MXTRPI
MXTRIDI
SYMINV
SYMSOLV
SYMSOLU
SYMPACK
SYMlJPK

* Denotes write-up not available

RVAL
DVAL
CVAL

Name

Move + or - Matrix A to B
Hatrix A + or - M.."ltrix B to C
Product of Matrices A and B to C (C may be A)
Produce of Matrices A and B to C (C may be B)
Transpose a retangular matrix.
Transpose large rectangular matrices in place
Solve a tri-diagonal linear system
Symmetric matrix inverse, lin. equation and determinant
solver
Solve a symmetric linear system
Solve a packed symmetric linear system
Pack symmetric matrix for SYHINV, SYMSOLU
Unpack symmetric matrix for SYHINV, SYHSOLU
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---Name

~

MXLNEQ
CMXLNEQ
QRSYM
EIG3
QRCMPLX
RVECT
CVECT
RCVECT

Solve linear equations, determinant, and inverse
Complex array matrix invenie, Lin. equation and deter
minant solver
Eigenvalues, Eigenvectors of real packed symmetric matrices
Eigenvalues, eigenvectors of real non-symmetric matrices
Eigenvalues, eigenvectors of complex non-Hermitain matrices
Real eigenvectors of real matrix when given the eigenvalue
Complex eigenvectors of complex matrix when given the
eigenvalue
Complex eigenvectors of real matrix when given the complex
eigenvalue

Statistical Analysis and Probability
NRAN
IRAN
PERMUTE
RAN2F
RAN3F
NORMAL
RANBIN
RANF
AMEAN
MEANVAR
MXEXTRM
CONVERT
FREQDSN
IVLFREQ
CHSQ
CHSQI
FVR
TTEST
TINV
BETAI

Random integer generator in partially specified closed
interval
Random integer array generator in partially specified
closed interval
Random sampling without replacement (permutation)
Random real array generator, rectangul ar distribution (0,1)
Random real array generator, rectangular distribution (A,B)
Random real array generator, normal distribution (0,1)
Random array of bytes from 30 to 60 bits long
Random number of generator (CDC)
Mean of an array
Mean and unbiased variance of an array
Maximum and minimum values of an array
Date conversion to uniform or given class intervals
Frequency distribution of array S8 raw data
Frequency distribution for class intervals
Probability given CHI-Square and DF
CHI-Square given probability and DF
Probability given F and DF
Probability given T and DT
T given probability and DT
Incomplete Beta function distribution

Information Processing
CHECK
MERGE2
MERGE4
SORTI
SORT2
GENSORT
GEt-.'READ

MODIFY
PERT
RUN
STMSCRIPT
SLIP
SNOBOL
SORT-MERGE
TRANS
TRIAL
UPDATE

ALGOL-60 Processor (see CDC manual)
Algebraic symbol manipulation system
Dartmouth-G.E. basic interpreter
UCLA biomedical statistics programs (see UCLA manual)
COBOL compiler (see CDC manual)
6400/6500/6600 assembly language (see CDC manual)
Fortran compiler (see CDC manual)
Fortran extended compiler (see CDC manual)
Keyword-in-context program (see CDC manual)
Lisp 1.5.6 list-processing language interpreter
Analog computer simulator
Minnesota debugging, diagnostic, student-oriented Fortran
compiler
Coded file update program
Pert/time analysis (see CDC manual)
Fortran compiler (see CDC manual)
Simscript simulation language compiler (see CDC manual)
Symmetric list processing system
IDA snobol - IV list-processing language interpreter
CDC sort/merge program (see CDC manual)
Translate ascent to compass (see CDC manual)
Information retreival for abstracts of literature
Coded file update program (see CDC scope 3.1 manual)

University of Minnesota StatisUcal Program (UMST)
UMST500

UMST510

UMST520
UMST530

Missing data input conversion
Merge two sorted arrays
Merge two sorted arrays carrying two arrays
Numeric sort of array
Numeric sort of array carring corresponding elements of
another
General sort of array
General card-reading routine

Miscellaneous
DESCRIB
LOCUS

ALGOL
ALMAP
BASIC
BMD
COBOL
COMPASS
FUN
FTN
KWIC
LIST
MIMIC
MNF

UMST540

CORRELATION AND MULTIPLE LINEAR REGRESSION
This program performs a correlation analysis followed
by a multiple linear regression. This program does not
handle missing data.
ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE, EQUAL FREQUENCIES
1) Analysis of variance for a complete factorial design
(that is, sums of squares, mean squares, and degrees
of freedom which appear in an analysis of variance
table) •
CHI-SQUARE
This program computes the chi-square criterion on two
way frequency tables.
MISSING DATA CORRELATION
This program computes:
1) Pearsonian correlation coefficients for all possible
pairwise combinations of input variables (approximately
130 maximum for our 65K 6600).
2) Means, variances, convariances , and standard deviati ons.
NO~~ARAMETRTC (RANK ORDER) STATISTICS
This program computes:
1) Kruskal-Wallis One Way Analysis of Variance
2) Spearman Rank Correlation
3) Kendall Rank Correlation
4) Kendall Coefficients of Concordance

Frequency domain analysis for control systems
Root LOCUS subroutine
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Name
UMST550
UMST560

UMST570
UMST580
UMST590

UMST600

UMST610

UMST620

UMST630

CORRELATION AND ORTHOGONAL FACTOR ANALYSIS
This program performs correlation analysis followed by
orthogonal factor analysis.
LEAST SQUARE CURVE FITTING USING ORTHOGONAL POLYNOMIALS
Using a modified method of least squares, this program
fits polynomials to pairs of input data vectors. It first
calculates a polynomial of degree 1, then of degree 2, and
so on up to the degree of the polynomial specified.
MULTIVARIATE ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE
This program performs multivariate analysis of variance
and/or covariance on a vector of dependent variables.
STEPWISE REGRESSION
This program performs stepwise linear regression.
CROSS TABULATION
This program generates a cross-tabulation, i.e., a bi
variate frequency distribution, for pairs of variable.
As an option, a distribution may be formed for each value
of a third variable or for each pair of values of a third
and a fourth variable, L e., us ing one or two control
variables.
DESCRIPTIVE STATISTICS
This program computes and prints the following for each
variable:
l) EX, EX2
(X-X) 2, mean, variance, standard deviation
2)

);X 3 ,

3)

Maximum value, minimum value (optional)

4)

X value (from largest to smallest), frequency, cumu
lative proportion, absolute proportion (optional).

(X_X)3, E(X-X)4 (optional)

GENERAl. LINEAR HYPOTHESIS FOR ANOVA, UNEQUAL FREQUENCIES
This program analyzes the statistical significance of
dependent variables for those experimental designs that
can be formulated in tenns of the General Linear Hypo
thesis model.
CHI-SQUARE FROM RAW DATA
This program computes and prints the following:
l) A frequency distribution of two variables based on
intervals supplied to the program.
2) A check of all the frequencies as calculated above to
determine if all are equal to or above the given fre
quency supplied to the program. If cell frequencies
are below this value, they are printed out and the
prob lem terminated • (optional)
SINGLE AND SIHULTANEOUS (TSLS, LISE) EQUATION AND RE
GRESS ION PACKAGE
This is a multi-purpose program designed to estimate the
coefficients of a multiple regression model or a simul
taneous equation model. Three estimation techniques are
available to the user: ordinary least squares (OLS); two
stage least squares (TSLS); and limited information maxi
mum likehood (LISE).

BMD
The Biomedical Computer (BMD) Programs are generalized "packaged" sta
tistical progra~s for use in the analysis of large amounts of recorded
data. The type of programs and their specific form have been guided by
the demands arising in the UCLA Medical Center for statistical and mathe
matical procedures to assist with many different research problems.
The following is a list of the BMD programs by class:

BMDOID
BMD02D
BMD03D
BMD04D
BMD05D
BMD06D
BMD07D
BMD08D
BMD09D
BMDIOD
BMDlID

Simple Data Description
Correlation with Transgeneration
Correlation with Item Deletion
Alphanumeric Frequency Count
General Plot Including Histogram
Description of Strata
Description of Strata with Histogram
Cross-Tabulation with Variable Stacking
Cross-Tabulation, Incomplete Data
Data Patterns for Dichotomies
Data Patterns for Polychotomies

BMDOlM
BMD02M
BMD03M
BMD04M
IlMD05M
BMD06M
IlMD07M

Principal Component Analysis
Regression on Principal Components
Factor Analysis
Discriminant Ana.lysis for Two Groups
Discriminant Analysis for Several Groups
Canonical Analysis
Stepwise Discriminant Analysis

BMDOlR
BMD02R
RMD03R
BMD04R
IlMD05R
BMD06R

Simple Linear Regression
Stepwise Regression
Multiple Regression with Case Combinations
Periodic Regression and Harnomic Analysis
Polynomial Regression
Asymptotic Regression

BMDOIS
BMD02S
BMD03S
IlMD04S
BMD05S
*IlMD06S
*BMD07S
*BMD08S
*
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Life Table and Survival Rate
Contingency Table Analysis
Biological Assay: Probit Analysis
Guttman Scale Prepocessor
Guttman Scale 111
Gut tman Scale 112, Part 1
Guttman Scale 112, Part 2
Guttman Scale 112, Part 3

Not implemented at the UCC.
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BMD09S
BMDlOS

Transgeneration
Transposition of Large Matrices
The Series Analysis

BMDOIT
BMD02T

Amplitude and Phase Analysis
Autocovariance and Power Spectral Analysis

Class V

Variance Analysis

BMDOlV
BMD02V
BMD03V
BMD04V
BMD05V
BMD06V
BMD07V
BMD08V

Analysis of Variance for One-Way Design
Analysis of Variance for Vactorial Design
Analysis of Covariance for Vactorial Design
Analysis of Covariance with Multiple Covariates
General Linear Hypothesis
General Linear Hypothesis with Contrasts
Multiple Range Tests
Analysis of Variance
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